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August 28, 2012

Trial judges at the International Criminal Court (ICC) have rejected an
application by prosecutors to exclude the testimony of an expert witness
scheduled to be called by the defense of Congolese opposition leader Jean-
Pierre Bemba.

Judges Sylvia Steiner, Kuniko Ozaki, and Joyce Aluoch ruled that the proposed
testimony of the political-military strategy expert was relevant to the charges
against Mr. Bemba and that "his knowledge, experience and training" would help the
chamber understand the background and context of the intervention by the
accused's militia in the armed conflict in the Central African Republic (CAR).

Prosecutors at the ICC charge that Movement for the Liberation of Congo (MLC)
troops raped, pillaged, and murdered civilians in the CAR during the 2002-2003
conflict and that Mr. Bemba as their commander-in-chief failed to stop or punish
them. He has denied all five charges against him. His defense case, which started
on August 14, 2012, has so far seen one witness - military expert General Jacques
Seara - take the stand, out of the 63 witnesses lined up.

Mr. Bemba's lawyers submit that the testimony by the upcoming expert, who goes
by the pseudonym D04-59, will be on the political and ethnic situation of the conflict
country prior to the arrival of the MLC troops. Furthermore, the expert would
provide evidence on the "pan-African arrangements for security in the area." The
expert is also expected to submit a report to the chamber with conclusions drawn
from information provided by un-named sources.

Prosecutors contested the testimony of this expert on the ground that it was "either
not relevant to the issues of the case or, when arguably relevant, not properly the
subject of expert testimony." They further challenged his expertise and proposed
report, arguing that he was not qualified to testify as an expert on military matters.

The defense countered that this individual's knowledge and training "equip him to
advance opinions on military matters and also that there is no requirement that an
expert have professional experience of a particular situation, as opposed to having a
sufficient level of knowledge of a subject to give weight to his opinions."

In their August 21, 2012 ruling permitting the inclusion of Witness D04-59 on the
defense's list of witnesses, judges stated that should the prosecution wish to
challenge the relevance of specific parts of his testimony, they should do so in court
during the questioning of the witness. The judges stated that based on the
curriculum vitae of this individual, they were satisfied that he possessed relevant
expertise in military matters.

On the admissibility of the expert's report, judges ruled that this would be
determined upon completion of his testimony, should the defense seek its
submission as evidence.

"Should issues relating to the material on which Witness D04-59 bases his
conclusions arise during his testimony, the prosecution may challenge that material
and those conclusions in due course," said the judges.

Besides victims and witnesses to alleged crimes, the court accepts persons whose
education, training, and experience enable them to provide an assessment, opinion,
or judgment within an area of expertise, to testify.

Among the prosecution's 40 witnesses, there was an expert on sexual violence as a
tool of war, one on military command structure, a third who provided testimony on
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) among Central African rape victims, and a



linguistics expert.

Amongst the defense's other proposed witnesses are a linguistics expert, soldiers
who served in the Central African armed forces, and victims of crimes allegedly
committed not by the MLC but by other armed groups active in the conflict.

Hearings in the trial are scheduled to resume on Monday, September 3, 2012.

Expert Says Bemba Troops Were a "Legitimate" Force in the CAR Conflict
BembaTrial.org
By Wakabi Wairagala
September 3, 2012

Today, the second witness called by the defense of Jean-Pierre Bemba said
the intervention of the accused's troops in the 2002-2003 conflict in the
Central African Republic (CAR) was "legitimate" and partly intended to
protect the national security of Congo.

Octave Dioba, a geo-political expert, gave a background to that conflict and
described the troubled political history of both the Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC) and the CAR.

Mr. Bemba is on trial for failing to control his rampaging Movement for the Liberation
of Congo (MLC) soldiers who allegedly brutalized civilians in the CAR. His soldiers
were in that country to help its then president, Ange-Félix Patass, to fight off a coup
attempt.

Mr. Dioba explained that during 2002, the Congolese government did not have full
control of the vast country. Mr. Bemba's militia controlled northern Congo while
another rebel force, the Rally for Congolese Democracy (RCD), controlled the
eastern part. In 1999, the warring factions signed the Lusaka Agreement, which
defense lawyer Aimé Kilolo-Musamba presented before court.

The expert said the agreement legitimized the warring factions and conferred upon
them powers of administration over the territories they controlled. Furthermore, the
signatories committed to finding solutions to Congo's security concerns and
ensuring safety at the country's borders. As part of a power-sharing agreement,
rebel forces were integrated into the national army and Mr. Bemba became one of
Congo's vice presidents.

Mr. Dioba said it was "clear and precise" that the parties agreed to carry out military
action along Congo's borders to ensure the country's security.

"The DRC has a border with the CAR, so the army of the MLC had to look after this
border at the same level as the RCD had to look after the eastern frontier with
Rwanda," said the witness.

The expert stated that coups d'état were the "preferred method" of ascending to
presidency in the CAR. He recounted the overthrow of the country's first president,
David Dacko, by Jean-Bédel Bokassa in 1965. In 1979, he said, Mr. Dacko regained
power by overthrowing the Bokassa regime. Two years later, a coup led by André
Kolingba ousted Mr. Dacko. Democratically elected president Patassé, who came into
power in 1993, was faced with two insurgencies. Mr. Kolingba led a failed attempt in
2001, but the second one led by François Bozizé, the current president of the
country, succeeded in March 2003.

While acknowledging the participation of his troops in the conflict, Mr. Bemba denies
all five charges he faces at the International Criminal Court (ICC). He argues that
once his troops crossed the Congo border, they were no longer under his command
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but that of Mr. Patassé.

In their opening statement, Mr. Bemba's defense argued that at the time of the
MLC's deployment in the neighboring country, they were not a private militia but "an
authority recognized by the international community" whose intervention was
endorsed with a resolution by the African Union.

Mr. Dioba continues to testify in the trial tomorrow morning.

Geopolitical Expert Says Bemba Troops Represented Congo in CAR Conflict
BembaTrial.org
By Wakabi Wairagala
September 4, 2012

A geopolitical expert today said war crimes accused Jean-Pierre Bemba
deployed his troops to a neighboring country on behalf of the national
authorities of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC).

Testifying for the second day in the trial at the International Criminal Court (ICC),
Octave Dioba said once a peace agreement was signed by the warring Congolese
factions, Mr. Bemba's forces became part of the legitimate administrative and
military authorities of the Congo.

As such, said the expert, the accused sent his Movement for the Liberation of Congo
(MLC) troops to the conflict country under the terms of a mutual defense agreement
which several countries in Central Africa had signed.

He explained that under the pre-existing mutual assistance pact between members
of the Central African Economic and Monetary Community (CEMAC), state parties
including the CAR and Congo agreed to provide material, technical, and civilian or
military personnel assistance to a member state faced with "any threat of armed
aggression."

According to the expert, in light of that pact and the Lusaka agreement that
recognized the MLC as the legitimate administrator of the northern region of Congo,
Mr. Bemba's troops complied with political and legal standards in providing troops to
aid the neighboring country's fight against insurgents.

"The DRC represented by the MLC component was in a legitimate position to provide
assistance to another state - the CAR - which was subject to aggressions," asserted
Mr. Dioba.

Other signatories to the mutual protection pact included Angola, Burundi,
Cameroon, The Republic of Congo, and Sao Tomé and Príncipe.

Mr. Dioba stated that the terms of the 1999 Lusaka agreement signed by Congo's
warring parties conferred powers of administration over northern Congo, including
ensuring safety at the country's border with the CAR, upon Mr. Bemba's group. He
added that the agreement recognized the MLC troops as part of the military forces
of Congo.

The expert said Mr. Bemba did not have a political or strategic interest in sending
his troops to the neighboring country at the time. This was because a peace
agreement had been signed by Congolese armed groups who were then negotiating
power-sharing arrangements. Prosecutors claim the deployment of the troops to the
CAR was part of Mr. Bemba's endeavor to gain a strategic military advantage in
furtherance of his armed campaign against the Congo government.

Faced with a coup attempt in 2002, former Central African president Ange-Félix
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Patassé sought the assistance of the Mr. Bemba's troops in beating back the
insurgents. Mr. Bemba has denied charges by prosecutors that he failed to stop or
punish his ill trained soldiers who allegedly raped, murdered, and pillaged civilians
during their deployment in the neighboring country.

Meanwhile, in other documents presented today before court by the defense, the 21
member Community of Saharan-Sahel States (CEN-SAD) and the African Union
condemned the armed insurrection against Mr. Patassé and endorsed the dispatch of
foreign troops to restore peace in the conflict country.

Prosecutors Challenge Report of Geopolitical Expert
BembaTrial.org
By Wakabi Wairagala
September 5, 2012

Prosecutors have challenged the sources that defense geopolitical expert
Octave Dioba relied on in writing his report, which concludes that the
intervention by Jean-Pierre Bemba's troops in a conflict in the Central
African Republic (CAR) was "legitimate".

Most of the cross-examination of the expert was conducted in closed session. In
open court, Mr. Dioba stated that in addition to the sources listed in his report, he
reviewed literature, as well as documents given to him by the defense. He also
conducted interviews with various individuals, who he did not name in open court.

The geopolitical expert wrote a 20 page report at the behest of the defense,
analyzing the political and strategic aspects of the intervention by the Movement for
the Liberation (MLC) in the 2002-2003 armed conflict.

Since taking the witness stand on Monday, Mr. Dioba has stated that as part of the
1999 Lusaka power-sharing agreement between Congolese rebel groups and the
national government in Kinshasa, the MLC obtained a legal obligation to protect
Congo's northern border. He said another rebel group, the Rally for Congolese
Democracy (RCD), took control of the eastern border with Rwanda.

The expert has told the trial at the International Criminal Court (ICC) that this
military obligation conferred on the MLC also necessitated that Mr. Bemba's troops
assist then Central African president, Ange-Félix Patassé, to fight off a coup
attempt. This, he explained, was because the CAR and Congo were among the
states grouped under the Central African Economic and Monetary Community
(CEMAC) that had entered a mutual defense agreement.

Today, prosecution lawyer Eric Iverson asked the expert why he had, in his report,
made conclusions on the legitimacy of the intervention by the accused's militia yet
nobody had asked him to.

"The task was to analyze, in an overall way, the intervention of the MLC in the CAR.
As an expert, you are not limited in your methodological or analytical tools nor your
approach," responded Mr. Dioba.

Mr. Bemba, a former vice president of the Democratic Republic of Congo and
commander-in-chief of the MLC, stands accused of taking no action as his fighters
allegedly brutalized Central African civilians. He has denied two war crimes (murder
and rape) and three crimes against humanity (murder, rape, and pillaging).

Judges Sylvia Steiner (presiding), Kuniko Ozaki, and Joyce Aluoch last month
rejected an application by prosecutors to exclude testimony by Mr. Dioba. The
judges ruled that his proposed testimony was relevant to the charges against Mr.
Bemba and that "his knowledge, experience and training" would help the chamber
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to understand the background and context of the intervention by the accused's
militia in the conflict.

Prosecutors had contested the testimony of this expert on the ground that it was
"either not relevant to the issues of the case or, when arguably relevant, not
properly the subject of expert testimony." They further challenged his expertise and
proposed report, arguing that he was not qualified to testify as an expert on military
matters.

In their August 21, 2012 ruling permitting the inclusion of Mr. Dioba, who also goes
by the in-court pseudonym Witness D04-59, on the defense list of witnesses, judges
stated that should the prosecution wish to challenge the relevance of specific parts
of his testimony, they should do so in court during his questioning.

On the admissibility of the expert's report, judges ruled that this would be
determined upon completion of his testimony, should the defense seek its
submission as evidence. "Should issues relating to the material on which Witness
D04-59 bases his conclusions arise during his testimony, the prosecution may
challenge that material and those conclusions in due course," the judges ruled.

The prosecution continues its cross-examination of the expert tomorrow morning.

Bemba's Top Commander 'Took Orders from CAR Army Chief'
BembaTrial.org
By Wakabi Wairagala
September 6, 2012

A geopolitical expert has said indicted Congolese opposition leader Jean-
Pierre Bemba's top commander deployed in the armed conflict in the
Central African Republic (CAR) took orders from that country's army chief.

Octave Dioba, who is the second witness called in defense of the war crimes
accused, said Mustafa Mukiza, the commander of the Movement for Liberation of
Congo (MLC) contingent involved in the conflict, followed orders from the Central
African army chief of staff and his deputies.

The expert also explained that while some MLC troops may have attacked civilians,
"Bemba cannot be held strategically or politically responsible since he neither
controlled the troops nor had policy making powers. Such powers [were] in the
hands of CAR authorities."

Furthermore, the expert compared Mr. Bemba's fighters to UN peacekeepers, saying
once a country contributes troops, they fall under the command of the UN and not
that of their respective national forces. In the same way, he said, the MLC fell under
the command and responsibility of Central African military authorities once they
were deployed in the conflict country.

Prosecutors at the International Criminal Court (ICC) charge that Mr. Bemba, a
former vice president of the Congo, took no action as his fighters pillaged,
murdered, and raped Central African civilians between October 2002 and March
2003. The 1,500 Congolese troops were in the neighboring country to assist its then
president, Ange-Félix Patassé, beat back a rebellion.

Whereas prosecutors contend that Mr. Bemba maintained effective command and
control over his troops on the frontline, he denies this. He counters that the fighters
were under the command of Mr. Patassé's authority, and that he did not have the
means to command them while they remained in the conflict country.

Meanwhile, Mr. Dioba today conceded that he did not travel to the scene of the
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conflict as part of his research. He said he visited the Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC) and Cameroon during May and June this year to collect data and interview
some individuals for the purposes of writing a report for the court. He said he last
traveled to the CAR in 2009 as part of a separate research assignment.

Mr. Dioba is a researcher with a background in geopolitical and strategic studies. He
has written a report for the court in which he concludes that the intervention by Mr.
Bemba's troops in the Central African conflict was "legitimate" and partly intended
to protect Congo's national security.

In his earlier testimony, the expert gave a background on the armed conflict and
also described the troubled political history of both the Congo and the CAR. He
stated that his report is based on literature, documents given to him by the defense
and key informant interviews. The witness disclosed the names of the persons he
interviewed in private session.

This afternoon, Marie-Edith Douzima-Lawson, a lawyer representing victims
participating in the trial, asked the expert why he did not travel to the country,
which was "the theatre of operations."

Mr. Dioba answered: "The events we are discussing today took place 10 years ago.
The research tools used by an expert at this level are sources and you do not need
to travel to the CAR for those sources."

Also today, prosecution lawyer Eric Iverson questioned the expert about his
conclusion that the accused could not be held responsible for the command of his
troops in the neighboring country as he was never in the field, and that they fell
"under the strategic and political responsibility" of Central African authorities. The
prosecution lawyer also took issue with the expert's conclusion that Mr. Bemba was
a "significant" factor in the stabilization of his country, as well as the expert's
recommendation in his oral testimony that the accused should be released.

Mr. Iverson suggested the witness was biased and not independent. "I would
suggest that you are using the witness stand to advocate your own agenda," he put
it to the expert.

"There is no norm regarding expert opinion which prohibits suggestions being
made," responded Mr. Dioba.

The hearing continues on Monday morning with further cross-examination of the
geopolitical expert by victims' lawyers.

[back to contents]
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By Wairagala Wakabi
September 5, 2012

Paolina Massidda is the Principal Counsel of the Office of the Public Counsel
for Victims at the International Criminal Court (ICC). She has represented
thousands of victims participating in the proceedings before the Court,
right from the first trial the ICC conducted, that of Congolese militia leader
Thomas Lubanga. In an interview in mid August, she explained to the Open
Society Justice Initiative how victims' participation has been shaped by the
court over the years, her worries about possible reviews to victims'
participation, and why the first decision issued by the court on reparations
presents challenges.

Wairagala Wakabi: One trial has been completed by the court and two others are
going on. What are some of the positive things in terms of the way victims' issues
have been handled, in terms of their participation?

Paolina Massidda: First of all, the real possibility for victims to participate at trial,
meaning to have their voice heard during the proceedings. This was probably the
first success for victims in the Lubanga trial. In the Lubanga trial victims were
consulted via their legal representative on any essential issue related to the
proceedings. They were able to present their views and concerns. Sometimes they
even presented views which were a bit different from the ones presented by the
Office of the Prosecutor (OTP) and I think it is very important because often the role
of the victims has been identified, mainly by the defense but also by others, as the
role of 'second prosecutors' which is not the case because victims have an
independent role in the proceedings and this has been clearly established during the
Lubanga trial.

The second important step is that decisions on major issues related to victims'
participation issued by Trial Chamber I have established precedent for other trials.
So for instance the way of intervening in the presentation of evidence by the parties
was followed in the Katanga-Ngudjolo Chui case and then in the Bemba case. This
established a practice of what victims could do during the proceedings, the way they
can interact with the other parties and with the Chamber. These were mainly the
novelty in victims' participating in the proceedings.

And also the possibility of presenting evidence at trial, which was not very evident
at the beginning. This was actually one point which was highly litigated among the
prosecution, defense and legal representatives of victims, and finally the Appeals
Chamber confirmed this possibility for victims to present evidence, including the
possibility for victims to appear before the Chamber as witnesses called by the legal
representatives; but also, as happened in the Bemba trial, to simply appear in the
courtroom providing their story without being assimilated to a witness. In the
Bemba trial, victims appeared indeed in their own capacity as victims telling their
stories without being obliged to take the oaths.

WW: What is the importance of that? They are not presenting evidence but
presenting their views and concerns to the Chamber.

PM: It is always important for a victim to have the opportunity to tell the story as he
or she has lived it. If you appear as a witness, then you are a little bit confined in a
role, someone is guiding you, and you are questioned on certain events. The fact
that a victim can appear simply telling the story means that he or she is free to
speak freely about the events he or she has suffered from, in the way he or she
perceives the consequences of what happened to him or her. Of course the issue is
what kind of value you can give to this appearance; and it is uncertain at this point
since this possibility only happened in the Bemba trial and no decision has been



taken so far on the way the Chamber will weigh this intervention. What seems clear
to me is that it is not a testimony so probably the Chamber will not rely on it for
purposes of the judgement, but in any case it could corroborate part of other
testimonies or other issues dealt with at trial.

WW: Still on the issue of victims presenting evidence, there has been, mainly in the
Lubanga trial but also when victims applied to present evidence in the Bemba trial,
the reaction that this would be a double prosecution, that they would be repeating
what prosecution witnesses had already said.

It has to be understood that the interests of victims are clearly distinct from the
interests of the prosecution. Sometimes victims may have another perspective on
the mode of liability or other issues at trial. If you look at the examples in which
legal representatives of victims were allowed to present evidence, you will see that
the evidence presented by victims was complementary to the evidence presented by
the OTP.

One of the criteria established by Chambers in order for victims to be allowed to
present evidence is that it will not duplicate what the prosecution had already
presented. When victims ask permission to provide evidence, there is an evaluation
by the Chamber on whether the proposed evidence is necessary to establish the
truth, whether it will help the Chamber in understanding the facts, and whether the
said evidence is not repeating something which has already been presented by the
Office of the Prosecutor. Only if these criteria are met then will the Chamber allow
the presentation of evidence. So it is really restricted. There is a prior evaluation
before allowing victims to present evidence. In this sense, I don't think we can say
victims have duplicated the evidence and I think, in fact, victims gave an important
contribution to the presentation of evidence because they concentrated on aspects
which were not sufficiently explored by the OTP.

For example, witnesses presented by legal representatives in the Bemba trial were
mainly people coming from areas of the country outside Bangui, which was the main
area where the prosecutor had concentrated in relation to testimonies. So they were
able to present another view of the extent of the crimes and the damages suffered
because witnesses called by the legal representatives came from different areas
ofCentral African Republicequally affected by the crimes as the capital. I think legal
representatives contributed in making the Chamber understand the extent of the
crimes and damages suffered from by the victims.

WW: Let's talk a bit about reparations. We have had the first decision or guidance
on how to go about making reparations. I have seen information from the Trust
Fund for Victims that they have 1.2 m euros they are planning to use and that they
can not use all of it for Lubanga victims but they're also mindful of other trials going
on. This looks like little money to cater for the reparations.

PM: Unfortunately I am not well positioned to answer for the Trust Fund, and I do
not know how much resources the Fund will be able to reserve for purposes of
reparations in the Lubanga trial. I do not know if the Trust Fund will ask for
contributions, but the problem that I see is that the decision issued on the 7th of
August 2012 is not a decision the victims were expecting on reparations. The Trial
Chamber has indicated that it is a decision on principles for reparations. The
Chamber has indeed identified important principles to be taken into account in
reparations proceedings, however, in reading the decision what I understand, and
this is my personal opinion, is that the Chamber has left to the Trust Fund for
Victims the power to manage the entire process of reparations.

The legal representatives of victims and the Defense have considered that some
important issues arose from the decision and at present two different appeals are



pending on matters related to the procedure to be followed.

Moreover, in the decision, the Chamber has stated that it is essential to have
coordination and co-operation between the Registry TFV, OPVC, and experts who will
be appointed for purposes of establishing which kind of reparations victims might
benefit from. But it is unclear to me which is the role of each of these entities at this
point in time. So for me the decision on reparations is good on principles but I am
still reflecting whether this decision is sufficient enough to grant victims effective
reparations.

It is also true that the decision established that for the purposes of reparations, a
Trial Chamber newly constituted will be appointed so that these three new judges
could supervise and monitor the implementation of the reparations plan prepared by
the TFV. But we are not yet at the very phase of reparations because the Trust Fund
will need first to make a plan, then this plan will need to be approved by the
Chamber, and as I have said some issues are pending in appeal. So the decision is
not implementable at this time.

WW: Let's look at some of the principles given by the Trial Chamber. The judges said
victims should be at the center of reparations proceedings and the needs of
vulnerable people such as children, women and victims of gender-based violence
should be addressed as a priority. For the case of Ituri, how important is this?

PM: The Chamber did good reasoning in establishing these principles. The trial has
to some extent established that many of the former child soldiers suffered from
gender-based crimes so this is still a priority in Ituri. What is also important in the
decision of the Chamber, is that the Chamber has clearly said it is important to
address the issue of vulnerability and the issue of gender crimes also because
people who suffered from these crimes were stigmatized from the community and
this could be put in relation with other principles which have been established by the
decision of the Chamber, the principle of reparations as a means of reconciliation in
the community, as a means to again put together the community which has suffered
from war and which could try to re-establish some way of living together despite
what happened.

It is still a little bit a theoretical discussion because there is a need to see in practice
how these principles should work and this is also something which the decision has
left to the TFV. In the decision it is clearly written that there is a need to consult
victims, to consult the communities, to understand from them what are the
priorities and to find ways in which the victims and the communities can be involved
in the process of reparations because if victims and communities aren't involved, we
risk having reparations which are not useful and which will not address the real
needs in the field. This is the main challenge coming from the decision by Trial
Chamber I.

WW: The same could also be said about offering symbolic reparations and
promoting reconciliation between victims of child recruitment with their families and
communities?

PM: Again it is too early to say how it will be done because the court has first to
explore the possibilities available and what victims want. Only after having explored
these two aspects, the court, presumably the Trust Fund, will be able to provide a
clear implementation plan and this will probably take some time.

WW: You work with victims in many countries. Generally, and not just in the
Lubanga trial, what are the expectations of victims in terms of reparations?

PM: The Office of the Public Counsel for Victims was created in 2005 and since then



we have been involved in all situations and cases before the court. This means we
have had the opportunity to see almost 10,000 files for victims and we have met in
person with 90 percent of them. The first thing we do normally when we meet with
victims is to ask why they want to participate, what are their expectations. The
great majority of them tell us 'I want my story to be heard and I want someone in
the courtroom to tell my story.' Sometimes we say that the OTP is also telling their
story and often they reply that the OTP has necessarily a more limited view related
to the duty to prove a case, so what they mainly want is someone in the courtroom
that they trust and they are sure is going to present their interests in the
proceedings.

Secondly, very few think about reparations at least at the beginning of their
interaction with the court. For some, it is not really a priority and you can even have
a difference with people who have suffered from crimes such as pillaging or
destruction of property for whom it is more clear what reparations can be, such as
to have back their house or property. On the contrary for victims who suffered from
gender crimes or enlistment and conscription it is very difficult to think in terms of
reparations because their life, as they say, has been completely destroyed. When
you speak to them sometimes they will tell you 'well, I don't know what can help me
because I have suffered so much and I have suffered from so serious events that I
think there is nothing in life that can repair what I have suffered from and what I
have lost'.

WW: In terms of victims' participation, what do you think has not been done or has
not been done well, where you would wish to see some changes?

PM: There are still a number of issues which need to be addressed in order to
render victims' participation more effective, starting with the timing of decisions on
participation of victims. Until very recently, decisions on participation were taken
very late in the proceedings, mainly at the eve of the start of proceedings - the eve
of confirmation of charge or the eve of the start of the trial, which renders it very
difficult for a lawyer to be in a position to properly represent the interests of clients
particularly if that lawyer is appointed at a very short notice. When a decision of
participation of a victim is taken, a decision is also taken on common legal
representation and often the decision on common representation change the
appointment of the legal representative of victims just at the start of proceedings.
This renders it very difficult for the new legal representative to be ready to
represent the interests of the clients effectively since he or she will need to be
acquainted with the proceedings, as well as to know his or her clients.

The other issue which needs to be thought about is the way in which victims have to
always argue on how their personal interests are affected at each phase of the
proceedings in order for them to be able for instance to present evidence or to
question witnesses or to participate in interlocutory appeals. When the Chamber, in
ruling on victims' participation, decides that the personal interests of victims are
affected by the outcome of the trial, I don't see why there should be a need each
time there is presentation of evidence to still demonstrate that victims have a
personal interest in intervening on that specific evidence in order to be allowed for
instance to question witnesses at trial. Another issue is the access to documents
particularly at pre-trial stage when legal representatives of victims are normally only
granted access to public documents which cannot be enough to represent the
interests of their clients.

But participation of victims is still a novelty and not even an entire cycle of a
proceeding has ended. So there's still a need to see how in practice the participation
of victims could continue. The only thing I am worried about is that there seems to
be a tendency to try to limit the participation of victims in the proceedings. For
instance very recently in the [Laurent] Gbago case a collective approach to



application forms was implemented and the OPCV expressed some doubts about the
possibility to adopt the said approach considering that the legal texts of the court
refer to individual applications and that victims might not be comfortable in using a
collective form. I have also heard some discussions related to the possibility for
legal representatives to only appear at specific stages of the proceedings. So we're
at a stage where the participation of victims is being reviewed and I hope this will
not mean there will be restriction of the rights of the victims, which in my opinion
was not the purpose of the drafters of the Rome Statute.

WW: Why would there be a rethink on victims' participation at this stage?

PM: Several issues came up: the problem of handling thousands of applications with
limited resources available; the problem of costs involved in the assistance and
representation of victims. But proceedings before the Court necessarily involve
thousands of victims because of the nature of the crimes adjudicated by the ICC. So
we need to find a way to grant the rights of victims effectively, taking into account
the resources that are needed and the best way to work effectively with the
resources available.

[back to contents]
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ICC Prosecutor Updates Charges Against Kenyan PEV Suspects
The Star
By Walter Menya
August 27, 2012

International Criminal Court prosecutor Fatou Bensouda has updated the
charges facing the Kenyan suspects accused of masterminding the 2007-08
post-election violence, reducing the crimes some are alleged to have
committed. Bensouda filed updated documents containing charges against
Deputy Prime Minister Uhuru Kenyatta, former Head of Public Service
Francis Muthaura, Eldoret North MP William Ruto and radio journalist
Joshua Sang as directed by the Trial Chamber V on July 5.

The documents exclude charges and facts that the Pre-Trial Chamber judges
declined to confirm in their ruling on January 23. The fresh documents also exclude
the names of Industrialisation minister Henry Kosgey and former Police
Commissioner Hussein Ali whose charges were dropped by the Pre-Trial Chamber.
An estimated 1,300 people were killed during the chaos and another 600,000
displaced from their homes.

The charges against Ruto as an 'indirect co-perpetrator in the commission of
murder, deportation or forcible transfer of a population and persecution', however,
stand. Uhuru and Muthaura have had the crime of 'other forms of sexual violence'
dropped. The two will now be charged as indirect co-perpetrators in the commission
of five instead of six charges, namely murder, deportation or forcible transfer, rape,
persecution and other inhumane acts.

http://www.icc-cpi.int/Menus/ICC/Home
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Sang will now face charges of only contributing to the commission of murder,
deportation or forcible transfer of a population and persecution. Pre-Trial Chamber II
had found that there were no substantial grounds to believe that Sang was an
indirect co-perpetrator of the crimes. The trial chamber had on July 5 instructed the
prosecution to file the updated documents to enable the defence prepare for the
trials that kick off in April 2013.

"The document should not include any facts explicitly rejected by the Pre-Trial
Chamber in the confirmation decision," trial judges Kuniko Ozaki, Christine Van den
Wyngaert and Chile Eboe-Osuji, had directed. The Trial Chamber, however, wanted
the updated document containing charges to contain references to the relevant
paragraphs of the confirmation decision.

But Ruto and Sang have disagreed with the prosecution with regard to the inclusion
in of "any factual assertions which are closely connected to the charges and which
the PTC (Pre-Trial Chamber) did not affirmatively state had been sufficiently
substantiated in the confirmation decision". In addition, the two have opposed the
formulation of the charges while at the same time asking that the commanders that
the prosecution refers to in the document be named.

Uhuru and Ruto had earlier challenged an attempt by Bensouda to alter facts in
their cases to increase their mode of criminal responsibility contributing, ordering,
soliciting or inducing crimes committed during the post-election violence. This
specific request by the prosecutor has however not been decided upon by the Trial
chamber.

In the meantime, the Civil Society Network that brings together civil society groups
and NGOs in Kenya has sought leave to participate, as amicus curiae (friends of the
court), to participate at the trial of the four PEV suspects on behalf of victims. The
victims, the CSO says, includes 11 who have applied but who have yet to be
accepted and others who are yet to apply but are interested in doing so.

The network has submitted the list of victims they are representing on confidential
and on an ex parte basis, in order to protect the identities of the victims that the
CSO Network has been in contact with through lawyer Martha Ndukuyu. "The
victims have specifically requested that their identities not be disclosed to the public
or to the parties and participants in the two Kenya cases," the August 24 application
states.

In firming up its case, the Network states that it has been working with the PEV
victims since 2008, including informing them of their right to participate as victims
before the ICC. "Since 2008, the CSO Network has actively worked with victims in a
number of initiatives, including assisting their participation in the Commission of
Inquiry into the Post-Election Violence ('CIPEV or the Waki Commission') and the
Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission ('TJRC') amongst others."

The CSO is basing its application on Rule 103(1) of the ICC Rules that states that
"At any stage of the proceedings, a Chamber may, if it considers it desirable for the
proper determination of the case, invite, or grant leave to a State, organization or
person to submit, in writing or orally, any observation on any issue that the
Chamber deems appropriate." The trials in both cases commence on April 10 and
11, 2013 respectively at The Hague.

Hague Moves to Protect Witnesses
The Star
By Sonu Tanau
August 27, 2012

An official of the International Criminal Court has said anyone who
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intimidates or threatens its witnesses risks a five-year imprisonment term.
They may also pay a hefty fine or serve both punishments. Speaking in
Kericho during an ICC awareness programme, Kenya field outreach
coordinator Maria Mabinty Kamara said the court will ensure that the safety
of its witnesses is guaranteed.

"The responsibility of ensuring the safety of the witnesses lies in the hands of state.
However, the ICC will often step in to confirm that the witnesses are safe before and
after they take to the stand," Kamara said. She said the recent disclosure of
witnesses as requested by Deputy Prime Minister Uhuru Kenyatta was done to make
the case more transparent.

ICC Yet to Call for Miguna
The Star
By Stanley Magut
August 28, 2012

The International Criminal Court is yet to determine whether it will sermon
former aide to the PM Raila Odinga Miguna Miguna who claims to have
evidence on the 2007/08 post-election violence. ICC outreach co-ordinator
Maria Kamara did not however reveal whether Miguna has gotten in touch
with the court. Kamara said the issue will be handled by the Office of the
Prosecutor, Fatou Bensouda, but with strict confidentiality.

Miguna made the allegations when he launched his book Peeling back the Mask. A
quest for Justice in Kenya in Nairobi last month. "The responsibility lies upon the
office of the prosecutor to determine if the information he has is relevant. If he has
concrete evidence, then prosecutor's office might call him." Kamara said. She was
speaking in Eldoret during a forum to teach the public on the court's processes.

[back to contents]
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Magarief Rebuts Claims of Saif Trial in Zintan
Saudi Gazette
By George Grant
August 27, 2012

National Congress Speaker Mohammed Magarief has dismissed claims that
Saif Gaddafi will be tried next month in Zintan as "rumours and lies".

The intervention by Libya's de facto president follows a growing number of reports
to that effect in the international media, citing both the spokesman of the
prosecutor-general, Taha Nasser Bara, and the Libyan representative to the
International Criminal Court, Ahmed Al-Jawani.

There has also been speculation that the trial will take place independent of any
involvement from the ICC, which has a warrant for Saif's arrest on charges of
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Crimes Against Humanity.

"This definitely will not happen", Magarief told the Libya Herald. "It is just rumours
and lies".

The claims first appeared Saturday evening in a British newspaper, when it was
reported that government ministers had decided to compromise on the trial's
location by holding it in Zintan as opposed to Tripoli, adding further that the ICC
would not be involved.

"We are sure that the evidence we have gathered is solid and it will shock and
surprise the world. We believe we are capable of holding a fair trial," Bara was
quoted as saying.

On Sunday, Deputy Prime Minister Mustafa Abushagur told the Libya Herald that his
government had made no such decision, a position he has subsequently reiterated.

On Saturday, Bara told reporters that a charge-sheet against Saif would be
"approved by the prosecutor-general in the coming days and a date set for the
September trial opening" in Zintan.

On Monday, Al-Jawani was also reported as saying that the trial would take place
next month.

As yet it remains unclear why the prosecutor-general's office has chosen to speak
publicly about the location and conditions of the trial, without consulting either the
government or the head of the National Congress.

Insiders have said that the extremely sensitive nature of the case, combined with
the significant logistical challenges of putting on such a high-profile trial securely,
mean that it will be impossible to proceed without government approval.

The ICC has said that it has not received any official confirmation from the Libyan
authorities regarding either the date or location of the trial.

The court has also said that it has had no contact with Al-Jawani regarding the
matter.

"We work in seven countries. We have these kinds of rumors in different countries
all the time. We can't just pick up the phone every time we hear a rumour", a
spokeswoman told the Libya Herald.

The ICC has previously requested that Libya hand Saif over to them to stand trial in
The Hague. However, the government has repeatedly insisted that Saif be tried in
Libya, and has submitted a challenge to the ICC's position that it is a competent
body to try the case.

The challenge centres on the so-called principle of complementarity, which holds
that the ICC can only try cases when national jurisdictions have proven themselves
either unable or unwilling to do so.

When the court first issued its warrant for Saif's arrest last year, its mandate was
not in doubt, given that the Qaddafi regime was clearly not willing to put one of its
leading members on trial.

Mauritania Deports Libya Spy Chief Abdullah al-Senussi
BBC News
September 5, 2012

Deposed Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi's intelligence chief is being held
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in Tripoli after being deported from Mauritania.

Pictures on social media appeared to show Abdullah al-Senussi stepping down from
a helicopter in the capital.

Libya has promised a fair trial for Mr Senussi, accused of crimes allegedly
committed during Col Gaddafi's rule.

He fled Libya after last year's uprising. He is also wanted by France and the
International Criminal Court.

"Abdullah al-Senussi will have a fair trial according to international standards for
human rights, the rights from which Libyans were deprived," Prime Minister
Abdurrahim el-Keib told reporters in Tripoli.

A spokesman for Libya's attorney general said Mr Senussi had undergone a routine
medical check-up and was in good health. He added that the prosecutors would
begin questioning him as soon as possible.

BBC Middle East editor Jeremy Bowen says a key question is what he might reveal
about extraordinary rendition - the process under which jihadist enemies of Col
Gaddafi's Libya were sent back to Libya by the US and Britain.

Mr Senussi was arrested on his arrival in Mauritania in March, sparking repeated
requests to the west African nation from the Libyan government for his return.

"He was extradited to Libya on the basis of guarantees given by Libyan authorities,"
a Mauritanian government source told Reuters news agency, without giving details.

According to reports, Mr Senussi was delivered to an official Libyan delegation
headed by the minister of justice.

The BBC's Jon Leyne in Cairo says Mr Senussi's extradition to Libya is a blow for the
ICC.

Not only has the court been trying to win custody of Mr Senussi, he says, it is also
arguing that Col Gaddafi's son Seif al-Islam should also be brought to justice at the
court.

Massacre

In March, Mr Senussi was arrested at Nouakchott airport in Mauritania after flying in
from Morocco. He was disguised as a Tuareg chieftain and was carrying a fake
passport.

Abdullah al-Senussi was one of Col Gaddafi's closest confidants

He was later charged with illegally entering the country and using forged
documents, and transferred to the civilian prison in Nouakchott. However, it is
believed he has spent most of his time in Mauritania under house arrest at a private
villa.

In June 2011, the ICC issued a warrant for Mr Senussi for crimes against humanity
alleged to have been carried out in Benghazi, the main base of the Libyan opposition
during the revolt last year.

France has already sentenced Mr Senussi to life imprisonment for his involvement in
the bombing of a French airliner over Niger in 1989 in which 170 people were killed.

He has been accused of various human rights abuses including his alleged role in



the 1996 massacre of more than 1,000 inmates at the Abu Salim prison in Tripoli.

He is alleged to have ordered guards standing on grated ceilings above the inmates
to fire down on them, after riots broke out over demands for better food and
conditions.

Mr Senussi is also believed to have information about Libyans kidnapped and
assassinated abroad during Gaddafi's rule, and the financing of terrorist
organisations, especially in Africa.

Investigators in the US and UK believe he may have further knowledge about the
1988 airliner bombing over Lockerbie in Scotland in which 270 people died.

Earlier this year, US House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, who led a delegation to the
region, said Washington had a "particular interest" in seeing Mr Senussi arrested
"because of his role with the Lockerbie bombing".

US Calls for Fair Trial for Ex-Libya Spy Chief
AFP
September 5, 2012

The United States Wednesday urged Libya to ensure Moamer Kadhafi's
former spy chief gets a fair trial after he was extradited back home, but
stopped short of insisting he be handed over to the International Criminal
Court.

Abdullah al-Senussi, who is wanted by the ICC for crimes against humanity, was
returned to Libya from Mauritania after being arrested there in March as he tried to
enter the country from Morocco.

"We understand that al-Senussi is now in Libyan custody," acting US State
Department deputy spokesman Patrick Ventrell told journalists.

"He has been accused of crimes against humanity. The international community has
been very clear that he should be held accountable for his actions," he stressed.

In an arrest warrant issued in June 2011, the ICC said Senussi, the former head of
military intelligence in Libya, was an "indirect perpetrator of crimes against
humanity, of murder and persecution based on political grounds" in the eastern
Libyan city of Benghazi.

"It will be critical that Libya take all necessary steps to ensure that he's held
securely, treated humanely and tried fairly in full compliance with Libya's
international obligations," Ventrell said.

"We think it's important that he's held to account, whether that's in a Libyan setting
or otherwise."

Washington continued "to urge the government of Libya to maintain its cooperation
with the International Criminal Court in accordance with Security Council resolution
1970," the State Department official added.

The UN council resolution adopted in February 2011 referred the situation in Libya
to the ICC, based in The Hague, and laid down that Libyan officials must fully
cooperate with the court.

Wednesday's move comes after Libya said Kadhafi's son Seif al-Islam will go on trial
this month in the town of Zintan, despite an ICC warrant against him also on
charges of crimes against humanity.
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Kadhafi and another of his sons were killed by fighters in late October. Controversy
has since raged about the circumstances of their deaths.

On Wednesday, the ICC told AFP: "We have not received official information on the
transfer" of Senussi.

Rights watchdog Amnesty International said Senussi should have been surrendered
to the international court.

"The decision to send him to Libya -- with its weak justice system and inadequate
fair-trial guarantees -- will inevitably delay justice for victims and could lead to
violations of Senussi's rights to a fair trial," Amnesty's Marek Marczynski said in a
statement.

Senussi Should be Surrendered to ICC, Says Amnesty
Kuwait News Agency
September 5, 2012

Abdullah Al-Senussi, military intelligence chief for Colonel Muammar al-
Gaddafi, should have been surrendered to the International Criminal Court
(ICC) to face charges of crimes against humanity, Amnesty International
said Wednesday.

This came amid reports that Mauritanian authorities had extradited him to Libya.

In June 2011, the ICC issued an arrest warrant for al-Senussi, as well as Colonel
Muammar al-Gaddafi and his son Saif al-Islam al-Gaddafi, on two counts of crimes
against humanity - murder and persecution - allegedly committed in the eastern
Libyan port city of Benghazi in February 2011, Amnesty said in a press release.

Al-Senussi had been in Mauritanian custody since March 2012, when he was
arrested at the airport in Mauritania's capital Nouakchott.

In July, Mauritania's Minister of Justice asserted to Amnesty International that al-
Senussi had entered the country illegally and was being held in good conditions.

He added that the Mauritanian government was considering extradition requests
made by Libya and France and the surrender request by the ICC.

It has not been possible to determine whether he has had access to a lawyer, an
independent doctor of his own choice and ICC staff, the group said.

Instead of extraditing Abdullah al-Senussi back to Libya, where he faces an unfair
trial and the death "penalty for ordinary crimes under national law, Mauritania
should have given precedence to the ICC's surrender request - he should face the
charges of crimes against humanity against him in fair proceedings," said Marek
Marczynski, International Justice Research, Policy and Campaign Manager at
Amnesty International.

If the extradition reports are confirmed, the decision to send him to Libya - with its
weak justice system and inadequate fair-trial guarantees - will inevitably delay
justice for victims and could lead to violations of al-Senussi's rights to a fair trial.

The ICC arrest warrant for al-Senussi remains in force and Libya has an obligation
to surrender him without "delay to The Hague." Following Saif al-Islam Gaddafi's
capture in Libya in November 2011, the Libyan authorities refused to surrender him
to the ICC, insisting that he be prosecuted nationally. This was a flagrant violation of
Security Council Resolution 1970, which requires that Libyan authorities "cooperate
fully with and provide any necessary assistance to the Court and the Prosecutor, the

http://www.kuna.net.kw/ArticleDetails.aspx?id=2260901&language=en


statement went on.

The ICC is currently considering a legal challenge filed by the Libyan government in
May 2012, in which they asserted their ability and willingness genuinely to
prosecute Saif al-Islam Gaddafi nationally.

Despite such claims, the Libyan justice system remains weak and fair trial rights can
be flouted, as was demonstrated by the arrest and detention of Saif al-Islam
Gaddafi's ICC defence lawyer in July, Amnesty added.

The arrest of Saif al-Islam's ICC lawyer further undermined his right of defence and
casts doubts over "Libya's ability and willingness genuinely to grant fair trials to
former al-Gaddafi government figures," said Marczynski.

Crimes against humanity are not considered crimes under Libyan law, which
presents another obstacle to the country's ability to conduct effective investigations
and prosecutions of such cases.

Amnesty International believes that al-Senussi and perceived loyalists of the former
government face a real risk of torture or other ill-treatment in custody and Libyan
law provides for the death penalty, which the organization opposes in all cases as a
violation of the right to life and the ultimate cruel, inhuman and degrading
punishment.

Thousands of alleged al-Gaddafi soldiers and loyalists continue to be detained in
Libya without charge or trial.

Many have been tortured and otherwise abused and have been forced to make
"confessions" under torture or duress, Amnesty noted.
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Ivorian Opposition Figure gets 6-Month Jail Term
Observer Media Group
August 31, 2012

A court in Ivory Coast sentenced the number two of former president
Laurent Gbagbo's political party to six months in prison on Friday, finding
him guilty of disturbing the peace following a trial his lawyers claimed was
politically motivated.

A series of armed attacks on army and police installations this month has killed
around 20 people, mainly soldiers, raising fears of renewed instability a year after a
civil war in the world's top cocoa grower killed over 3,000 people.

President Alassane Ouattara's government blames the violence on Gbagbo's backers
and has arrested a number of people including leading members of Gbagbo's FPI
party.

http://www.icc-cpi.int/Menus/ICC/Home
http://www.icc-cpi.int/menus/icc/situations%20and%20cases/situations/icc0211/situation%20index?lan=en-GB
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Gbagbo is awaiting trial at the International Criminal Court charged with crimes
against humanity committed during last year's war, which erupted after he refused
to recognise Ouattara's victory in an election in late 2010.

Most of his leading political and military allies are either in jail in Ivory Coast or
living in exile after fleeing the country at the end of the war.

Laurent Akoun, who remained in Ivory Coast and became the party's secretary-
general, was arrested last week.

Ex-Ivorian Minister in Court
Vibe Ghana
September 1, 2012

Justin Kone Katinan, a key ally of former Ivorian President Laurent Gbagbo,
on Friday appeared before the Human Rights Court.

This follows a writ of habeas corpus order filed by the ex-Ivorian Cabinet Minister's
counsel, Mr Patrick Sorgbodjor, asking the Bureau of National Investigations (BNI)
to produce him in court to justify his detention.

When the case was called, the court, presided over by Mr Kofi Essel Mensah,
indicated that the state led by Ms Merley Wood, a Chief State Attorney, had filed
affidavit in opposition in the morning.

According to the court, due to the bulky nature of documents before the court, it
had not been able to read all the documents before sitting.

Meanwhile, Mr Sorgbordzor had also indicated that he had filed a supplementary
affidavit in respect of the matter.

The court therefore adjourned the matter to September 5. Accused was however
whisked away by security personnel after the hearing.

Justin Kone Katinan, was arrested over the weekend by security personnel and kept
in detention. Following his detention in Ghana, Katinan's lawyer secured a habeas
corpus order demanding that the BNI produced the ex-Ivorian Cabinet Minister in
court and to justify his arrest and explain whether his detention was legal.

Government in a brief information indicated that President John Mahama was
seeking advice from the Attorney General on a request for his extradition to face
prosecution for war crimes committed during Ivory Coast's recent post-election
violence.

Order of Habeas Corpus Filed by Ex-Ivorian Minister Terminated and Dismissed
All Ghana News
September 6, 2012

A Human Rights Court on Wednesday terminated a writ of habeas corpus
filed on behalf of Justin Kone Katinan, a key ally of former Ivorian
President Laurent Gbagbo.

A writ of habeas corpus order was filed by the ex-Ivorian Cabinet Minister's counsel,
Mr Patrick Sorgbodjor, asking the Bureau of National Investigations (BNI) to produce
him in court to justify his detention.

The BNI therefore produced Katinan in court August 31.

The court presided over by Mr Kofi Essel Mensah after listening to arguments from
the state and defence counsel ruled that it would not like to prejudge, pre-empt and

http://vibeghana.com/2012/09/01/ex-ivorian-minister-in-court/
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truncate the action as the state had given good reasons for the arrest and detention
of Katinan.

It noted that applicant had been remanded by a court of competent jurisdiction and
the state had commenced the extradition process on Katinan.

Justifying Katinan's detention, the state led by Ms Merley Wood, Chief State
Attorney said Katinan had been lawfully remanded by the Osu District Magistrate
court and the extradition process on him (Katinan) was on going as they had written
to the Ministry of Interior.

According to Ms Wood an International Arrest Warrant in respect of Katinan had
been received by Ghana.

She said following a political upheaval in Ivory Coast Katinan was being sought for
on 10 counts of robbery.

The Chief State Attorney disclosed that Katinan was being sought for because he
and other gang men had robbed 10 financial institutions.

She said Katinan was arrested by state following procurement of a warrant.

Mr Sogbordzor noted that his client was a refugee, who was seeking asylum in

Ghana, adding he had document to that effect.

According to him, there was no law between Ghana and Ivory Coast when it comes
to extradition.

"My client fled to Ghana for his safety and assuming he was being sought for an
alleged offence, it was not likely for him to get a fair trial in his country," he pointed
out.

Mr Sorgbodzor referred to the ECOWAS and Geneva Conventions to buttress his
point to the fact that Katinan's arrest and detention was illegal

Justin Kone Katinan was arrested August 24th by security personnel and kept in
detention.

Following his detention in Ghana, Katinan's lawyer secured a habeas corpus order
demanding that the BNI produced the ex-Ivorian Cabinet Minister in court and to
justify his arrest and explain whether his detention was legal.

Government in a brief information indicated that President John Mahama was
seeking advice from the Attorney General on a request for his extradition to face
prosecution for war crimes committed during Ivory Coast's recent post-election
violence.
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Senegal Urged to Act Fast on Habre's Trial
The Guardian Nigeria
August 24, 2012

Senegal has been urged to act fast and try former Chadian dictator, Hissene
Habre, after an agreement to create a special tribunal in Dakar to judge
him for war crimes 22 years after he left power.

"We are one step closer to justice today," said Alioune Tine, president of the Dakar-
based African Assembly for the Defense of Human Rights (RADDHO), in a statement
yesterday.

"We're counting on Senegal and the African Union to move quickly now and to begin
Habre's trial before even more survivors die," Agence France Presse (AFP) quoted
Tine as saying.

Senegal and the African Union (AU) on Wednesday signed an agreement in Dakar to
create a special tribunal to try Habre, who has been living in Senegal since fleeing
his country in 1990 after being ousted by President Idriss Deby Itno.

A 1992 truth commission report in Chad said that during his time in power, Habre
presided over up to 40,000 political murders and widespread torture.

Chadian Justice Minister Abdoulaye Sabour Fadoul said yesterday he welcomed the
tribunal's creation.

"It's a great joy to all Chad's people, particularly the victims who have been waiting
for an agreement since 2000," he said.

"Finally, we can get down to serious matters. This is the first time in 20 years that
we can talk of the concrete acts (committed) in this case."

Outman Moussa, president of a support group for victims of Habre's regime, praised
the "notable step forward toward judging Habre on African soil".

While mandated by the AU to put Habre on trial in 2006, Senegal dragged its feet
for years under former president Abdoulaye Wade, citing problems in jurisdiction
and then funding.

The International Court of Justice (ICJ) has ordered Senegal to either try Habre or
extradite him after Belgium said it wanted to judge him.

Events took on a new momentum last month under Senegal's new President Macky
Sall, who said he had a "strong commitment" to see Senegal try Habre.

Four days of talks in Dakar produced a draft agreement in July between the AU and
the Senegalese government on the creation of extraordinary African chambers
within the Senegalese court structure.

"Through the agreement, we are setting the procedure by which the trial should
take place... there are no more obstacles," said Senegal's Justice Minister Aminata
Toure after signing the agreement with African Union representative Robert Dossou.

The court should be operational by the end of the year.

http://www.ngrguardiannews.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=96531:senegal-urged-to-act-fast-on-habres-trial-&catid=98:africa&Itemid=557


But one of Habre's victims, 50-year-old Bourkar Bernard, said he doubted the
fairness of a trial in Senegal.

"I don't think that truth will be told in Senegal since Hissene Habre's relations with
the Senegalese people are too close. It will influence the verdict. He should be
extradited to Belgium," he said.

The court chambers will have four sections to handle instruction, investigations,
trials and appeals, and will consist of Senegalese and other African judges.

One of Habre's lawyers, Francois Serres, condemned the move as "perfectly illegal".
He said the AU did not have the status to "give a country a mandate to judge" and
that it was up to the United Nations to do so.

Serres also said the agreement violated a 2010 decision by the 15-nation Economic
Community of West African States (ECOWAS) court which said only Senegal could
try Habre. He said he would take the matter back to the regional court.

A key challenge to starting the trial will be funding.

In 2010, some 8.6 million euros ($10 million) was pledged by several western
European nations, the AU and Chad for the holding of the trial but never paid after
Wade said he wanted to "get rid of" the case.
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US, Canada Allowed To Use Material From Protected Witnesses
Hirondelle News Agency
August 27, 2012

The Mechanism for International Criminal Tribunals (MICT) has allowed
Canada and the US to use materials of protected witnesses who testified
before the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) in
investigations of Rwandan genocide suspects on their territory.

Handing down the decisions, Judge Vagn Joensen said he allowed the prosecution to
disclose materials to the authorities of those countries provided information
concerning the protected witnesses was "treated confidentially and only revealed to
parties" in the national proceedings.

The US investigation is into Béatrice Munyenyezi, wife of Arsène Shalom Ntahobali,
who was sentenced to life imprisonment and is now on appeal. The witnesses
concerned are BYQ and GIO, who testified before the ICTR in the trials of former
Rwandan Minister André Rwamakuba and ex-army officer Ildephonse Hategekimana.
Rwamakuba was acquitted while Hategekimana was sentenced to life imprisonment.

The identity of the persons under investigation in Canada were not revealed. The
witnesses concerned are AZM and FAC, who testified in the trial of former Rwandan
official Callixte Kalimanzira, currently serving a 25-year jail term.

http://www.unictr.org/
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The MICT has taken over some of the residual tasks of the ICTR as it winds down.
These decisions were taken in the framework of MICT cooperation with national
authorities investigating Rwandan genocide suspects on their territories.

Uwinkindi in Court Today
All Africa 
By Edwin Musoni 
August 27, 2012

Genocide suspect Jean Bosco Uwinkindi, who was transferred from the
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) four months ago, is
expected to make his second appearance before court today.

Prosecution Spokesman Alain Mukuralinda said the suspect will appear before the
Nyarugenge Intermediate Court.

Uwinkindi, a former pastor with the Pentecostal Church in Kanzenze, Bugesera in
the former Kigali-Rural Prefecture, is accused of unleashing killers on thousands of
Tutsi refugees, including members of his church, during the 1994 Genocide against
the Tutsi.

According to a distinctive law concerning the transfer of Genocide suspects to
Rwanda by ICTR, Uwinkindi is supposed to be tried by a special chamber of the High
Court.

The appearance before the Nyarugenge court is procedural but the case will only go
to the specialised chamber for substantive hearing after issues such as provisional
release are dealt with.

He is detained at the special transit facility at Kigali Central Prison, designated for
suspects transferred from the ICTR or other jurisdictions.

Since being granted four months to prepare his defence, Uwinkindi has refused to
respond to questions from the prosecution.

The special transfer law, under which Uwinkindi will be tried, grants the accused the
right to remain silent and they can always speak through their lawyers.

In his case, Uwinkindi is represented by Gatera Gashabana, a locally based defence
attorney.

"Uwinkindi continuously refused to talk to us; we hope he will cooperate in court,"
said Mukuralinda.

The decision to transfer Uwinkindi to Rwanda was first made in June 2011 by the
tribunal's referral chamber, and later upheld by the appeals chamber, after the
Rwandan judiciary was found competent enough to handle cases of international
calibre.

Uwinkindi is charged with three counts of genocide, conspiracy to commit genocide
and extermination as a crime against humanity.

Lawyer Confuses Roles of ICTR and Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals 
Hirondelle News Agency
August 29, 2012

A Mechanism for International Criminal Tribunals has taken over some of
the tasks of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, as the Tribunal
winds down. However, it seems the roles of the MICT and the ICTR are still
confusing some people, including legal practitioners. The presiding judge of
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the ICTR Appeals Chamber recently had to issue a reminder to Tanzanian
lawyer Francis Stolla after he filed an appeal to the wrong body.

Stolla is Duty Counsel defending the interests of fugitive genocide suspect Pheneas
Munyarugarama. He is also current president of the Tanganyika Law Society. His
July 11 appeal, filed to the ICTR, challenges a Referral Chamber decision to transfer
Munyarugarama's case to Rwanda.

"Pursuant to Security Council Resolution 1966 (2010), the Mechanism, and not the
Tribunal, has competence to conduct and complete appellate proceedings in relation
to this case," presiding judge of the ICTR Appeals Chamber Theodor Meron
reminded Stolla in a July 17 order.

Nevertheless, the lawyer made the same mistake again on July 31, filing
submissions in support of his appeal before the Tribunal. However, he filed them
again a day later before the Mechanism.

According to the December 2010 UN Security Council Resolution, the MICT was
established to complete essential functions of the ICTR and of the International
Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) after their respective closures.
The ICTY branch is not operational until next year.

The ICTR branch in Arusha started operating on July 1 this year. All appeals filed
after that date fall under its jurisdiction.

Other functions of the MICT Arusha branch include tracking and prosecuting (if they
are caught) the three most wanted fugitives; supervising enforcement of sentences;
providing assistance to national jurisdictions that are investigating Rwandan
genocide suspects on their territory; preservation and management of Tribunal
archives; and victim and witness protection.

The ICTR must complete all appeals and other matters that were pending before
July 1, 2012.

Determination of Transfer for Munyagishari Case to Rwanda Likely to be Delayed 
Hirondelle News Agency
August 30, 2012

The final determination on appeal regarding transfer of the case of
genocide-accused, Bernard Munyagishari, to Rwanda for trial is likely to be
delayed because of translation problems from English to French.

On June 6, 2012, a Referral Chamber at the International Criminal Tribunal for
Rwanda (ICTR) ordered Munyagishari's case to be referred to Rwandan justice.

The prosecution and defence, thereafter, lodged notices of appeal to challenge the
decision in question. But since then, only the prosecution has lodged its appeal
brief. "No defence briefs have been filed because they are waiting for translation of
the decision and our brief into French. No idea when that will be completed," James
Arguin, Chief of Appeals and Legal Advisory Division at the ICTR Prosecutor's Office,
told Hirondelle News Agency on Wednesday.

The 60 page of the referral decision and the 21 sheets of the prosecution's appeals
brief were issued in English, while the defence team is francophone.

Once transferred, Munyagishari, ex-President of Interahamwe and Secretary of then
Rwandan ruling party at prefectural level, will face charges of conspiracy to commit
genocide, genocide or, in the alternative, complicity in genocide, murder and rape as
crimes against humanity.

http://www.hirondellenews.org/ictr-rwanda/1647-current-cases/munyagishari-bernard/33657-300812-ictrtransfer-determination-of-transfer-for-munyagishari-case-to-rwanda-likely-to-be-delayed


UN Security Council To Decide Final Destination of ICTR Archives 
Hirondelle News Agency
September 5, 2012

The Registrar of the Mechanism for International Criminal Tribunals (MICT)
John Hocking Tuesday told Hirondelle News agency the final destination of
archives of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR)
remained on hands of the United Nations Security Council.

Rwanda has been demanding rights of hosting archives of the Tribunal after its
closure, claiming that it was its natural destination. During officials launching of the
Arusha Branch of the Mechanism on July 2, 2012, the Rwandan Prosecutor General
Martin Ngoga said they needed frank discussions with the Mechanism on various
issues, including archives aspect.

But in an interview with Hirondelle News Agency, Hocking explained that "The
Security Council Resolution 1966 will be reviewed after four years and I do not know
what can happen in four years. I certainly do not have crystal goal, but currently
what I have to work on is the Security Council Resolution and that it provides that
the archives co-located with the two branches of the Mechanism at least for the
next four years."

According to the Resolution 1966 adopted at the end of 2010, the Mechanism
established to assume some essential functions of ICTR and that of the International
Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) shall have two branches, one in
Arusha and the other in The Hague, where the two Tribunals are respectively based.

"In that Resolution, the Security Council provides that the location of archives will
be, for the ICTY archives with The Hague branch of the Mechanism and for the ICTR
achieves with the Arusha branch of the Mechanism and my job is to implement the
Security Council Resolution, which is what I am doing," Hocking said.

He explained further that on July 1, 2012, when the Arusha branch of the
Mechanism started operating, a number of functions moved from ICTR to the
Mechanism, including the archives in records management for some closed cases of
the ICTR and the protection of witnesses from such cases.

Other functions handed over to the Mechanism, the Registrar said, were assistance
to national jurisdictions that conduct investigations on Rwandans suspected of
taking part in the 1994 Tutsi genocide and tracking of the nine remaining fugitives
from the ICTR.

According to Hocking, as of July 1, 2012, the responsibility for the monitoring of
enforcement of sentences of convicts in Mali and Benin was also transferred from
the ICTR to the Mechanism.

He said that prior to that date he had engaged a very intense outreach effort,
informing all member states of the United Nations of the establishment of the
Mechanism, including Mali and Benin, of the transfer of such responsibility.

Asked what would be the safety of convicts following political conflicts in Mali
currently, Hocking quickly responded that the United Nations Department of Safety
and Security and the Resident Coordinator of the United Nations in Mali have
assured him that "given the location of the prison that the convicts are, perfectly
secured and they are far removed from where the problems are in Mali."

Currently, nineteen convicts are serving their sentences in Mali, while 14 are serving
theirs in Benin.
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Defence Case Closes, Final Arguments, in Bangura, et. al. Contempt Trial
Special Court for Sierra Leone
September 6, 2012

Following the formal closure today of the Defence case, Prosecution and
Defence delivered their closing statements in the contempt trial of three
former AFRC leaders accused of tampering with a Prosecution witness.

Convicted AFRC leaders Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara and Santigie Borbor Kanu (aka
"Five-Five"), and former AFRC member Alhassan Papa Bangura (aka "Bomblast")
are accused of offering a bribe to a witness to recant testimony he gave before the
Special Court, and of otherwise attempting to induce a witness to recant his
testimony. Kamara is also accused of knowingly revealing the name of a protected
witness.

A fourth co-accused, Samuel Kargbo (aka "Sammy Ragga") pleaded guilty at his
initial appearance in July 2011 and was convicted. Kargbo subsequently testified for
the Prosecution. He remains free on bail pending his sentencing hearing.

The hearings are taking place before a single judge, Justice Teresa Doherty, who as
a member of Trial Chamber II also sat on the AFRC trial in Freetown and the trial of
former Liberian President Charles Taylor in The Hague.

The Independent Prosecutor called five witnesses during the prosecution case. In
the defence case, Bangura and Kanu testified on their own behalf but called no
other witnesses; Kamara also testified on his own behalf and called one additional
witness. Two of the trial sessions were held in Rwanda where Kamara and Kanu are
serving sentences of 45 and 50 years, respectively, on their convictions for war
crimes and crimes against humanity committed against Sierra Leonean civilians. The
courtrooms in Sierra Leone and Kigali were linked by a video stream.

Justice Doherty has retired to consider her judgement. Delivery of the judgement is
expected in the coming weeks.

Meanwhile, in the contempt case of The Independent Prosecutor v. Eric Koi
Senessie, the Defence waived its right to appeal, but asked the Appeals Chamber to
review the judgement in light of new facts which had been discovered. The Appeals
Chamber dismissed the application this week on the grounds that the facts were not
new and were known to Senessie during his trial.

Senessie was convicted on 21 June 2012 on eight counts of offering bribes to
prosecution witnesses who had testified in the Taylor trial, and of otherwise
attempting to interfere with prosecution witnesses, to induce them to recant their
testimony. He is currently serving a two-year sentence in the Special Court's
detention facility.

http://www.sc-sl.org/
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Custody of Milun Kornjača Terminated and Prohibiting Measures Imposed
The Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina
August 31, 2012

Deciding upon the Motion filed by the Defense Counsel for the Accused
Milun Kornjača, the Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina on August 30, 2012
rendered the Decision terminating custody of the Accused Milun Kornjača
and ordering the following prohibiting measures:

- prohibition from leaving the place of residence;

- travel ban including a temporary withdrawal of all travel documents issued to the
name of the Accused, along with the prohibition of issuance of new travel
documents, as well as the prohibition to use the identity card for crossing the state
border of Bosnia and Herzegovina;

- ban on contacting and any kind of association with the accomplices in the
perpetration of the criminal offense;

- ban on discussing the case with anyone except with his Counsel.

The imposed prohibiting measures may last as long as necessary, while the review
of their justifiability shall be carried out on a bimonthly basis.

If the Accused violates any of the imposed prohibiting measures, he may be ordered
back into custody.

Milun Kornjača is charged with the criminal offense of Crimes against Humanity.

Plea Hearing in the Case v. Ostoja Stanišić et al.
The Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina
September 4, 2012

A plea hearing before Section I for War Crimes of the Court of Bosnia and
Herzegovina (BiH), in the case v. Ostoja Stanišić et al., has been scheduled
for September 5, 2012, starting at 11.00 a.m. in Courtroom 7.

On August 2, 2012, the Court of BiH confirmed the Indictment under which the

http://www.sudbih.gov.ba/?jezik=e
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Accused Ostoja Stanišić and Marko Milošević are charged with the criminal offense
of Genocide.

The Indictment alleges, among other things, that the Accused Ostoja Stanišić, in the
capacity as the Commander of the 6th Zvornik Brigade Battalion and Marko
Milošević, in the capacity as the Deputy Commander of the 6th Zvornik Brigade
Battalion in July 1995 in the area of the villages Petkovci and Ðulići, municipality of
Zvornik, knowingly aided the VRS and MUP RS members in the implementation of
the plan to remove the total of Bosniak civilian population from the UN Safe Area
Srebrenica, on which occasion up to 40.000 Bosniak civilians were transferred from
Srebrenica enclave and over 7.000 of Bosniak men and boys were summarily
executed.

Plea Hearing Postponed
The Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina
September 4, 2012

The accused Saša Dunović failed to appear at a plea hearing before Section
I for War Crimes of the Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) and shall
enter his plea subsequently.

The Court of BiH confirmed on December 23, 2011 the Indictment in the case v.
Saša Dunović charging the Accused with the criminal offense of Crimes against
Humanity

The Indictment reads, among other things, that the Accused Saša Dunović, as a
member of the 17th Light Infantry Brigade Ključ, participated in a widespread and
systematic attack of the Army of Republika Srpska, police and paramilitary
formations, in persecution of Bosniaks and Croats from the area of Municipality of
Ključ and in killing of civilians on grounds of their nationality, religion, politics and
ethnicity.

Ostoja Stanišić and Marko Milošević Enter a Not Guilty Plea
The Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina
September 5, 2012

At a plea hearing before Section I for War Crimes of the Court of Bosnia
and Herzegovina (BiH), in the case v. Ostoja Stanišić et al., the Accused
Ostoja Stanišić and Marko Milošević pleaded not guilty.

On August 2, 2012, the Court of BiH confirmed the Indictment under which the
Accused Ostoja Stanišić and Marko Milošević are charged with the criminal offense
of Genocide.

The Indictment alleges, among other things, that the Accused Ostoja Stanišić, in the
capacity as the Commander of the 6th Zvornik Brigade Battalion and Marko
Milošević, in the capacity as the Deputy Commander of the 6th Zvornik Brigade
Battalion in July 1995 in the area of the villages Petkovci and Ðulići, municipality of
Zvornik, knowingly aided the VRS and MUP RS members in the implementation of
the plan to remove the total of Bosniak civilian population from the UN Safe Area
Srebrenica, on which occasion up to 40.000 Bosniak civilians were transferred from
Srebrenica enclave and over 7.000 of Bosniak men and boys were summarily
executed.

Suspects in the Case v. Predrag Milisavljević et al. Ordered into Custody
The Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina
September 5, 2012

On September 5, 2012 the Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) rendered
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a decision in the case v. Predrag Milisavljević et al. ordering the suspects
Miloš Pantelić and Ljubomir Tasić into one-month custody. Pursuant to this
Decision their custody may last until October 4, 2012.

Miloš Pantelić and Ljubomir Tasić are suspected of the criminal offense of Crimes
against Humanity.

Having examined the submitted evidence, the Court concluded that there was
grounded suspicion that the suspects committed the criminal offense as charged.
The Court ordered the suspects into custody given that there are circumstances
suggesting that the suspects are a flight risk, as well as that, if released, the
suspects might hinder the inquiry by influencing the accomplices.

Suspects in Zlata Radovanović et al. Ordered into Custody
The Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina
September 6, 2012

On 5 September 2012 the Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) rendered
a Decision in Zlata Radovanović et al. ordering the suspects Zlata
Radovanović, Vlado Ilić, Dragiša Vasić and Zdravko Trifunović into one-
month custody. Pursuant to this Decision their custody may last until 3
October 2012.

Zlata Radovanović, Vlado Ilić, Dragiša Vasić and Zdravko Trifunović are suspected of
the criminal offence of Organized Crime in conjunction with the criminal offence of
Illicit Trafficking in Narcotic Drugs.

Having examined the submitted evidence, the Court concluded that there was
grounded suspicion that the suspects committed the criminal offence as charged.
The Court ordered all the suspects into custody given that there are circumstances
suggesting that the suspects, if released, might hinder the inquiry by influencing the
witnesses and accomplices, and that they might destroy or hide clues and traces
important for the criminal proceedings. In relation to the suspects Vlado Ilić and
Zdravko Trifunović the Court ordered custody given that there are circumstances
suggesting that the suspects are a flight risk. Further, in relation to the suspect
Zdravko Trifunović, the Court ordered custody having found particular circumstances
which justify the fear that, if released, the suspect could repeat the criminal offence.

Plea Hearing in the Case v. Dejan Radojković
The Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina
September 6, 2012

A plea hearing before Section I for War Crimes of the Court of Bosnia and
Herzegovina (BiH), in the case v. Dejan Radojković, has been scheduled for
7 September 2012, starting at 1.00 p.m. in Courtroom 3.

On 10 August 2012, the Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina confirmed the Indictment
under which the Accused Dejan Radojković is charged with the criminal offense of
War Crimes against Civilians.

The Indictment alleges, among other things, that during the armed conflict between
the Army of BIH and the Army of Republika Srpska, Dejan Radojković, in the
capacity as Commander of the 3rd platoon within the 2nd Company of the Jahorina
Training Center, Special Police Brigade of MUP RS, in the period from July 12 to July
17, 1995, commanded his Platoon along the Bratunac-Konjević Polje road in the
mission of capturing Bosniak civilians who tried to escape from the UN Safe Area
Srebrenica, during which mission the Platoon members captured a group of five to
seven Bosniak civilians, opened fire and wounded one man. The Indictment further
alleges that the wounded man was left unattended in a nearby brook until early
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morning hours which is when Dejan Radojković shot him dead from Kalashnikov
rifle.

[back to contents]
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Appeals Process Continues for Ex-Officers Convicted of Srebrenica Crimes 
The Institute for War and Peace Reporting 
By Rachel Irwin 
August 31, 2012

Five former Bosnian Serb army officers convicted of crimes relating to the
1995 Srebrenica massacre will appear in court on September 26 for a
status conference in their appeals case.

Status conferences are held every 120 days in appeals cases to address procedural
matters and the health of defendants, in this case five men convicted in relation to
Europe's worst mass killing since the Second World War.

Two of the men - senior officers Vujadin Popovic and Ljubisa Beara - were found
guilty in June 2010 of committing genocide and sentenced to life in prison. Drago
Nikolic, chief of security in the Zvornik Brigade of the Bosnian Serb army, was found
guilty of aiding and abetting genocide and sentenced to 35 years in prison. Radivoje
Miletic, chief of operations and training in the main staff of the Bosnian Serb army,
was convicted of murder and persecution and given a 19-year prison sentence.
Vinko Pandurevic, a lieutenant colonel who commanded the Zvornik Brigade, was
found guilty of murder and given 13 years.

The trial was the biggest in the tribunal's history, with seven defendants, two of
whom are not taking part in the appeals process. One is Milan Gvero, assistant
commander for morale, legal and religious affairs in the Bosnian Serb army, who
was found guilty of persecution and forcible transfer. He was sentenced to five years
in prison but granted early release shortly after the 2010 judgement.

The other is Ljubomir Borovcanin, deputy commander of the special police brigade
of the Bosnian Serb interior ministry, was convicted of extermination and murder
and sentenced to 17 years. Neither his defence nor the prosecution is appealing
against his sentence. Borovcanin was transferred to a prison in Denmark in
November 2011.

Srebrenica, a town in eastern Bosnia, was declared a United Nations safe area in
1993 but fell to Bosnian Serb forces on July 11, 1995. Reading out the verdict on
June 10, 2010, Judge Carmel Agius described the way Bosniak men and boys were
captured and detained in various detention centres in the days that followed the
capture of the enclave.

"An atmosphere of terror was maintained through beatings and sporadic
executions," he said. "Their spirits broken, the Bosnian Muslim men were taken for
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execution. Some were blindfolded and their hands tied, and at one detention site
they were given a final cup of water. Then they were transported to nearby locations
and shot."

The trial chamber found that the number of victims could be as high as 7,826, since
remains continue to be identified.

Prosecutors Reject Call to Restart Karadzic Trial
The Institute for War and Peace Reporting 
By Rachel Irwin 
August 31, 2012

Prosecutors at the Hague tribunal this week called on judges to dismiss
wartime Bosnian Serb president Radovan Karadzic's request for a new trial.

Karadzic claimed on August 13 that a new trial was necessary because the
prosecution had committed "numerous" violations of the evidence disclosure rules,
thus rendering the current proceedings unfair.

Since his trial began in October 2009, Karadzic has filed more than 70 motions
contending that the prosecution disclosed items to him late or improperly.

In a written response to Karadzic's latest request, the prosecution said on August 27
that the trial's integrity remained unharmed, so the hearings should go ahead as
planned.

"The trial is fair and should continue. In his motion, the accused does not show that
a new trial is warranted, either as a remedy or a sanction," the prosecution stated.

In his request, Karadzic claimed that disclosure violations had created a "prejudice…
that has polluted the fairness of his trial", and that only a brand new trial could
rectify this.

Karadzic accused the prosecution of failing to disclose 406 witness statements and
pieces of testimony on time, in addition to "hundreds of thousands" of documents
which he said were disclosed late and could potentially exonerate him.

The prosecution said the defendant had failed to prove these claims.

"Not only was the prosecution's case clearly and properly set out in the indictment,
pretrial brief and opening statement, the accused does not cite any example of
disclosure which changed the prosecution case," the lawyers said.

They added that Karadzic had not identified a legal basis for his request, nor had he
demonstrated that a new trial was necessary.

They said judges had "already found that the accused suffered no prejudice from
the prosecution's discrete failures to disclose material in a timely manner".

The prosecution also said the judges had managed the case in such a way as to
ensure fairness, particularly when it came to issues of disclosure. This has involved
postponing witness testimony, suspending the trial to let Karadzic prepare, and
asking the prosecution to explain its disclosure methods.

Prosecutors allege that Karadzic, the president of Bosnia's self-declared Republika
Srpska from 1992 to 1996, is responsible for crimes of genocide, persecution,
extermination, murder and forcible transfer which "contributed to achieving the
objective of the permanent removal of Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats from
Bosnian Serb-claimed territory."
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He is also accused of planning and overseeing the 44-month siege of Sarajevo that
left nearly 12,000 people dead, as well as the massacre of more than 7,000 men
and boys at Srebrenica in July 1995.

Karadzic was arrested in Belgrade in July 2008 after 13 years on the run.

Former Firefighter Recalls Sarajevo Siege
The Institute for War and Peace Reporting 
By Rachel Irwin 
August 31, 2012

A former American firefighter who volunteered in the besieged city of
Sarajevo testified this week in the trial of wartime Bosnian Serb army
commander Ratko Mladic that he and other volunteers were routinely shot
at by Bosnian Serb snipers.

Prosecution witness John Jordan told the court that in November 1994, he was shot
in the chest while responding to a fire at the city's frontline, just north of the
Bosnian Serb-held area of Grbavica.

"I was exposed to open ground and there was nothing between me and from where
the shot came. The way [the bullet] hit me, it drove me straight into the ground,"
Jordan told the court.

He said he was certain the shot came from the Bosnian Serb side, as he was close
to the front line and there was nothing between himself and the snipers. He added
that all the nearby Bosnian government troops had taken cover.

"Were you carrying a weapon?" prosecuting lawyer Adam Weber asked.

"No," the witness replied.

At the beginning of Jordan's testimony, the prosecution showed clips from news
reports that the witness said inspired him to come to Sarajevo in November 1992.

In one clip, buildings burn while CNN's Christiane Amanpour describes the scene.

"These are not accidents, but arson on a mass scale," Amanpour says in the news
report. "Serbian shells set buildings ablaze and then wait for the firemen to arrive
before another barrage."

Another clip, narrated by ABC News's Tony Birtley, described local firemen as poorly
equipped, with thin uniforms and hoses that were not long enough.

After hearing about the situation in Sarajevo, the witness formed a non-profit
organisation called Global Operation Fire Rescue Services, GOFRS.

Jordan, who originally hails from New York and today works in construction, said he
and other volunteers from around the world assisted local firefighters on both sides
of the front line.

He responded to between 250 and 300 fires from his arrival in Sarajevo until the
end of the war.

The witness features in video footage from October 1993 that was shown to the
court, and can be seen crouching to avoid gunfire while trying to extinguish a fire at
an industrial building near the Miljacka river.

"There was gunfire behind us and fire in front of us," the witness recalled.
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He added that this was one of the rare occasions when he and his team responded
to a fire in a building that did not contain civilians.

"There were maybe half dozen [instances] where we responded and found burning
structures to be strictly military, at which point we would leave," Jordan added.

Prosecutors allege that Mladic, the highest authority in the Bosnian Serb army from
1992 to 1996, planned and oversaw the 44-month siege of Sarajevo that ravaged
the city and left nearly 12,000 people dead. Mladic's army is accused of deliberately
sniping and shelling the city's civilian population in order to "spread terror" among
them.

The indictment against Mladic-which lists 11 counts in total-accuses him of crimes of
genocide, persecution, extermination, murder and forcible transfer which
"contributed to achieving the objective of the permanent removal of Bosnian
Muslims and Bosnian Croats from Bosnian Serb-claimed territory."

During much of his work in Sarajevo, Jordan said, he found women and children
inside burning buildings. The firefighters would sometimes have to suspend
operations when the shooting became too heavy, he said.

Jordan and his volunteers also assisted people hit by sniper bullets. Members of his
team were present during an incident on November 18, 1994 when a bullet passed
through a woman's stomach and hit her seven-year-old son in the head, killing him.
The incident is included in Mladic's indictment.

Prosecutors showed the court graphic footage of the boy laying face down on the
concrete as blood poured from his head.

Jordan said his team was stationed nearby because it was a "very active snipering
day". While the witness was not at the scene himself, his deputy was, and he
received a phone call about it soon afterwards.

During cross-examination, Mladic's lawyer Danny Ivetic asked the witness whether
he was ever armed when responding to fires.

Jordan, who spent five years in the United States Marine Corps prior to becoming a
fireman, said that he and his volunteers brought military-grade weapons into Bosnia
so as to defend themselves and local firemen against sniper attacks.

"Casualties in the fire department were one man in five before we started
addressing the issue.... With no end to the war in sight, I thought the risk of not
protecting the fire department would increase the risk of [the department] not
existing," Jordan said.

He said Bosnian Serb Army firemen were "armed to the teeth" and that while
firemen traditionally do not carry weapons, fire marshals, who investigate arson, are
armed in many countries.

However, he said that most of the time his colleagues' weapons were kept inside
vehicles, so there was "very little walking around with a rifle".

Ivetic put it to the witness that the shooting of the mother and son could have been
the result of a "marksman who missed the armed GOFRS and struck the victims"
instead.

Jordan rejected this suggestion.

"I can say with 100 per cent certainty that whoever shot the child could not see us



at all. We would only break cover to assist casualties. No one took a shot at us and
[hit] the kid." he replied.

"Were the [GOFRS members] armed?" Ivetic asked.

"One may have had 900-mm handgun on his hip," Jordan replied. "It was not a
situation where gunfire by us would have been necessary." He explained that this
was because the United Nations Protection Force, or UNPROFOR, was nearby.

Ivetic asked whether in previous instances, GOFRS staff had drawn their weapons
and fired. Jordan conceded that they had, but stressed that they had only done so
to protect the fire crews.

"[We] only fired to protect firemen…. It was not necessarily 'shoot to kill' but to
drive people off. That was all it took in the vast majority of cases," he said.

Jordan said that on one occasion he believed he was shot at by Bosnian government
forces.

"It was only once, but not with heavy weapons. There were a lot less guns in the
city than around it," he said.

Ivetic then told presiding Judge Alphons Orie that Mladic himself wanted to put two
questions to the witness, but the judge would not allow this.

In addition to three protected witnesses who testified almost entirely in closed
session, a survivor of a mass execution also took the stand this week.

Prosecution witness Fejzija Hadzic, 65, is from Mladic's hometown of Kalinovik in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, BiH. Hadzic has testified before, so prosecutors read out a
short summary of his previous testimony before asking additional questions.

According to the summary, Hadzic was arrested around June 25, 1992. He was
subsequently held at several different locations, and on August 5 that year he was
taken from an ammunition warehouse in the Kalinovik area to a nearby field,
together with about 23 other men.

The men's hands were tied behind their backs with wire, their valuables taken, and
then they were lined up and shot.

Hadzic pretended to be dead when the bodies were moved to a stable, where they
were covered in gasoline and set on fire.

"I tried to seek shelter so I wouldn't be covered by dead bodies," Hadzic told the
court. "This is a day that was very difficult and that I do not like to remember."

He said he managed to escape from the stable when he heard vehicles arriving with
more prisoners, and then hid in a brook.

Before his capture, Hadzic was the director of a public utilities company in Kalinovik.

He recalled how Bosniaks complained directly to Mladic about weapons aimed at
their village in May 1992. Mladic subsequently met Bosniak representatives. The
witness was not present at the meeting, but was informed that Mladic told the
representatives that BiH "would be a Serb state and the laws of the Serb state had
to be observed in it".

During cross examination, Mladic's lawyer Miodrag Stojanovic asked the witness
whether he had ever met Mladic when they were both younger.



"I remember him vaguely as a child when he played football, [but] after elementary
school he went for further education and I stayed. We saw each other from time to
time in passing," Hadzic said.

"Do you agree that before the war you never heard anything bad about him?"
Stojanovic asked. Hadzic replied that this was correct.

Towards the end of the cross-examination, Stojanovic told the witness that Mladic
was prepared to shake hands with him, but Judge Orie interjected before the
witness could respond.

"Restoring relationships are not part of the cross-examination. That's best dealt with
outside of court," the judge said, as Mladic smiled.

The defendant was arrested in Serbia on May 26, 2011, after spending 16 years as
a fugitive. The trial continues next week.

Bosnia Victims Hope to Contest "No Genocide" Ruling
The Institute for War and Peace Reporting
By Rachel Irwin
September 7, 2012

Bosnian victims of wartime atrocities have asked to file a submission that
will argue it was wrong to acquit former Bosnian Serb president Radovan
Karadzic of one count of genocide.

Tribunal judges dismissed a count of genocide in seven named municipalities on
June 28. Karadzic still faces a count of genocide relating to the 1995 massacre in
the eastern town of Srebrenica, where more than 7,000 Bosniak boys and men were
killed.

Prosecutor had alleged that genocide occurred in seven other municipalities between
March and December 1992.

However, in their ruling, judges concluded that "there is no evidence, even taken at
its highest, which could be capable of supporting a conviction of genocide in the
municipalities".

The prosecution is appealing against the acquittal decision.

As well as the genocide count, Karadzic's indictment includes counts of persecution,
extermination, murder, deportation, inhumane acts, terror, unlawful attacks and the
taking of United Nations peacekeepers as hostages.

His defence case is slated to begin in October.

On August 31, lawyers for two named victims - Satko Mujagic and Fikret Alic - and
the Association of Witnesses and Survivors of Genocide in Sarajevo requested
permission to submit a lengthy document to the appeals chamber, arguing that
tribunal judges were wrong to drop the genocide count for the seven municipalities.

It is not yet clear whether the appeals chamber will agree to this. The tribunal rules
say a national state, organisation or individual can be granted the right to make a
submission if this is deemed appropriate.

The victims' lawyers argue that the chamber "erroneously determined" that the
evidence "failed to rise to some unwritten standard of systematic and organised
carnage, and [was] therefore not worthy of being characterised as genocide".

They also contend that the judges disregarded "multiple chilling threats and
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declarations personally broadcast by the accused" in the lead-up to the Bosnian war.
The lawyers refer specifically to prewar statements that have been entered into
evidence, in which Karadzic is quoted as saying that Muslims in Bosnia would
"disappear from the face of the earth" and "be exterminated", if they insisted on
declaring independence from Yugoslavia.

The lawyers argue that these statements were "intended to commence the
eradication of the Bosnian Muslim and/or Bosnian Croat populations from territory
claimed by the Serbs", and that they therefore proved genocidal intent.

Lawyers urged judges to consider the views of victims, who have a "special right
and interest in seeing that the history they experienced, which is now being written
by the tribunal, faithfully reflect the truth about what was done to them, why it was
done, and who was responsible for it".

Karadzic Told No Retrial, Prepare for Defence
The Institute for War and Peace Reporting
By Velma Saric
September 7, 2012

Hague tribunal judges this week dismissed a request for a retrial made by
wartime Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic, and ordered him to submit
a revised list of defence witnesses by September 14.

Karadzic requested a fresh trial on August 13, claiming that the prosecution had
committed "numerous" violations of the rules of disclosure and had thereby made
the current proceedings unfair. This week, however, the trial chamber presided over
by Judge O-Gon Kwon ruled that the disclosure issues did not damage the defence
case to the extent that a retrial would be necessary.

"While the violation of the obligation to share evidence with the defence has put the
prosecution in a bad light, the chamber failed to conclude that the accused had
suffered damage from this violation", Judge Kwon said at this week's status
conference.

He added that the chamber found that Karadzic's request for retrial was not "legally
founded" and that the trial had been fair from the outset.

One of the issues discussed at this week's status conference in the case was the
defendant's request to bring 600 defence witnesses and to be granted 300 hours for
their testimonies.

The trial chamber told Karadzic, who is representing himself, that he should
significantly reduce the number of witnesses he intends to call, and focus only on
those who would be able to support his defence case.

The judges told Karadzic it was unnecessary to call on witnesses whose testimonies
relate to events in municipalities that are not listed in the indictment against him,
such as Bosanski Brod, Bosanska Gradiska, Ljubinje, Kupres, Vakuf and others.

Karadzic replied that he did not agree with this, and that he had "obviously
misunderstood parts of or even the entire indictment".

"You are telling me that it's not important for [my defence] to establish the
historical context [and] who started the war?" he asked. Since the prosecution
insists that the joint criminal enterprise existed since the autumn of 1991, if not
even since 1990, it is very important to demonstrate what was really happening [at
that time], regardless of whether crimes occurred in these municipalities or not."
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Judge Kwon recommended that Karadzic consult with his legal advisors so that he
could "understand what was actually meant by the indictment".

This week, Karadzic informed judges that he would probably testify in his own
defence, and that he would require 30 hours for that testimony alone.

Judge Kwon replied that a statement by the defendant would "carry more weight if
it were delivered at the beginning of the defence case", rather then in the middle of
it.

Karadzic replied that his opening statement, for which he will be given 90 minutes,
would "not be connected in any way to his actual testimony".

The judges informed Karadzic that he must submit a revised witness list by
September 14. His defence case is to start on October 16.

The prosecution alleges that Karadzic, who was president of Republika Srpska from
1992 to 1996, is responsible for crimes of genocide, persecution, extermination,
murder and forcible transfer which "contributed to achieving the objective of the
permanent removal of Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats from Bosnian Serb-
claimed territory", including the planning and overseeing of major crimes such as
the Srebrenica massacre in 1995, in which over 7,000 Bosnian Muslim men and
boys were killed.

Witness Recalls Sanski Most Bridge Killings
The Institute for War and Peace Reporting
By Rachel Irwin
September 7, 2012

The sole survivor of a 1992 massacre in Bosnia gave a harrowing account
this week of how he and 15 other men were beaten, forced to jump off a
bridge, and then shot at as they tried to swim away.

Rajif Begic, who appeared as a witness for the prosecution in the Hague trial of
wartime Bosnian Serb army commander Ratko Mladic.

He said that on May 31, 1992, his village in the northwestern municipality of Sanski
Most was attacked by the Bosnian Serb army, which set homes on fire and
separated the men from the women. Then the soldiers forced him and 19 other men
to march to the nearby Vrhpolje Bridge.

Four of the men were shot dead on the way there, including a father and son who
were unable to keep up, the witness said.

As the group approached the bridge, soldiers ordered them to remove their shoes
and most of their clothing, although the witness said he kept his t-shirt on.

Then, he said, the soldiers began to beat him and the others, all the while "cursing
and insulting" them.

One soldier said the army had to kill 70 Muslims that day "because seven Serb
soldiers had been killed in that area", the witness recalled.

"What were you thinking at that point in time?" prosecuting lawyer Camille Bibles
asked.

"We were frightened. We had been beaten up, it was cold…we were just waiting to
see what fate of group would be. We had been abandoned to our fate," Begic said.

The witness said that after the soldiers had spent some time beating the prisoners,
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one of them asked which of the group "was good at jumping in the water".

One man was singled out; he happened to be the other son of the father who had
been killed earlier with his son, Begic said.

"He climbed over the railings and jumped into the water. As he was swimming, I
saw four soldiers preparing automatic weapons, and when [the man] appeared
under them, they opened bursts of fire and several moments later, you could see his
body a little further down," he said. "You could see his body wasn't moving, and you
could see that the water was red with his blood."

The same pattern was repeated as the soldiers went down the line of men, he said,
and then it was the turn of a 15-year-old boy.

The boy, standing near his father and two brothers, was ordered to jump into the
water, Begic said. However, as he was about to jump, a soldier called Jadranko Palija
approached him and shot him in the head, Begic said.

"He pushed [the boy] over the railing and when the body was passing under bridge,
four men fired at him again," the witness added.

Palija was tried before the State Court of Bosnia and Hercegovina in 2007 and was
found guilty of war crimes and crimes against humanity, including murder, torture,
rape and pillage, for his role in the Vrhpolje Bridge massacre among other crimes.

Begic said that after the boy was shot, the soldiers began beating the remaining
prisoners, and one of them ordered the witness to open his mouth.

"Jadranko put the automatic weapon in my mouth and someone said, 'Don't kill him
on the bridge, don't dirty the bridge - he should jump,'" Begic recounted, tears
appearing in his eyes.

Begic said that before he jumped, he looked at his younger brother, who was also
on the bridge.

"That was the last time we saw each other," he said.

Begic said he dived head first into the water, hitting his head on a rock at the
bottom of the Sanica river.

"I turned around, and managed to climb out under the mid-column of the bridge. I
was standing there and I heard soldiers looking for me. They knew I had to pass
by," he said.

To avoid making an "easy target", he said, he took off his white t-shirt and sent it
floating downstream. He swam underwater, slightly to the left of the soldiers, who
spotted the t-shirt in the water and opened fire.

"As luck would have it, I avoided all those bullets," the witness said.

After swimming down the river, he was able to grab onto a bush and hide there for a
while. He could still see the bridge from his hiding place, and he told the court that
he "could see people jumping off the bridge and bodies falling into the water, but it
was not possible to identity the person who had jumped into the water".

"You could hear people groaning and moaning," he added.

After spending the next few days wandering around the area, Begic said he decided
to seek help from his Serb godmother, who lived nearby. He made the journey to
her house during the night and hid in her barn until she came out the next morning.



She took him in and cleaned his head-wound with plum brandy, but her Serb
neighbours found out and someone turned him into the authorities, he said. Begic
was interrogated and eventually sent to the Manjaca detention camp, where he
remained until December 1992, when it was shut down.

His younger brother's body was identified after exhumations were carried out in the
area around the bridge.

During cross-examination, Mladic's lawyer Branko Lukic questioned the witness on
the details of his account, including the assertion that he could see bodies floating
downstream when he was standing on the bridge.

The witness clarified that he could only see the bodies once they had floated about
30 or 40 metres downstream, and that he could not see what was happening
directly under the bridge.

"I don't know where the bodies ended up. I could see them floating, but not all the
time, because [we were] being beaten, so our attention was diverted and we could
not watch bodies to see where they ended up," Begic said.

Lukic then asked him about a statement he made in 1996, where he said he swam
underwater for 100 or 150 metres before grabbing onto a bush. In his testimony
this week, he said it was about 50 metres.

"To this day, I cannot say exactly how far away it was from bridge to that bush.
Now, when I think of it, it seems to be 150 meters. Sometimes I say 50, but at any
rate, the distance was at least 50 and up to 150 meters. That's the most accurate
way of putting it," Begic said.

Prosecutors allege that Mladic, the highest authority in the Bosnian Serb army from
1992 to 1996, is responsible for crimes of genocide, persecution, extermination,
murder and forcible transfer which "contributed to achieving the objective of the
permanent removal of Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Croats from Bosnian Serb-
claimed territory".

He is also accused of planning and overseeing the 44-month siege of Sarajevo that
left nearly 12,000 people dead, as well as the massacre of more than 7,000 men
and boys at Srebrenica in July 1995. Mladic was arrested in Serbia in May 2011
after 16 years on the run.

This week, he mostly sat quietly in the courtroom, but was reprimanded more than
once for making gestures, including wagging a finger at a witness with whom he
disagreed.

On September 3, he refused to enter the courtroom because he wanted a doctor or
nurse to take his blood pressure, not a security guard. When presiding Judge
Alphons Orie said the chamber was ready to continue the trial without him, he came
back in.

[back to contents]
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Mercep Trial: Documentary Aired as Evidence
Balkan Transitional Justice
By Boris Pavelic
August 31, 2012

A 2002 documentary about the alleged crimes of the "mercepovci", the
police unit of Croatia's wartime Interior Ministry advisor Tomislav Mercep,
was shown Wednesday at his trial.

At the trial, which was continuing after the summer break, Mercep's 1991 interview
with a Serbian TV was shown as were several Croatian television 1991 news items
from the Pakrac and Gospic area, where Mercep's unit operated.

Pavilion 22, a 55-minute film from 2002, was made by Croatian documentary maker
Nenad Puhovski through his independent production firm, Factum. Croatia's state
television bought the film but never aired it.

In the film, several former members of the "mercepovci", their victims, politicians,
judicial experts and NGO activists, testified about the unit's activities, saying they
illegally arrested people in Zagreb and collected them in pavilion 22 of the Zagreb
International Fair before transferring them to Pakracka Poljana.

The then Croatian minister, Zivko Juzbasic, who is to testify in the trial, said in the
documentary that the pavilion was a private detention camp, calling it "a black stain
in the history of the Croatian capital, Zagreb".

Miro Bajramovic, another former member of the "mercepovci", also testified in
documentary. In 1997, he told the Croatian weekly Feral Tribune that he had
personally killed 70 people while working with the mercepovci.

He later stood trial and was jailed for four years following that admission but nobody
else was charged over the crimes.

Bajramovic confirmed in the film that the civilian detainees, mostly ethnic Serbs,
were imprisoned and tortured in the pavilion before transfer to Pakracka Poljana.

Mercep is charged, as a commander of the unit, with having personally ordered the
unlawful arrest, torture and killing of civilians from October 8, 1991 until mid-
December 1991 in and around Zagreb and in the towns of Kutina and Pakrac in
central Croatia.

He was captured in December 2010. The trial started in February this year. Mercep
was released from custody this July due to health considerations.

The trial continues on September 11.

Witness Says Defendant Saric Saved His Life
Balkan Transitional Justice
August 31, 2012

At his trial in Sarajevo, a prosecution protected witness said that the
defendant, Goran Saric, saved his life by preventing a soldier from killing
him along with a group of prisoners in Jagomir hospital.

Witness S1 said that he and several other men who were kept as prisoners in the
Jagomir hospital in Sarajevo in 1992 were led out of a room by one Miodrag
Curkovic, who was "drunk" and intended to execute them.

"That's when Goran Saric showed up and pushed Miodrag's rifle away, saying we
were under his control," said the witness, who was brought to Jagomir hospital in
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mid-June 1992.

Witness S1 said that prisoners in Jagomir were beaten. "We were taken out to eat
and that is where I saw beaten men, they had bruises and were all bloody," added
the witness.

The same witness said that he met the defendant for a second time when Saric
came to a room in which the witness was being held with another two men.

"Saric told me he would see if they could release me into town and he kept his
promise on the very same day," said the witness.

The witness said that later that day he was taken out together with 40 men to the
courtyard of the hospital and released, after being addressed by the defendant.

"He said: 'People, you are going home, and tell them at Breka not to shoot. This is a
Serbian state. Don't make me angry'," the witness said, adding that they then
crossed into the territory controlled by the Army of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Saric is charged, as chief of police in the Serb municipality of Centre in Sarajevo,
with ordering all the men from the settlement of Nahorevo to come to the local
community centre. Around 100 Bosniaks were then led from there and detained in
the Jagomir hospital building.

According to the indictment, on June 21, 1992, Saric separated the detainees in the
Jagomir hospital building into three groups. Sixty were taken by force to Sarajevo,
26 in the second group were transferred to the Bunker camp in Vogosca, while 11
from the third group were killed.

S8, the second protected witness for the Prosecution to testify at the trial, said that
during the conflict in Sarajevo he was member of the Army of Republika Srpska, and
that in June 1992 he was on guard duty in Jagomir hospital, where "the men from
Nahorevo" were brought.

He recalled that after several days a group of men was released from the Jagomir
hospital, after the defendant lined them up and told them they were free to go to
town, which they did. "I thought that was it, but after they left, another group came
out and it was taken to Vogosca, to Sonja's", said the witness.

Witness S8 added that a smaller group of men came out at the end and were
ordered to get onto a truck, but he could not remember whether anyone was
escorting the truck, which headed in an unknown direction.

S8 said that as far as he was concerned, Saric was "chief in the Jagomir hospital".

Asked by Zoran Bozic, member of the Trial Chamber, whether the witness heard
what happened to the last group of people, he replied that he heard they were all
killed at Skakavac, but did not know who did it.

The trial will resume on September 3.

Closing Arguments End Neskovic and Ilic Trial
Balkan Transitional Justice
September 5, 2012

In its closing arguments, the defence for Zoran Ilic said no proof had been
presented that the defendant committed the crimes in July 1995 of which
he is accused.

The closing argument marked the end of the trial of Ilic and Dragan Neskovic,
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former members of the Jahorina Training Centre with the Special Brigade of the
Ministry of the Interior of Republika Srpska, MUPRS.

Ilic's defence said that the Prosecution had failed to prove beyond doubt that Ilic
took part in imprisoning Bosniaks on the Bratunac-Konjevic Polje road in mid-July
1995 when around a thousand men from the recently captured town of Srebrenica
were taken to the nearby warehouse of the Kravica agricultural cooperative and
executed.

"The Defence disputed the evidence by the Prosecution convincingly. The facts in
Ilic's favour have been fully established," his lawyer, Milos Peric, said.

He said the Prosecution had based Ilic's guilt for the crime at the Kravica warehouse
on the testimony of a sole protected witness, NI-104, who said at the trial that he
saw the defendant "verifying" the victims.

But the defence lawyer said that he doubted the authenticity of his testimony.

"The statement of witness NI-104 was not confirmed by anyone else. Twenty
witnesses for the Defence and Prosecution said Ilic was elsewhere, or that they did
not see him in front of the warehouse in Kravica," the lawyer said.

He added that the witnesses for the Defence had confirmed that at the time
specified in the indictment Ilic was seeing his brother off to the army in Bratunac.

The Defence mantains that it has not been proven that Ilic murdered an imprisoned
Bosniak at the village of Jelah near Konjevic Polje on July 17, 1995.

Protected witness NI-101 talked about this during the investigation, said Peric, but
then changed his story at the trial.

Neskovic's defence earlier also requested their client's acquittal.

The Prosecution in its closing arguments asked that Neskovic and Ilic be sentenced
to 17 and 15 years in jail respectively.

The Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina will announce its verdict on September 26.

Sasa Dunovic on Run From Bosnian State Court
Balkan Transitional Justice
By Denis Dzidic
September 5, 2012

Sasa Dunovic, former member of the Army of Republika Srpska charged
with crimes in Kljuc, failed to appear at a plea hearing, having sent a
message through his lawyer that he "does not trust the Court of Bosnia and
Herzegovina".

Saban Maksumic, the pre-trial judge, noted that Dunovic, who has Serbian
citizenship, received the indictment and subpoena through international legal
assistance.

Dunovic's court-appointed defence lawyer, Milan Romanic, confirmed that his client
received the subpoena, but said he had declined to appear before the court because
he did not trust the Bosnian court.

"My client believes he is a collateral damage in the trial of Vinko Kondic. Therefore,
factually speaking, he is on the run," said Romanic.

Judge Maksumic said that Dunovic was therefore to be considered a fugitive from
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the law and instructed the Prosecution to declare its possible further steps in order
to ensure his presence at the trial.

The indictment says that Dunovic, former member of the 17th Light Infantry
Brigade of the Army of Republika Srpska, VRS, together with other soldiers,
policemen and paramilitary units, took part in systematic attacks on Bosniak and
Croat civilians in Kljuc.

It alleges that on June 1, 1992, he entered the undefended village of Prhovo in the
municipality of Kljuc and participated in the expulsion of the population from their
homes, as well as taking part in the murder of three men.

The bodies were later exhumed from the mass graves at "Ciganska dolina ["Gypsy
Valley"] near the village of Prhovo, the State Prosecutor's Office said.

Vinko Kondic, former Chief of the Public Safety Station in Kljuc, was originally
charged along with Marko Adamovic and Bosko Lukic for crimes against non-Serb
population in Kljuc in the period from May to end of 1992.

But in October 2010, proceedings against him were separated after forensic experts
established that he was not capable of attending the trial.

Under the Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina's first instance verdict, Bosko Lukic and
Marko Adamovic were acquitted last May of charges for crimes against humanity in
the Kljuc region.

Serbia does not extradite its own citizens, which is why it is unlikely that Dunovic
will be delivered to the Bosnian authorities for prosecution.

In order to solve the problem of non-extradition, the Bosnian and Serbian
prosecutions last year agreed a protocol of cooperation on the prosecution of war
crimes suspects, which anticipated that war crimes would in future be prosecuted in
those countries where the suspect or the accused reside.

However, the signing of the protocol was blocked last November by the Presidency
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which said it alone had the authority to sign
international treaties and that the Bosnian prosecution could not sign such a
document by itself. The signature of the protocol has been put on hold ever since.

Sisak Trial: Defendant Offers Alibi - His Son
Balkan Transitional Justice
By Boris Pavelic
September 5, 2012

Drago Bosnjak, standing trial for war crimes in Sisak at the County Court in
Osijek, offered an alibi on Tuesday when his son, Hrvoje, testified that they
were both on holiday when some of the crimes took place.

Testifying at the trial of Drago Bosnjak and Vladimir Milankovic, wartime deputy
police commander of Sisak, Bosnjak's son Hrvoje, claimed that a hotel bill existed
that he and his father paid for their vacation in Crikvenica on the Croatian coast in
August 1991.

Ivan Galic, a hotelier in Crikvenica, confirmed that Hrvoje and Drago Bosnjak stayed
in his hotel from August 18-26, 1991.

Bosnjak, former member of the Sisak special police unit known as "the Wolves", is
accused of organising and leading a group that detained and tortured Serb civilians,
allegedly killing eight of the 24 victims named in the indictment.
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The indictment covers 12 months, from July 1991 until June 1992.

The second indictee, Vladimir Milankovic, is charged with allowing, encouraging and
failing to investigate the physical and psychological torture, illegal detention and
humiliation of Croatian Serb civilians in the Sisak area.

He is also charged with personally torturing and ordering the illegal arrest of a large
number of Serb civilians from Sisak, which resulted in the death of 24 people.

The prosecutor complained about Hrvoje Bosnjak's testimony at Tuesday's trial,
claiming it had been prearranged to help his father.

The prosecutor also maintained that the bill from the Crikvenica hotel wasn't
credible.

The trial continues Wednesday.

Sisak Trial: Witness Saw Serb Family Executed
Balkan Transitional Justice
By Boris Pavelic
September 6, 2012

Ivica Biscan, the adopted son of the Serb Vila family from Sisak, testified
on Wednesday that he saw Croatian soldiers liquidate his entire family in
autumn 1991.

Biscan, an ethnic Croat adopted by the Serbian Vila family from Sisak in 1988,
testified that he was with his adopted father, Zeljko, in the Gaj cafe in Sisak one
night in autumn 1991 when Zeljko quarrelled with another customer who swore at
him and allegedly stabbed him with a knife.

Later, he said he was at home when a car came and took him and the family to the
Ora barracks in Sisak, where they were beaten by uniformed men.

After that, they were taken to a boat in a nearby river Sava, where Biscan said that
uniformed men shot all the members of his family in the backs and threw them into
the river.

Biscan said he was saved by a Croatian soldier named Sasa Krstulovic who also
testified on Wednesday.

Krstulovic, a former member of Croatian army's second guard brigade, the
"Thunders", said that he "couldn't understand why civilians were being imprisoned
in an army barracks.

"A little later, I observed that they were missing," Krstulovic added.

Two persons are currently standing trial for war crimes in the Sisak area perpetrated
from July 1991 until June 1992.

Drago Bosnjak, former member of the Sisak special police unit known as "the
Wolves", is accused of organising and leading a group that detained and tortured
Serb civilians, allegedly killing eight of the 24 victims named in the indictment.

Vladimir Milankovic, wartime deputy police commander of Sisak, is charged with
allowing, encouraging and failing to investigate the physical and psychological
torture, illegal detention and humiliation of Croatian Serb civilians in the Sisak area.

He is also charged with personally torturing and ordering the illegal arrest of a large
number of Serb civilians from Sisak, which resulted in the death of 24 people.
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The third indictee, Djuro Brodarac, the wartime police commander of Sisak and a
senior member of the former ruling Croatian Democratic Union, HDZ, died in
custody of a heart attack on July 13 2011, after being detained together with
Bosnjak and Milankovic.

The trial continues on September 17.

Stanisic et al: Guilt for Srebrenica Genocide Denied
Balkan Transitional Justice
September 6, 2012

Ostoja Stanisic and Marko Milosevic appeared before the Court of Bosnia
and Herzegovina and pleaded not guilty to charges of genocide in
Srebrenica in July 1995.

The indictees pleaded not guilty to all of the counts, charging them with crimes
committed on the Petkovci dam, near Djulici village, Zvornik municipality, where
about 1,000 Bosniak men and boys from Srebrenica were shot after having been
captured in July 1995.

According to the charges, Stanisic was Commander of the Sixth Battalion with the
Zvornik Brigade of the Republika Srpska Army, VRS and Milosevic was his Deputy.

The State Investigation and Protection Agency, SIPA arrested Stanisic and Milosevic
in the Zvornik area on June 21 this year. They have been in custody since.

Until now, more than a dozen trials for genocide have come before the State Court
in Sarajevo.

However, previous trials have mostly focused on the killings in the Kravica and
Branjevo villages near Zvornik. This is the first trial for the killings that took place in
Petkovci.

According to the prosecution, around a thousand captured boys and men from
Srebrenica were executed in Petkovci in July 1995.

The arrested men have both previously testified at the Hague Tribunal, ICTY, at
trials for crimes committed in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

In June 2010, the Hague tribunal sentenced Drago Nikolic, the former Chief of
Security for the Zvornik Brigade of the VRS and Vinko Pandurevic, the former
Commander of the Zvornik Brigade of the VRS to 35 and 13 years respectively for
their role in the genocide in Srebrenica.

Montenegro Indictees Deny Role in Deportation
Balkan Transitional Justice
By Milena Milosevic
September 7, 2012

Retrial of former policemen charged with deporting refugees from
Montenegro to Bosnian Serbs in 1992 began on Thursday with the indictees
pleading not guilty.

The retrial is taking place after the acquittal of the nine police officers charged with
war crime against civilians was overturned in March.

Milisav Markovic, Milorad Ivanovic, Dusko Bakrac, Radoje Radunovic, Milorad
Sljivancanin, Bozidar Stojovic, Sreten Glendza and Branko Bujic attended the new
trial at the Podgorica Superior Court on Thursday.
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All denied having payed any role in the arrest and deportation of 79 Bosniak and
Bosnian Serb refugees to the Bosnian Serb [Republika Srpska] authorities in May
1992, after which most of the Bosniaks were executed.

Bosko Bojovic, the first indictee and chief of Montenegro's national security at the
time of the crime, is being tried in absentia.

Dusko Bakrac, who was at large for the previous trial, said that as soon after he
learned that refugees were being arrested, he advised his neigbour to hide his son
who duly fled.

The Centre for Civic Education, a local NGO, on Thursday urged the judicary to
demonstrate its committment to the rule of law in this case.

It said that, seven years after the investigation of the crime was launched, the case
was being returned to its starting point.

The first trial started in 2009 and ended last year with the acquittal of all indictees.

The reason for acquittal in the first-instance verdict was that Montenegro was not in
international conflict with Bosnia and Herzegovina at the time, and because, as
police officers, the indictees were not part of any military formation.

The appeals court, however, found in March that the verdict contradicted itself, as it
stated in two different places that the conflict in Bosnia was both internal and
international.

The retrial will resume on September 14.
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Former Doctor Recounts Khmer Rouge Paranoia
The Phnom Penh Post
By Joseph Freeman
August 28, 2012

When soldiers yanked people out of the rooms of the Phnom Penh hospital
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where Khmer Rouge-era physician Em Oeun trained in the late 1970s, there
were few explanations and the movement was swift.

The Khmer Rouge "actually arrested people in the hospital", said Oeun, a civil party
in Case 002 who retook the stand yesterday. "They put those people who were
arrested in the trucks, which were already prepared outside the hospital premises. I
don't know where they took them to."

The general atmosphere, as a result of all the inexplicable arrests, was one of
constant paranoia and mistrust.

"Normally, people did not talk about the truth, they never chit-chatted, the reason
being, we could not find time to converse because they were all afraid," he said. "At
the time, the party paid greater attention to obeying the discipline rather than
paying attention to human beings or their lives."

Subordinating all matters to the higher organisation was something he learned early
on. Joining the revolution in 1969, Oeun entered the youth league in 1973, when
the regime called itself the Communist Party of Kampuchea. He can still remember
the indoctrination pertaining to Buddhism, which the Khmer Rouge scorned.

"Leaders would say in the session that we should never treat pagoda affairs as the
core task. They would even say that monks were a waste, because if we dressed the
monks with robes, then we had to spend money ... unwisely," he said.

Oeun received medical training and was assigned to a base in Prey Veng, where he
lived in 1977 and 1978. He told the court last week that the base was a site for
macabre medical experimentation on purged party members.

Before that assignment, Oeun went to Phnom Penh to train at a hospital there and
to attend political study sessions.

He described listening to presentations by Brother No 1 Pol Pot in the late 1970s.
Co-accused Khieu Samphan and Nuon Chea also spoke.

The central theme of being attacked from all sides and enemies "burrowing from
within" pervaded the lectures and "terrified" Oeun.

The questioning of a civil party at the Khmer Rouge tribunal yesterday ended early
to leave time for a closed-door trial management meeting, which lawyers from
several parties who attended said covered mostly administrative matters.

Tribunal Witness Describes 'Reeducation' of Medical Students
VOA Khmer
By Kong Sothanarith
August 28, 2012

Top Khmer Rouge leaders Pol Pot, Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan ordered
lower cadre to be "faithful" to the Communist Party of Kampuchea and to
purge its internal enemies, a witness told the UN-backed tribunal Monday.

Em Oeun told the court the three leaders held political training and re-education of
medical students, of which he was one, and "destroyed" those who did not follow.

Nuon Chea, the regime's ideologue, and Khieu Samphan, its nominal head of state,
are on trial for atrocity crimes, alongside Ieng Sary, its foreign minister.

Em Oeun, 61, a former medical student of the regime, said Monday that Nuoin Chea
told students they should follow the regime's doctrine. "If we did not follow the
party, we would be responsible for what we had done," he told the court.
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Nuon Chea cited examples of internal "enemies," and recommended people not
follow them. They were, Em Oeun said, "destroyed."

Khieu Samphan encouraged low-level cadre to unmask enemies of the regime by
giving them hard labor.

Nuon Chea, Ieng Sary Defence Claims 'Subterfuge'
The Phnom Penh Post
By Stuart White
August 28, 2012

Witness Ton Rochoem, alias Phy Phuon, continued to be a source of
controversy at the Khmer Rouge tribunal yesterday, with defence teams for
both co-accused Nuon Chea and Ieng Sary calling on the court to address
issues with the former Khmer Rouge administrator's testimony.

In an addendum to a previous filing calling for summary action against Minister for
Foreign Affairs Hor Namhong for interference in the tribunal's work, Nuon Chea's
defence drew a timeline linking the testimony of Phuon that Namhong was in charge
of the Boeung Trabek detention facility, to Namhong's statement to the press the
next day refuting the testimony and to Phuon's subsequent retraction of his remarks
to local media.

"[Namhong's] statement appears to have efficiently and effectively achieved one of
its intended results," the filing read, going on to argue that the court should take
"summary action" against Namhong for comments amounting to governmental
interference in the court.

Nuon Chea defence counsel Andrew Ianuzzi said that at a minimum the court should
issue a statement condemning Namhong's actions.

"In this instance, you have an action that had a much more tangible effect on the
proceedings, and the response should be much more robust," he said, adding that
interference in court proceedings violated the Cambodian penal code. "If they take
really robust steps, such as referring it to the local authorities, with the prospect of
a real investigation, possible jail time, possible sanctions, possible fines - in a
normal judicial system, that could act as a deterrent."

Ieng Sary's team also joined the scrum, taking the court's investigators to task for
interview techniques that it claimed amounted to "subterfuge."

The team discovered that the second of Phuon's two interviews with court
investigators appeared to had been "staged ... where questions and answers were
prepared based on a prior unrecorded interview and then read into a recording
device".

Ieng Sary attorney Michael Karnavas called for the interpreter from Phuon's second
interview to clarify contradictions in the statements.

"We are now uncovering all sorts of irregularities, calling into question the quality
and value of these statements," Karnavas said.

Court spokesman Lars Olsen could not be reached.

Medical Team Turns Its Focus to Ieng Sary
The Phnom Penh Post
By Joseph Freeman
August 29, 2012

The long midday break at the Khmer Rouge tribunal got even longer
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yesterday to accommodate a team of medical doctors examining co-
accused Ieng Sary.

Due to declining health and a weakened state, the 86-year-old former Khmer Rouge
minister of foreign affairs has been largely following proceedings from an audio-
visual connection in his holding cell.

The attending doctors are part of a team performing tests on Ieng Sary's wife,
Democratic Kampuchea's one-time "First Lady", Ieng Thirith, whose deteriorating
mental health prompted the Trial Chamber in November to decide she was unfit to
stand trial and should be released.

The Supreme Court Chamber took up an appeal and ordered six months of
treatment for what is believed to be Alzheimer's disease. A hearing on whether she
can stand trial is set for Thursday.

Tribunal legal affairs spokesman Lars Olsen said in an email that the Trial Chamber
had decided to take advantage of the presence of medical experts, one of whom
specialises in geriatric medicine, to examine Ieng Sary.

Olsen was not able to say, however, when the doctors would inform the court of
their findings.

Michael Karnavas, international co-counsel for Ieng Sary, said the decision was not
the result of his client's health taking a turn for the worse.

"They just want them to do a general medical and psychological examination on him
to see how he is doing," he said.

He isn't doing well, judging by recent developments. His poor health and inability to
follow the trial from his holding cell led to an early adjournment two weeks ago.

And after doctors treated him for bronchitis at the Khmer Soviet Friendship Hospital
in May, they told the court his health would not improve.

At the end of proceedings yesterday, Karnavas said he would see his client in the
morning but any update from the doctors would likely go before the Trial Chamber
first.

The tribunal will also continue hearing testimony today from civil party Em Oeun, a
Khmer Rouge-era physician.

In bits and pieces, Oeun has been sharing details of being pushed into a forced
marriage, a Khmer Rouge policy to stamp out bonds separate from the state. The
marriage resulted in two children, though Oeun and his wife divorced in 2002.

No Evidence Namhong Interfered: Prosecutors
The Phnom Penh Post
By Bridget Di Certo
August 30, 2012

There is no substantial evidence that Minister for Foreign Affairs Hor
Namhong interfered in Case 002 proceedings at the Khmer Rouge tribunal
by making a public comment on his involvement in the regime, prosecutors
at the tribunal have argued.

In a filing published yesterday, the co-prosecutors slammed the defence team of
Brother No 2 Nuon Chea for making "tenuous arguments in attempts to
manufacture an appearance of interference" by Namhong.
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Nuon Chea's defence has requested that judges rebuke Namhong for his comment,
published in the Post and local media, alleging it interfered with witness testimony.

A witness whom under oath testified Namhong was "in charge of" Boeung Trabek
detention centre later recanted his testimony after the comment had been
published.

Prosecutors chastised the defence lawyers for attempting to "embroil the Trial
Chamber's scant time and resources unnecessarily".

Testimony Ends with a Rebuke from Court
The Phnom Penh Post
By Stuart White
August 30, 2012

Civil party Em Oeun's list of crimes allegedly perpetrated against him by
the Khmer Rouge was cut short during yesterday's tribunal proceedings -
just before he had actually begun.

Oeun, whose father was executed by the Khmer Rouge, and who was himself forced
to marry and have children with a relative stranger, didn't manage to list either of
those grievances, leaving his statement apparently half-finished after a stern rebuke
from Trial Chamber president Judge Nil Nonn.

"I would like to thank you, Mr President, and your honours, for this moment. I
would like to thank the court. I never though that this thing would happen for me,"
added Oeun, who repeatedly expressed how grateful he was for the opportunity to
offer his statement to the court.

However, just as Oeun was about to launch into "the details of what [he]
encountered", the court president cut the feed from his microphone, and chided him
for wasting time.

"You are not allowed to beat about the bush," said Nonn. "You have five more
minutes to get straight to the point. If you do not wish to make this statement, you
may do so. It is your right to do that."

Oeun, whose examination by the prosecution and defence had already concluded,
declined to finish and left the courtroom.

"I think he was surprised by the strong words of the president," said civil party lead
co-lawyer Elisabeth Simonneau Fort, adding that the civil team in the future will
have to take into account the strain that testifying puts on the civil parties.

"It's something we have to think about, because the next civil party, we will have to
prepare them," she said. "I think it's very difficult for them to testify because it's
something that is very important in their life."

But under-prepared or not, she said, the president "should have let him speak, even
if it was a bit long".

The court spent the rest of the day hearing the testimony of Norng Sophang, a
telegraph operator under the Khmer Rouge, who coded and decoded messages
relayed between the regime's upper leadership and its cadres across the country.

According to Sophang, the upper echelon's well-known penchant for secrecy
extended to its telegrams as well.

"It was several layers of coding, these secret telegrams," he said. "It would take me
all day to explain the process."
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Sophang's testimony will continue today.

Experts Contest Ieng Thirith's Fitness to Stand Trial
The Phnom Penh Post
By Bridget Di Certo
August 30, 2012

Court appointed experts at the Khmer Rouge tribunal have found Ieng
Thirith's mental health has not improved and has shown signs of
deterioration since judges ordered experimental medical treatment last
year to improve her cognitive abilities.

A panel of three experts told the Trial Chamber that the former Khmer Rouge
Minister for Social Action, who was not present in the courtroom through
proceedings, has not responded well to the treatment administered over the course
of 2012.

"We felt there was no evidence of any improvement," British doctor Seena Fazel
said. "We actually felt there was a deterioration over this period of time.

"The deterioration was quite clearly seen in decreasing scores in standardized tests
and various other behavioral symptoms," Fazel said, adding that the three court-
appointed experts were unanimous in their conclusions and felt that they had
exhausted all treatment options.

In November last year Trial Chamber judges found the Case 002 suspect was unfit
to stand trial and ordered her immediate release from detention.

On appeal, the Supreme Court Chamber overturned this decision and directed the
Trial Chamber judges to request additional medical treatment to try and improve the
former Khmer Rouge "first lady's" fitness to stand trial.

However, Ieng Thirith's treating psychiatrist, Cambodian professer Chak Thida had
an entirely different conclusion on the genocide suspect's mental fitness.

"I have not found any sign of mental illness in Ms Ieng Thirith," Thida told the court.
"Although she has experienced some loss in memory."

The Khmer-Soviet Friendship Hospital general psychiatry deputy director told the
court that as a Cambodian female, she had worked on fostering a close relationship
with Ieng Thirith in order to maximise her responsiveness to tests.

Thida gave an example of the effectiveness of her strategy when she was in in a
joint testing situation with New Zealand geriatrician John Campbell, one of the
court-appointed experts.

"Mr Campbell handed Ieng Thirith a pen and asked her whether she recognised the
pen and knew how to use it and she said she did not know what it was," Thida
recounted. "Five minutes later, I held the same pen and I told her that I saw her use
a pen before to write French, and I asked her whether she wrote English too and
then she took the pen and wrote 'I go to school'".

Hearings continue today.

Prosecutors Call for Release of Khmer Rouge 'First Lady'
AFP
August 31, 2012

Prosecutors at Cambodia's war crimes court on Friday conceded that the
Khmer Rouge's former "First Lady" was unlikely to face trial due to ill
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health and recommended her release.

The move came after experts told the UN-backed tribunal that the mental state of
ex-social affairs minister Ieng Thirith, 80, had worsened since appeal judges in
December requested medical treatment and further tests.

She now appears almost certain never to answer to charges of war crimes, genocide
and crimes against humanity, unlike three other top leaders -- including her
husband, former foreign minister Ieng Sary -- presently on trial.

"She is not currently able to exercise her fair trial rights and she's therefore
currently unfit to stand trial," prosecutor Tarik Abdulhak told the tribunal.

"It is therefore unlikely that she will face a trial again in any immediate or
foreseeable period of time and therefore the grounds for her continued detention, in
our respectful submission, no longer exist," he said.

Prosecutors recommended a suspension of the legal proceedings against Ieng
Thirith but said the indictment would not be withdrawn.

They called for conditions on her release including a requirement to live at a
specified address, undergo a weekly security check, surrender her passport and
have a twice-yearly medical exam -- a request opposed by the defence.

Freeing Ieng Thirith -- who was the sister-in-law of regime leader Pol Pot -- would
dismay many Khmer Rouge survivors still haunted by the horrors of the 1975-1979
regime, blamed for the deaths of up to two million people.

Led by "Brother Number One" Pol Pot, who died in 1998, the Khmer Rouge wiped
out nearly a quarter of the Cambodian population through starvation, overwork and
executions in a bid to create an agrarian utopia.

Judges in November ordered the release of Ieng Thirith after medical experts said
she suffered from memory loss and most likely had Alzheimer's disease. But the
ruling was overturned on appeal the following month.

In fresh expert testimony following medical treatment, the court heard on Friday
that Ieng Thirith's mental state had since declined.

"We have had no doubts over the time that we have been seeing her that there has
been a deterioration in Ieng Thirith's cognitive function," said John Campbell, a
professor of geriatrics at New Zealand's University of Otago, one of three-court
appointed experts.

"We are quite firm in our opinion that Ieng Thirith has significant dementia. We have
tried the treatments that are available, to no effect, and there would be no
advantage in trying any other medication or remedy," he said.

The experts' conclusion, however, contrasted sharply with the testimony from Ieng
Thirith's treating psychiatrist, Chak Thida, who told the court on Thursday that her
patient "did not have symptoms of dementia".

Thida said Ieng Thirith was a "polite and neat" lady who could read French
accurately although she experienced "some loss in memory" due to her age.

Experts at Odds Over Ieng Thirith
The Phnom Penh Post
By Bridget Di Certo
August 31, 2012
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Flying in the face of a seeming mountain of expert conclusions to the
contrary, the personal psychiatrist for former Khmer Rouge minister for
social action Ieng Thirith testified yesterday that her patient exhibited no
signs of mental illness or cognitive impairment.

Chak Thida, treating psychiatrist of the one-time "first lady" of the Khmer Rouge,
was at odds with the conclusion of the court-appointed expert panel that Ieng
Thirith suffers from a moderate to severe form of dementia, most likely Alzheimer's
disease.

Thida instead testified that her patient was a "polite and neat" lady who spoke and
read perfect French and engaged in all the usual, pleasant social interaction.

"I have not found any sign of mental illness in Ms Ieng Thirith," Thida told the court,
qualifying her faith in the mental fitness of Pol Pot's sister-in-law with: "Although
she has experienced some loss in memory."

The panel of three court-appointed experts said they found that the crimes against
humanity suspect's mental health had not improved, and her alleged dementia had
shown signs of deterioration since judges last year ordered additional medical
treatment they hoped might improve her cognitive abilities.

The Khmer-Soviet Friendship Hospital general psychiatry deputy director was a
strong voice of dissent, telling the court that as a Cambodian female, she had
worked on fostering a close personal relationship with Ieng Thirith in order to
maximise the often-combative former minister's responsiveness to tests.

Thida gave an example of the effectiveness of her strategy when she was in a joint
testing situation earlier this year with New Zealand geriatrician John Campbell, one
of the court-appointed experts who attended the hearing yesterday.

"Mr Campbell handed Ieng Thirith a pen and asked her whether she recognised the
pen and knew how to use it, and she said she did not know what it was," Thida said,
describing Campbell's attempt to put co-accused Ieng Sary's wife through the Mini-
Mental State Examination - a popular tool for identifying dementia tendencies.

"Five minutes later, I held the same pen, and I told her that I saw her use a pen
before to write French, and I asked her whether she wrote English too and then she
took the pen and wrote: 'I go to school'," Thida said.

In November, Trial Chamber judges found the Case 002 suspect unfit to stand trial,
based on expert conclusions that she suffered from dementia, and ordered her
unconditional release from detention.

On appeal, the Supreme Court Chamber overturned this decision and directed the
Trial Chamber judges to request additional medical treatment in an attempt to
improve the 80-year-old's fitness to stand trial for crimes against humanity,
genocide and war crimes.

Thida's diagnosis was in sharp juxtaposition to the consensus of the experts. The
Cambodian professor was adamant in her conclusion that her patient had no, or
minimal, cognitive impairment, and attributed much of Ieng Thirith's worrying
behaviour to the suspect's displeasure with incarceration and the court proceedings
against her.

Judge Cartwright devoted much of her questioning to testing the strength of Thida's
conclusions.

"You say she has good judgment and insight, but when she speaks loudly to the



[detention centre] staff and hits the cell door with her crutch, do you consider that
to be good judgment and insight on Ieng Thirith's part?" Cartwright quizzed the
Cambodia-trained psychiatrist.

"Hitting the door with her crutch is not a habitual practice. It only started to happen
when she learned she was about to be released," Thida said. "And from the staff as
well, I knew that she wanted to get out of this detention facility . . . She was excited
when she thought she was leaving."

Ieng Thirith's combative and obstinate behaviour first drew her mental fitness into
question with her notorious 2009 rant in which she "cursed to the seventh circle of
hell" those who accused her of murder.

"I am now very angry, because I have done my best for the nation," Ieng Thirith
said at the time, decrying the injustice done to her.

"I don't know why a good person is accused of such crimes, and I have suffered a
great deal and I cannot really be patient, because I have been wrongly accused,"
she said, later apologising to the court for her "extreme" behaviour.

In hearings to support her continued pre-trial detention, prosecutors called her
"aggressive to say the least".

Thida maintained that as she had fostered a positive relationship with Ieng Thirith,
her patient was more relaxed, open and calm around her.

Ieng Thirith's lawyers appeared incredulous at Thida's unwavering conviction of
mental fitness.

"She does not even recognise her husband," Ieng Thirith's Cambodian defence
counsel, Phat Pouv Seang, said.

"I meet her often, and sometimes she did not want to see me or recognise me, and
she did not remember my name. But she remembers your name, so it is really
strange," Pouv Seang said, also highlighting that Thida had made no mention of the
"stinky" squalor of Ieng Thirith's detention cell where she allegedly had suffered
from incontinence.

Judge Cartwright and Ieng Thirith's lawyers, who have long maintained that their
client is unfit to stand trial, also picked at Thida's medical training and qualifications.

The panel of three court-appointed experts told the Trial Chamber that Ieng Thirith,
who was not present in the courtroom during yesterday's proceedings, has not
responded well to trial treatment administered over the course of 2012.

"We felt there was no evidence of any improvement," British doctor Seena Fazel
said.

"We actually felt there was a deterioration over this period of time," Fazel said,
adding that the three court-appointed experts were unanimous in their conclusions
and felt they had exhausted all treatment options.

The hearings will continue today.

Khmer Rouge Court Experts Unanimous: Ieng Thirith Suffers From Dementia
The Phnom Penh Post
By Bridget Di Certo
August 31, 2012

Medical experts said there was no evidence that former Khmer Rouge
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Minister for Social Action Ieng Thirith has been feigning her cognitive
impairment and told the Khmer Rouge tribunal yesterday that improvement
of her mental abilities was not a prospect.

A panel of three court-appointed experts told the court categorically that they were
of the opinion the only woman to be charged for Khmer Rouge crimes has a
deteriorating form of moderate to severe dementia, most likely Alzheimer's disease.

"We are united in our firm opinion that Ieng Thirith has significant dementia... there
would be no advantage in trying any other medication or remedy," New Zealand
doctor John Campbell said, adding that none of the broad range of intensive
treatments trialed by doctors had any influence on the deterioration of the genocide
suspect's cognitive function.

Judge Silvia Cartwright asked the experts to answer to the theory that the former
Shakespeare scholar was pretending to be ill in order to "avoid being tried for what
are extremely serious matters".

"It would be very difficult to feign the change to her personal hygiene, the urinary
incontinence and her indifference to it," British doctor Seena Fazel.

"What was noticeable was the fluctuation in her mental function and hostility toward
staff in the detention centre - that isn't what [patients] do when they feign, they
maintain a consistent approach," Fazel said, adding that dementia sufferers often
strove to maintain a "social front".

Campbell agreed there was no evidence Ieng Thirith was feigning her impairment
and that it would require "very sophisticated feigning" to evidence the type of
deterioration in cognitive function observed by experts since 2009.

The experts also opined that any further trial treatment to improve the 80-year-
old's abilities would fail.

"There are no other treatments that are likely to be effective. No agents available
that would improve her to the situation where she was able to assist with her own
defence," Campbell concluded bluntly.

At the heart of these examinations is the need for the court to establish whether
Ieng Thirith has the mental faculties to stand trial for charges of crimes against
humanity, genocide and war crimes, and properly participate in her defence.

Fazel said there were significant problems with a number of the criteria the Khmer
Rouge's "first lady" would need to fulfill to stand trial.

"For us, the issue has been the cognitive side, significant problems with a number of
the criteria, being able to follow court proceedings, being able to instruct counsel.
We also now believe the ability to testify is impaired because of cognitive problems,"
Fazel said.

While international prosecutor Tarik Abdulhak said the co-prosecutors took no "issue
with the thrust of the findings", prosecutors had an obligation to "leave no stone
unturned," and he quizzed the experts on whether all modes of medication and
treatment for improvement of Ieng Thirith's ability to stand trial had been
exhausted.

The experts said that in a non-detention setting, Ieng Thirith would require some
degree of care in her home either by family members or an assistant.

Civil party lead co-lawyers stressed the significance to their clients - the victims of



the Khmer Rouge - of any ruling on Ieng Thirith's health and challenged the experts
on their cultural sensitivity and rapport with the suspect.

Cambodian psychiatrist Professor Chak Thida on Thursday told the court that as a
Cambodian female physician, she had developed a good rapport with Ieng Thirith,
evoking a high level of cooperation and leading her to believe that Ieng Thirith does
not suffer from any cognitive impairment other than occasional forgetfulness.

Both civil party lawyers challenged the all-male, majority foreigner expert panel's
ability to have struck a similar relationship during the brief period in which they
treated her, Fazel having only observed Ieng Thirith on two visits, each for just two
days.

Ieng Thirith's international lawyer, Diana Ellis, set the issue of rapport aside and
focused on the clinical diagnosis of her client's dementia, and the experts' view that
the suspect satisfied the clinical criteria.

The unanimity of the experts and the gravity of the clinical finding of dementia in
Ieng Thirith increases the importance of a timely decision on her fitness to stand
trial, Open Society Justice Initiative trial monitor Clair Duffy said yesterday.

"This is because her current detention stems from her pre-trial detention, but if she
is never going to be tried, then there is no legal basis upon which to keep her
detained indefinitely," Duffy said.

"Now - according to the three experts - all available avenues of improving Ieng
Thirith's mental capacity have been exhausted, and her condition has moved from
mild, to moderate, to moderate to severe. She is clearly in decline. This means the
time pressure for final resolution of this issue is more pressing than ever."

Hearings conclude today.

Tribunal Funding Faces Immediate Shortage, Long Term Woes
VOA Khmer
By Sok Khemara
September 1, 2012

The Khmer Rouge tribunal's funding will dry up in October without an
infusion from donors, tribunal experts say.

David Scheffer, the UN's special expert for the tribunal-which is in the midst trying
three former leaders for atrocity crimes-wrote in the New York Times the court
needs more funding right away.

"Several nations have pledged sufficient funds to finance the tribunal for two more
months, and that is good news, Scheffer wrote in the opinion pages. "But at least
$4 million must be raised to cover November and December expenses. (The
Cambodian Government's smaller portion of the budget has been covered with the
help of foreign aid.) And then there is 2013 to worry about-immediately."

James Goldston, executive director for the Open Society Justice Initiative, told VOA
Khmer that international donors must fund the trials to their conclusion, having
begun the process years ago.

"It seems to me that the donors should recognize that a criminal process once
started must be completed to its judicial conclusion, and they need to provide the
finance to ensure that happens," he said.

Scheffer wrote in the Times that a lack of funding now would diminish the ideas
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behind tribunals, which is that of "no impunity." International standards for the
court, which began in 2006 after years of wrangling between Cambodia and the UN,
cannot be upheld without sufficient funds, he said.

"The tribunal could do its job much better, with strengthened independence for its
mission of international justice, if it were not dangling on the financial precipice," he
wrote. "Judges, prosecutors, investigators and defense counsel should be liberated
to undertake their important work without the pressures of 'donors' fatigue."

Chhang Youk, director of the Documentation Center of Cambodia, told VOA Khmer
that donors must support the tribunal to its conclusion.

"I think that if all internationals and all countries see that is the problem of the
human, I think that support will happen and continuously allow this court to
successfully finish as a message in preventing genocidal acts from reoccurring," he
said.

Many court observers point to government interference in the court, with judges
echoing the positions of top officials, including Prime Minister Hun Sen, who opposes
certain cases before the court. The tribunal has also continuously battled allegations
of corruption and mismanagement.

Speaking on condition of anonymity, a diplomat from a donor country said the
financial situation for the court is dire. The court will need more than $40 million to
continue its work into 2013.

Some court observers say the tribunal will not be able to do much else, despite two
more cases in the office of investigating judges that would require five more
indictments.

Peter Maguire, author of "Facing Death in Cambodia," told VOA Khmer the court
needs to stop after the current trial-for leaders Nuon Chea, Khieu Samphan and
Ieng Sary-is complete.

"As I have said for a very long time, the UN needs to announce that they will
withdraw after Case 002, and focus their energies on Case 002," he said.

On Friday, the court completed two days of hearing to determine whether a fourth
leader, Ieng Thirith, the former social affairs minister and wife to Ieng Sary, is
mentally fit to stand trial. Judges heard from three medical experts and said they
would announce their decision after some deliberation.

Westerner in Photograph Identified as American Sailor
VOA Khmer
By Men Kimeng
September 4, 2012

Researchers at the Documentation Center of Cambodia have identified one
of two Westerners who appeared amid more than 1,400 photographs
donated to the center last month.

Researchers say one of the men photographed was American Christopher DeLance,
who was seized by the Khmer Rouge as he sailed off the coast with three other
foreigners.

The photographic evidence proves there were more than just four Westerners
detained, tortured and ordered executed at the Tuol Sleng prison, known to the
Khmer Rouge as S-21, which was supervised by jailed torture chief Duch.
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"This finding is testimony against what Duch has always claimed, that there were
only four westerners who died at S-21," Chhang Youk, director of the
Documentation Center of Cambodia, told VOA Khmer. "On the contrary, there were
12 of them, and one life is already important, not to say 10,000 or 20,000 lives. It
adds to more responsibility for Duch."

Duch is currently serving a life sentence, having been found guilty of atrocity crimes
for his role at the prison by the UN-backed Khmer Rouge tribunal. He refused to
identify the men in the two photographs when questioned by researchers, who are
still working to identify the second man.

DeLance, who was born in 1949, was executed at the prison just prior to the ouster
of the Khmer Rouge in January 1979. He was tortured into saying he worked for the
CIA, according to documents detailing his confession. His Khmer Rouge
interrogators said he had used a boat delivery "as a cover," when he had been
spying on the Khmer Rouge navy.

Chhang Youk said that nearly all confessions made at the prison pointed to the CIA
or Vietnamese spies. Prisoners believed they would be freed if they confessed, no
matter the truth, but they were in fact executed as a result, he said. "After asking
his friends, there is no reason to believe he was a CIA agent," he said.

Researchers at the center say DeLance's family members have declined to look at
the photograph.

Khmer Rouge Cryptographer Explains Regime's Codes
The Phnom Penh Post
By Joseph Freeman
September 4, 2012

Khmer Rouge leaders and cadres were so paranoid about messages being
intercepted that communications took place on special frequencies and
secret signals were exchanged between the sender and receiver before
transmission could occur, said Norng Sophang, a former telegraph and code
operator who testified at the Khmer Rouge tribunal yesterday.

Sophang, a 60-year-old retired teacher, spent much of his day on the stand delving
into the nitty gritty of the intricate system.

In response to questions posed by senior assistant to the international co-
prosecutor Tarik Abdulhak, he told the court that senior leaders would send
transmissions to the zones using a special technique, and that telegrams were given
an extra wrinkle of encryption depending on the level of classification.

A recipient trying to decipher some of the most sensitive documents, for example,
would have to work through a few steps.

"There are three layers for the process of encryption in order to make the message
final," Sophang said. "The most confidential messages were in relation to the
journeys made by the cadres ... and secondly, it was the internal affairs, that is,
what happened in various bases, that would fall under this category as well."

At his job, Sophang taught others how to use and understand one of the more basic
methods, which involved a 100-cell table filled with letters and numbers.

To unlock the numerical part of a telegram using the table, the reader would have to
know that each character in the table translates corresponding figures in the rows
and columns.
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"For instance, for number nine, that is number 1 [on the vertical column], and on
the horizontal line it is number 8, so 18 represents number nine."

Numbers, Sophang added, could describe offices and even people. Son Sen,
Democratic Kampuchea's defence minister, was referred to simply as 47.

"And in relation to an open message, as in unencrypted, there were very, very few,"
Sophang said.

Coding and ambiguous language was another part of the cloak-and-dagger nature of
the Khmer Rouge, said Youk Chhang, head of the Documentation Center of
Cambodia, which has collected thousands of telegrams from the regime.

Seemingly straightforward telegrams are marked by idiomatic phrasing and a lack of
clear reference.

One of their strangest qualities, though, is a heavy reliance on adjectives and
adverbs: "felicitously welcome the second anniversary of national independence";
"the super-fantastic 17th of April"; and "let's congratulate super-excellently the
glorious Communist Party of Kampuchea".

The act of concealment was central to the operation and thinking of Democratic
Kampuchea, Youk said. "The Khmer Rouge had a slogan: 'Secrecy is the key to
victory. High secrecy, long survival.'"

Ieng Thirith's Mental Health on Judges' Minds
The Phnom Penh Post
By Bridget Di Certo and Joseph Freeman
September 5, 2012

Trial Chamber judges at the Khmer Rouge tribunal yesterday convened in
closed session for the afternoon to deliberate "important matters".

While the subject of their deliberations was confidential, according to court press
officers, the weighty decision before the judges after the conclusion of last week's
two-day fitness to stand trial hearings, will be the release with or without conditions
of accused former Khmer Rouge social action minister Ieng Thirith.

After a panel of court-appointed experts unanimously found Ieng Thirith unfit to
stand trial, parties in Case 002 made their cases for and against the unconditional
release of Ieng Thirith, who was found to be suffering from degenerative moderate
to severe dementia.

For civil parties joined to Case 002, international lead co-lawyer Elisabeth
Simmoneau Fort said the finding was "difficult" although the permanent stay of
proceedings in the crimes against humanity and genocide charges against Ieng
Thirith would have no impact on civil parties participation.

"What we tried to explain [to the judges] is that if the court wants a judgement
which makes sense for civil parties and if we want them to accept the decision, it
must be well argumented and explained," Simmoneau Fort said by email.

Co-Prosecutors have argued strongly for Ieng Thirith to be released with conditions,
something Documentation Center of Cambodia legal adviser Anne Heindel said was
"understandable" in a finding of dementia, which was new ground for international
tribunals.

"When you consider the extreme gravity of the charges against her, the continuing
interest of victims in having her brought to justice, and the existence of some
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disagreement among the doctors about the severity of her condition," conditions
would seem an understandable request Heindel said.

"In many national jurisdictions there are legal provisions determining when people
who are not competent for trial should receive mandatory care in a medical facility. I
believe there are no such laws in Cambodia, nor are there any appropriate mental
health facilities where Ieng Thirith could receive inpatient care," Heindel pointed
out.

Investigation Continues to Draw Ire at KRT
The Phnom Penh Post
By Stuart White
September 7, 2012

Wednesday's admonishment by Khmer Rouge tribunal judges against
counsel for the accused casting aspersions on the court's co-investigating
judges didn't seem to dampen the defence's spirits yesterday.

Andrew Ianuzzi, co-counsel for Khmer Rouge number two Nuon Chea, began the
day by taking to task the suggestion made by Court President Nil Nonn that the
previous day's questioning was inappropriate under court rule 76.7.

Ianuzzi sought to make the case that the alleged malfeasance of the co-
investigators went beyond the realm of mere "procedural defects".

"The kinds of things we've been complaining about, to be frank, cannot be described
by any reasonable person as 'procedural defects'," Ianuzzi said. "They are what we
call in the United States, if I remember that correctly, substantive due process."

Ianuzzi then launched into a hypothetical application of similar due process laws in
an American context, before promptly having his microphone disconnected by Nonn.

"The floor is not given to you just to make your free speech as you wish ... and we
already ruled on that issue," said Nonn, who instructed the American attorney to
submit any complaints in writing.

Michael Karnavas, co-counsel for Khmer Rouge-era Minister of Foreign Affairs
IengSary, also took the opportunity to highlight alleged investigation irregularities.

Karnavas asked to play an audio recording of Sophang's interview in which
investigators acknowledged that they had conducted a previous, unrecorded
interview the day before, and called attention to the fact that one interviewer was a
younger brother to a member of the prosecution.

"What you are suggesting is that we do not have the right to challenge the witness's
testimony," Karnavas responded after also being rebuked under rule 76.

"Why wasn't that initial interview tape recorded? What's the purpose of a dress
rehearsal?"

Karnavas continued, saying: "If you're going to have some transparency -'', before
he too had his microphone disconnected.

Witness Norng Sophang's testimony concluded just before adjournment. Testimony
from a new witness will be heard on Wednesday.

[back to contents]
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Iraqi High Tribunal

Grotian Moment: The International War Crimes Trial Blog

George W. Bush, Tony Blair Should be Prosecuted for Iraq War, Nobel Laureate Desmond
Tutu Says 
Detroit Free Press
By David Stringer
September 3, 2012

Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Desmond Tutu called Sunday for Tony Blair and
George W. Bush to face prosecution at the International Criminal Court for
their role in the 2003 U.S.-led invasion of Iraq

Tutu, a retired Anglican Church archbishop of South Africa, wrote in an op-ed piece
for the Observer newspaper that the ex-leaders of Britain and the U.S. should be
made to "answer for their actions."

The Iraq war "has destabilized and polarized the world to a greater extent than any
other conflict in history," wrote Tutu, who was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1984.

"Those responsible for this suffering and loss of life should be treading the same
path as some of their African and Asian peers who have been made to answer for
their actions in The Hague," he added.

The court based in The Hague, Netherlands, is the world's first permanent war
crimes tribunal and has been in operation for 10 years. So far, it has launched
prosecutions only in Africa, including in Sudan, Congo, Libya and Ivory Coast.

Tutu has long been a staunch critic of the Iraq war, while others opposed to the
conflict -- including playwright Harold Pinter -- have previously called for Bush and
Blair to face prosecution at The Hague.

"The then-leaders of the U.S. and U.K. fabricated the grounds to behave like
playground bullies and drive us further apart. They have driven us to the edge of a
precipice where we now stand -- with the specter of Syria and Iran before us," said
Tutu, who withdrew from a conference in South Africa last week because of Blair's
presence at the event.

Although the International Criminal Court can handle cases of genocide, war crimes
and crimes against humanity, it does not have the jurisdiction to prosecute crimes
of aggression. Any potential prosecution over the Iraq war would likely come under
the aggression category.

The U.S. is among nations that do not recognize the International Criminal Court.

In response to Tutu, Blair said he had great respect for the archbishop's work to
tackle apartheid in South Africa, but accused him of repeating inaccurate criticisms
of the Iraq war.

"To repeat the old canard that we lied about the intelligence is completely wrong, as
every single independent analysis of the evidence has shown," Blair said. "And to
say that the fact that (deposed Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein) massacred hundreds
of thousands of his citizens is irrelevant to the morality of removing him is bizarre."

http://law.case.edu/saddamtrial/index.asp?t=1
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In Britain, a two-year long inquiry examining the buildup to the Iraq war and its
conduct has yet to publish its final report.

Hundreds of British Soldiers Face Iraq War Investigation
The Sydney Morning Herald
By Sean Rayment
September 3, 2012

Up to 1000 British troops are expected to be investigated for crimes
allegedly committed during the Iraq war.

Investigators with the Iraq Historic Allegations Team (IHAT) have identified more
than 100 serving and former members of the armed forces who they want to
interview about the alleged torture of Iraqi civilians.

One, the al-Sweady Inquiry into the so-called Battle of Danny Boy in 2004, has
identified more than 500 troops who will have to give evidence and who will also be
interviewed.

Members of the SAS, the Special Boat Service, interrogators from a unit called the
Joint Support Group, medics, senior officers and hundreds of soldiers are expected
to be questioned.

British lawyers acting for the Iraqis claim the abuse took place between 2003 and
2008, when many civilians were detained on suspicion of being in Shiite militia
groups.

The vast majority of the allegations are based on witness statements by Iraqis,
most of whom are seeking financial compensation from Britain, sources say.

Only a few servicemen have been prosecuted so far, and only four have been jailed.

Lawyers acting for troops questioned by members of IHAT, however, say the
evidence against them is "extremely weak".

One lawyer said his client, a member of the special forces, was accused of
"inhumane and degrading treatment" of a detainee because the suspected gunman
had not been allowed to eat for 24 hours.

The lawyer said: "During the time the offence was alleged to have taken place, the
Iraqi had been in British custody for only four hours. It later transpired that he had
been attacking British troops for at least 12 hours, which explained why he hadn't
eaten."

In another case, a British interrogator was alleged to have assaulted an Iraqi by
"hitting him on the back of the head with a piece of rolled-up A4 paper".

And in a third charge of assault, it has been alleged that two interrogators had
brutalised a suspected Iraqi insurgent by making him conduct heavy exercise over
several hours. But video evidence revealed the suspect was only out of the interview
room for 2 1/2 minutes.

Simon Mckay, a criminal law and human rights expert,who has represented soldiers
accused of war crimes, questioned the motivation behind the charges.

"Given the weakness of evidence in the cases in which I have been involved, it is
doubtful that a similar approach would be taken against the clients if they were
civilians, which raises questions about the motivation behind some of these
accusations and whether the current approach is appropriate," he said.

http://www.smh.com.au/world/hundreds-of-british-soldiers-face-iraq-war-investigation-20120902-258i3.html


One soldier who was accused of shooting dead an Iraqi civilian said his army career
was almost destroyed by a Royal Military Police investigation.

"There was never any evidence against me," he said. "It was always a scam to try
and get compensation and I became the victim, although for a long while I was
treated as though I was a murderer."

The main allegations centre on the killing of Baha Mousa, an Iraqi hotel worker who
died in 2003 while in British custody; the Battle of Danny Boy, where it is alleged
that British soldiers tortured and murdered Iraqi gunmen after a firefight; and a
series of interrogations by British troops at the Shaibah detention centre in Basra,
southern Iraq.

The allegations behind the al-Sweady inquiry have been denied by the army and the
Ministry of Defence. The cost of the inquiries is expected to reach £100 million
($154 million).

[back to contents]

Syria

Ex-War Crimes Prosecutor Del Ponte Proposed For Syria Probe
Now Lebanon
August 28, 2012

Switzerland has proposed that former UN war crimes prosecutor Carla Del
Ponte join the UN commission investigating rights abuses in conflict-torn
Syria, the government said on Tuesday.

Del Ponte has been advocating that a one-year investigative panel set up by the UN
Human Rights Council last year to probe rights violations in Syria be extended, a
spokesperson for the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs said in a television
interview.

"That's why Switzerland is proposing that Madame del Ponte come to support the
work of the commission," Tilman Renz said.

The UN panel's mandate is due to run out in September.

Its investigators have not been allowed into Syria but have issued several reports
based on interviews with those fleeing the violence.

In their latest report on August 15, the UN investigators said Syrian government
forces and their militia allies have committed crimes against humanity and that
rebels have also carried out war crimes on a lesser scale.

Swiss national Del Ponte served as chief prosecutor for the International Criminal
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) until January 1, 2008 and prior to that, for
the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR).

Some 25,000 people have been killed since an uprising against President Bashar al-
Assad's rule first erupted in March 2011, according to activists. The UN says at least
200,000 people have fled the fighting to neighboring countries while another 2.5

http://www.nowlebanon.com/NewsArchiveDetails.aspx?ID=431233


million are in need inside Syria.

Syrian Army Attacks on Bakeries 'War Crimes'
Gulf News
August 30, 2012

Syrian government troops committed war crimes when they dropped
bombs and fired artillery at or near at least 10 bakeries in Aleppo province
over the past three weeks, Human Rights Watch said on Thursday.

"The attacks are at least recklessly indiscriminate and the pattern and number of
attacks suggest that government forces have been targeting civilians. Both reckless
indiscriminate attacks and deliberately targeting civilians are war crimes," the New
York-based watchdog said.

Attacks on bread lines in the northern province have killed and maimed scores of
civilians, HRW said, after its researchers visited six of the targeted bakeries and
interviewed witnesses.

One of the bloodiest attacks was on a bread line in the Qadi Askar district of Aleppo
city on August 16, which left 60 people dead and wounded more than 70, according
to local hospital records.

The battle for Aleppo, Syria's second largest city, has been raging since July 20, with
the army unable to dislodge the rebels and civilians hit hardest by the fighting.

"Day after day, Aleppo residents line up to get bread for their families, and instead
get shrapnel piercing their bodies from government bombs and shells," said
emergencies researcher Ole Solvang, who had just returned from Aleppo.

"Ten bakery attacks is not random - they show no care for civilians and strongly
indicate an attempt to target them," he added.

Moreover, the 10 bakeries which came under attack were located in neighbourhoods
or towns where "no fighting was taking place before or during the attack", the
watchdog said.

HRW noted that in one case, a Free Syrian Army facility was located near the
bakery, but it was not damaged in the attack.

In five other cases, several FSA fighters were seen maintaining order at the bread
lines, but their presence alone would not justify the attacks on substantial numbers
of civilians, it said.

"Every pilot who deliberately launches a rocket at a bread line of civilians, and every
commander who gives such an order, should face justice for their crimes," Solvang
said.

Human Rights Watch urged Russia and China to "stop obstructing United Nations
Security Council action to protect civilians in Syria" and said that the situation in
Syria should be referred to the International Criminal Court.

UN Chief Criticizes Council Inaction on Syria
CBS News
September 5, 2012

Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon criticized the U.N. Security Council on
Wednesday for failing to take action to protect Syrians facing violence that
has led to thousands of deaths.

http://gulfnews.com/news/region/syria/syrian-army-attacks-on-bakeries-war-crimes-1.1067987
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"In the eight ensuing months, we have seen the immense human cost of failing to
protect," the secretary-general told a General Assembly meeting.

At a U.N. summit in 2005, world leaders agreed that governments have a collective
responsibility to protect people from genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes
and ethnic cleansing.

The secretary-general demanded urgent action to protect Syrians now fleeing the
country in record numbers before there are more killings.

"We cannot stand by while populations fall victim to these grave crimes and
violations," he said.

In January, the death toll from the conflict - which began in March 2011 as a
peaceful protest against President Bashar Assad's regime - was approaching 6,000.
Activists now put the death toll at between 23,000 and 26,000.

The concept of the responsibility to protect arose from the World War II Holocaust,
the killing fields of Cambodia in the late 1970s and the genocides in Rwanda in 1994
and Srebrenica in 1995.

In the 18 months since the Syrian conflict erupted, Russia and China have strongly
allied themselves with the Syrian government and have vetoed three Western-
backed Security Council resolutions demanding that his forces end the violence and
threatening sanctions if they didn't.

Ban told the General Assembly that "inaction cannot be an option for our community
of nations."

Germany's U.N. Ambassador Peter Wittig, the current Security Council president,
told a news conference Wednesday that the Security Council has not been united on
crucial questions to deal with the Syrian crisis.

"But that doesn't mean that we simply cease to discuss this crisis," he said.

[back to contents]

Special Tribunal for Lebanon

Official Website of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon
In Focus: Special Tribunal for Lebanon (UN)

Appeals Chamber to Hear Challenges to STL Purview
The Daily Star
August 29, 2012

The Appeals Chamber of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon will hear
arguments in public session on Oct. 1 on defense motions challenging the
jurisdiction and legality of the court. The Trial Chamber of the U.N.-backed
court, which is trying suspects in the 2005 attack that killed former Prime
Minister Rafik Hariri, ruled in late July against all the pretrial motions
challenging the STL's jurisdiction. The defense counsel for the four indicted
men had argued that the court was established illegally, violated Lebanese
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sovereignty and had selective jurisdiction, in violation of the principles of
fairness and equality before the law. In an appeal of that ruling filed on
behalf of one of the accused, Salim Ayyash, the defense maintains that the
Trial Chamber made a mistake when it ruled that Security Council
Resolution 1757 was the "sole legal basis" for establishing the STL, failing
to consider violations of the Lebanese Constitution, and when it ruled that
it could not review that resolution. The defense also challenges the Trial
Chamber's ruling on the court's selectivity, arguing that, "In the context of
everything that has taken place in Lebanon over the past 40 years, the
creation of a tribunal to prosecute a single incident is impermissibly
selective."

STL Grants Victim Status to Nine More Individuals
The Daily Star
September 5, 2012

An further nine people have been granted victim status by the Special
Tribunal for Lebanon investigating the 2005 assassination of former Prime
Minister Rafik Hariri, in which 22 others were also killed. Pre-trial Judge
Daniel Fransen Tuesday granted nine additional people victim status, in
addition to the existing 58 whose status was recognized in May. "The
decision to increase the number of participating victims is a timely
reminder that, whatever motives lay behind the detonation ... there remain
a substantial body of people across the political and religious divide for
whom the event was life-changing," said Peter Haynes, lead legal
representative for victims. "For them, the Tribunal's work in discovering
the truth behind their loss is a vital belief to cling to." The trial of the four
accused, Mustafa Badreddine, Salim Ayyash, Hussein Oneissi and Assad
Sabra, is set for March 2013.

[back to contents]

Bangladesh International Crimes Tribunal

Try Jamaat, its '71 Fronts Too: Shahriar Tells Tribunal, Testifies Against Mojaheed
The Daily Star
By Tuhin Shubhra Adhikary
August 27, 2012

Prosecution witnesses yesterday started testifying in war crimes cases
against Jamaat-e-Islami Ameer Motiur Rahman Nizami and Secretary
General Ali Ahsan Mohammad Mojaheed in two international crimes
tribunals. Misbahur Rahman Chowdhury, once a member of Jamaat's
former student wing, gave deposition against Nizami at Tribunal-1, and war
crimes researcher Shahriar Kabir testified against Mojaheed at Tribunal-2.

Defence counsels began cross-examining Misbahur yesterday, while Tribunal-2 set
August 30 for cross-examination of Shahriar Kabir.

War crimes researcher Shahriar Kabir has appealed to International Crimes Tribunal-
2 to try the Jamaat-e-Islami and its associate forces for crimes against humanity
committed during the Liberation War alongside its top leader Ali Ahsan Mohammad
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Mojaheed.

Shahriar, an eminent writer, journalist and documentary filmmaker, said this at
Tribunal-2 while giving testimony, as the first prosecution witness, in the war crimes
case against Mojaheed yesterday.

Jamaat Secretary General Mojaheed was a top student leader of his party's then
student wing Islami Chhatra Sangha in 1971.

The Islami Chhatra Sangha is historically known for having formed the Al-Badr
force. The Al-Badr was accused of intellectual killings, committing genocide,
massacres and other war crimes.

During his two-hour-and-forty-minute testimony, Shahriar said the Razakar, Al-Badr
and Al-Shams forces, three collaborator forces of the Pakistan army, committed
genocide and other crimes against humanity in 1971.

The crimes were committed under the directives of the Jamaat high command for
political purposes, said Shahriar, executive president of Ekatturer Ghatak Dalal
Nirmul Committee.

"For this reason, I appeal to the tribunal, besides Mojaheed as a person, trials of his
party Jamaat-e-Islami and its associate organisations--Razakar, Al-Badr and Al-
Shams--should to be held at the tribunal," said the prominent war-crimes trial
campaigner.

He said at the historic Nuremberg Tribunal in Germany, which was formed for trying
Nazi war criminals of World War II, trials of seven Nazi organisations were held
alongside 21 individuals.

"These organisations [Jamaat and its associate bodies] are still following the same
philosophy, the same politics; for these reasons they had committed crimes in
1971," added the veteran journalist.

In his statement, Shahriar quoted an Al-Badr member from a book titled "AlBadr"
written by Selim Mansur Khalid, a Jamaat-e-Islami researcher from Pakistan.

The Al-Badr member said, "In 1971, Pakistani forces had surrendered their weapons
but the Al-Badr members did not surrender their weapons and they [Al-Badr
activist] are still active in the politics of Bangladesh."

Shahriar said, "The Al-Badr members claimed that following the demands of Al-Badr
members, secularism was repealed from Bangladesh's constitution after the
assassination of Bangabandhu."

The 62-year-old witness said in 1971, the Jamaat was not only the collaborator of
the Pakistan occupation forces but also part of the cabinet of the occupying
government.

"Two important members of Malek's cabinet in East Pakistan in 1971 were Jamaat
leaders Moulana Abbas Ali Khan and Maulana AKM Yusuf," said the witness.

"Under the direct instruction and planning and leadership of Jamaat-e-Islami,
genocide and crimes against humanity were committed in 1971."

He said putting aside the pro-liberation researchers, it was clear even from the
reports of daily Sangram, the mouthpiece of the Jamaat-e-Islami published in 1971,
and the writings of Jamaat leaders and supporters, how the party and its associate
bodies were involved in genocide during the war.



"At that time [in 1971], Motiur Rahman Nizami was the chief of Pakistan Islami
Chhatra Sangha and Ali Ahsan Mohammad Mojaheed, the accused in this war crimes
case, was the president of East Pakistan Islami Chhatra Sangha," Shahriar said.

"War crimes accused and Jamaat leaders Kamaruzzaman, Mir Quashem Ali and
others were leaders of Islami Chhatra Sangha at central and district levels then."

Claiming that the Al-Badr force was a "semi secret" organisation like Hitler's
Gestapo, Shahriar said the Jamaat's historians wrote on the purposes and activities
of the party but they did not write about the structure of its leadership.

"But with the writings of Salim Mansur Khalid and information from other sources,
we can say without any hesitation that the Jamaat-e-Islami student wing Islami
Chhatra Sangha, from top to bottom, turned into Al-Badr in 1971," Kabir said.

"From daily Sangram and other newspapers of 1971, we can get a clear description
of what Nizami and Mojaheed did as the leader of Al-Badr," he said.

"There are vivid descriptions [of their activities] in a number of my writings and
documentaries."

Giving an example of Mojaheed's activities in Al-Badr, Shahriar said on November 7,
1971, Mojaheed addressed a public rally marking "Badr Day".

At the rally, Mojaheed administered people's taking oath "to kill the enemies of
Islam and Indian agents".

The Pakistan army and their collaborators used to termed freedom fighters and pro-
liberation people as "miscreants, enemies of Islam and Indian agents", said the
witness.

Top Jamaat leaders in several public rallies even said "Pakistan is the home of Allah,
to protect Pakistan jihad is to be called for", said Shahriar.

Their so called Jihad was against freedom fighters and a cross section of the people
of Bangladesh who were helping them, he said.

"In the name of saving Islam and Pakistan, the Jamaat leaders legalised genocide
and crimes against humanity in 1971, and led the commissioning of the offences in
association with the Pakistani occupying force; Result is the genocide," said
Shahriar.

"The most heinous crime of the Al-Badr force was the planned killing of intellectuals
during the Liberation War," said the witness.

"Preparing a list, Al-Badr men killed thousands of intellectuals and professionals
from November 15 to December 15 of 1971."

The names of prominent university teachers, journalists, writers, engineers, lawyers
were on the list, said Shahriar.

His teachers Prof Munier Chowdhury, Prof Anwar Pasha, Mofazzal Haidar Chaudhury
were on the list.

"Shahidullah Kaiser was a prominent journalist. On December 14, 1971, Al-Badr
men abducted him from his home and killed him. Shahidullah Kaiser was my older
brother, my cousin. He was not only my older brother but also the guardian of our
whole family," said Shahriar.

Shahriar also said his another of his cousins, the eminent filmmaker Zahir Raihan,



was also killed on January 30, 1972 in Mirpur, which was not free even after Victory
Day on December 16, 1971.

The three-member tribunal headed by Justice ATM Fazle Kabir, with members
Justice Obaidul Hassan and Judge Md Shahinur Islam, fixed August 30 to record the
cross-examination of Shahriar.

Defence counsels of Mojaheed yesterday submitted their documents and a list of
1,315 defence witnesses for the accused.

Shahriar also talked about the role of four right wing political parties, the Pakistan
Democratic Party (PDP), Jamaat-e-Islami, Muslim League and Nezam-e-Islam, in
forming the Shanti Committee, another collaborator force of the Pakistan army.

"The Jamaat-e-Islami did not have absolute control over the Shanti Committee. So,
it formed the Razakar, Al-Badr forces as killing forces," said the witness.

About the formation of the Jamaat-e-Islami, Shahriar said Maulana Abul-Ala
Maududi formed the party in 1941.

He did not believe in democracy; rather he believed in Hitler's Nazism and
Mussolini's fascism and followers of Nazism and fascism killed 2 crore people during
the World War II.

The philosophy and politics of Maududi was the "ideological stimulation" for the
commissioning of genocide in 1971, claimed Shahriar.

It would not be possible for the Pakistani army to commit genocide and war crimes
in 1971, if local collaborators had not helped them, said the witness.

He also mentioned the significant political developments between 1947 and March
26, 1971 to explain the context of the beginning of the Liberation War.

At the beginning of the proceedings yesterday, defence counsels asked the tribunal
not to allow Shahriar testify as he had met the tribunal judges on August 12.

But the prosecution opposed it and the tribunal asked Shahriar to testify.

After Shahriar's deposition, defence filed a petition in afternoon asking the three
judges of the tribunal to refrain from conducting case against Mojaheed as they had
a closed-door meeting with Shahriar, said defence counsel Tajul Islam.

The hearing of the petition will be held today, he said.

Muklesur Rahman Badal, the conducting prosecutor of the case, told The Daily Star
that Shahriar Kabir with a delegation met the tribunal chairman to tell them about
different logistic constraints of the tribunal.

On June 21, Mojaheed was indicted on seven charges of crimes against humanity,
including murder, genocide and conspiring to kill intellectuals, during the Liberation
War.

Nizami Led Al-Badr to Fight 'Indian Agents': Testifies an Ex-Member of Jamaat's Former
Student Wing
The Daily Star
By Mahbubur Rahman Khan
August 27, 2012

Jamaat-e-Islami chief Motiur Rahman Nizami led the Al-Badr force during
the Liberation War, said the first prosecution witness in the war crimes
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case against Nizami at International Crimes Tribunal-1 yesterday.

Through abolishing the Islami Chhatra Sangha, the then student wing of Jamaat,
the Al-Badr, an auxiliary force of the Pakistan occupation army, was formed, said
Bangladesh Islami Oikya Jote Chairman Misbahur Rahman Chowdhury.

Witness Misbahur, who was president of Moulvibazar's Pakistani Shahin Fouz, a wing
of Islami Chhatra Sangha, was asked to join the Al-Badr.

Instead, he flew to London in August 1971.

The then president of Moulvibazar Islami Chhatra Sangha Sirajul Islam Motlib sent a
letter to Misbahur's home asking him to join the Al-Badr.

Misbahur said, "the Islami Chhatra Sangha had taken a decision that within August
10, 1971, all its activists would have to join the Al-Badr.

All the activists were directed to collect appointment letters from Pakistani officer
Maj Fakhrul Islam, who was in command in Moulvibazar.

"He [Sirajul Islam] also mentioned that if I joined the Al-Badr, Nizami Bhai [Motiur
Rahman Nizami] would be personally happy and it was a duty for the soldiers of
Allah to stand against the Indian agents," the witness said.

"People who refused to join the Al-Badr would not be considered as activists of the
Islami Chhatra Sangha," he said.

He said he showed the letter to his father Abdur Rahman Chowdhury, who was
involved in the Muslim League. His father got angry seeing it and sent him to
London.

"It was also very dangerous stepping out of the Islami Chhatra Sangha at that time.
That was another good reason for sending me to London," he added.

Prosecutor of the case Mir Iqbal Hossain then showed Misbahur a photocopy of the
letter.

Misbahur confirmed the letter and signature on it as being of Sirajul Islam's.

Misbahur said he held a press conference regarding the activities of the Jamaat on
February 16, 2008.

There he had shown the original letter but the original was later lost.

The Al-Badr, which was a regimental organisation, had superior power on other
auxiliary forces--Razakar and Al-Shams.

"The activists of Al-Badr were given arms training by the Pakistani army," he said.

Heated Debate

Defence counsel Tajul Islam was locked in a debate with the witness and later with
the tribunal chairman over the witness' changing the word "power" with the words
"more powerful than other auxiliary forces" in his deposition.

Tajul told Misbahur that he was testifying as if it was a political speech.

Misbahur reacted and said he was getting texts and calls on his mobile phone for
not giving deposition.



Tribunal-1 Chairman Justice Nizamul Huq then asked Tajul to sit down but Tajul did
not comply.

At one stage, Justice Nizamul described Tajul as "becoming disturbing" for the trial
proceedings.

"You cannot tell me that I'm disturbing," said Tajul.

The courtroom became calm again with the intervention of tribunal Judge AKM
Zaheer Ahmed.

On Ghulam Azam

At one stage of his testimony, Misbahur said he had gone to meet Saudi King Faisal
in 1974.

He met the Jamaat's former chief and war crimes accused Ghulam Azam to seek
financial help from King Faisal.

"He [Ghulam Azam] told the king that freedom fighters had demolished most of the
mosques and madrasas in the country. Religious education was about to end.

There was no Quran found in the country for recitation.

About 40,000 people who took part in the Islamic movement were killed," Misbahur
quoted Ghulam Azam as saying.

Ghulam Azam sought financial aid for the family members of the 40,000 people and
reestablishment of mosques and madrasas.

Misbahur claimed that he had strongly protested Ghulam Azam's plea before the
king.

He also apprised Moulana Abdur Rashid Tarkabagish, who was leading a team of the
Bangladesh government, of the matter. He asked him to take necessary steps
against Ghulam Azam.

Allegation Against Razzak

During his two-hour-long deposition, Misbahur alleged that Barrister Abdur Razzak,
chief defence counsel for Jamaat leaders detained in connection with war crimes,
was an Al-Badr man.

After the Liberation War, Abdur Razzak invited Misbahur to join an Islamic meeting
in London.

At that meeting Misbahur learnt that Razzak had been an active member of Al-Badr
and aided the Pakistani military until December, 1971.

After the liberation of Bangladesh, Razzak went to London through India, Nepal and
Pakistan on a Pakistani passport, Misbahur said.

Terming the allegations false and deliberate, Razzak later in a statement claimed
that not a single citizen of Bangladesh has ever made such allegations against him.

He also said the sole purpose of Misbahur's statement before the tribunal was to
malign him as the chief defence counsel with the intention of preventing him from
performing his professional duties.

Jamaat Plea to Remove Judges Rejected
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Bangladesh News 24
August 27, 2012

The second war crimes tribunal of Bangladesh on Monday rejected a
petition seeking removal of all three judges, saying that it was "devoid of
any merit".

The International Crimes Tribunal-2, set up to expedite war crimes trials, said, "We
firmly hold that the petition is not maintainable and devoid of any merit, and is
thereby rejected."

The application stated that the tribunal's independence and impartiality could be
reasonably questioned by the average person because it had met Shahriar Kabir, a
long time activist calling for the conviction of many of the Jamaat-e-Islami leaders
who are currently behind bars for alleged war crimes.

Moving the petition for over two hours, Jamaat's chief defence counsel at the war
crimes tribunals Abdur Razzaq based his arguments on Shahriar Kabir's statements
as reported in the media and what kind of a signal it might send out to the average
bystander.

Razzaq said Shahriar Kabir, who led a platform against killers and collaborators of
the 1971 Liberation War, had publicly branded those on trial as war criminals and
called for their conviction. Moreover, Razzaq said Kabir was the first prosecution
witness in the war crimes case against Jamaat Secretary General Ali Ahsan
Mohammad Mujaheed.

Mujaheed was a leader of Jamaat's student wing Islami Chhatra Sangha and
succeeded Nizami, the current Jamaat chief, as its head in 1971. According to the
prosecution, all Sangha members went on to join the Al Badr vigilante militia, which
actively cooperated with the Pakistani Army to thwart liberation efforts and is
alleged to be responsible for widespread atrocities during the war.

Appearance of Bias

Abdur Razzaq brought a number of press reports to the tribunal's attention on
Shahriar Kabir's comments to the media. Kabir had visited the tribunal and
reportedly met with the second tribunal's judges on Aug 12.

The reports stated that Kabir, along with members of other activist organisations,
called for the trial of war criminals. They branded the defendant of the case,
Mujaheed, as a 'leading war criminal'. The reports also had Kabir saying that he
expected at least 10 war crimes trials to conclude by 2013.

Razzaq also referred to reports that Shahriar Kabir and his companions had flouted
security procedures which meant that he had been shown leniency.

Taken together, the chief defence counsel for Jamaat said the tribunal's meeting
with such a person, an activist as well as a witness of the case, sent out a negative
signal about the tribunal.

Razzaq said he was the last person to say that judges were biased. "But it could
reasonably raise an appearance of bias."

The senior lawyer said Shahriar Kabir's statements after a meeting with the judges
could actually lead the 'average bystander' to doubt the tribunal's impartiality and
independence.

"A meeting," Razzaq said suggesting it was secret, "that was not disclosed to the



public nor its proceedings announced officially."

But Razzaq said there was no need for the tribunal to go into any such controversy.
He said the tribunal's judges would have 'felt embarrassed' to hear a case over far
more trivial issues than that at hand.

The defence counsel said the judges should decide not to hear the case and pleaded
that the tribunal pass an order removing all three judges from Mujaheed's case.

Rebuttal

Prosecutor Syed Haider Ali opposed the application and said none of the reports
sent any such message that raised a question of reasonable bias against the
tribunal.

He took the tribunal through the reports, which he said was an individual's
comments to the media about certain inadequacies of the tribunal's infrastructure.

The thrust of Kabir's statements, at least according to the prosecutor, revolved
around pushing for sufficient logistics for the tribunal so that at least 10 trials come
to an end by 2013, when the tenure of the current government is also expected to
expire.

"He said he hoped that the trials would conclude by 2013. It is merely an individual
expressing his desire. Anyone can do so without giving rise to concerns of bias."

Haider Ali continued that perhaps Shahriar Kabir had not followed the security
procedures as he should have. "But there are some of the accused persons who are
given even more of a VIP treatment. Because that is the kind of people who come
here."

"There is no harm in treating a VIP like one."

Haider Ali said no such message as that made out by the defence had gone out to
the public by way of the reports.

He then said the witness of a case was not a party to the case. "Where does it say
in the code of conduct that a witness is a party to a case?"

The prosecutor said that the tribunal's meeting with Shahriar Kabir, a witness in a
case, was inconsequential.

He said, referring to a judgement of a similar application at the first war crimes
tribunal, the judges must be presumed to be impartial. "The presumption of
impartiality is absolute and it must be presumed that the judges are acting
impartially."

"If there is no allegation of bias then such an application should not even be heard,"
said Haider Ali.

To wrap up his arguments, the prosecutor pointed out that the relevant law did not
have any such provision whereby the judges could pass such an order and
furthermore, a similar application had been disposed of at the first tribunal earlier.

Order

The tribunal gave the order after the lunch recess. Tribunal chairman Justice A T M
Fazle Kabir briefly summarised the arguments of both the defence and the
prosecution.



He then went on that the tribunal felt there should be a few words about what had
really happened given the questions raised by the defence.

Justice Kabir then described what had happened on Aug 12 in his order. The deputy
register had sought permission saying that martyrs' family members (families of
those killed during the 1971 Liberation War) wanted to meet the tribunal members.

The permission had come through the deputy registrar of the tribunal and the
judges had not met anyone in the capacity of an institution or an activist.

He presented his findings and discussed inadequacies and the tribunal advised him
to take up his concerns with the appropriate authorities.

But merely meeting individuals from martyrs' families did not constitute a
disqualification of the judges, said Justice Kabir.

Furthermore, the defence petition was based on certain misconception since there
was evidently a lack of knowledge about what had gone on between at the said
meeting, which Justice Kabir said was not desirable.

The court said judges' impartiality could not be questioned in such a manner but
had to be convincingly demonstrated. Allegation of conflict of interest should have
been considered more seriously.

Currently the entire Jamaat leadership is in jail on war crimes charges. Among them
are Jamaat guru Ghulam Azam, former party chief during the Liberation War, the
current Jamaat chief Motiur Rahman Nizami, who headed Jamaat's student wing
during the war, currently the Jamaat number two Ali Ahsan Mohammad Mujaheed,
who succeeded Nizami in 1971, party's assistant secretaries general Abdul Quader
Molla and Mohammad Kamaruzzaman, and its executive council member Delwar
Hossain Sayedee.

The Islamist organisation's financier, Mir Quasem Ali, was arrested on Jun 17 for war
crimes charges while investigations continue against him. A T M Azharul Islam, the
party's acting secretary general was arrested on Aug 22 and sent to jail to facilitate
investigations into alleged war crimes.

ICT Judge Zaheer Ahmed Bows Out
Bangladesh News 24
By Tanim Ahmed
August 28, 2012

A member of the first war crimes tribunal of Bangladesh has resigned citing
illness.

Judge AKM Zaheer Ahmed, who was present in the first session until 1pm, remained
absent during the second half when the court convened after lunch.

He has been visiting the hospital for traction on a daily basis. Throughout Ramadan,
when court hours had been advanced by half an hour, the judge would join around
11pm after visiting the hospital.

He had much trouble climbing steps and would take off his shoes before getting on
the raised platform walking with much caution to his seat.

Last Day

Judge Zaheer's seat was conveniently the nearest to the judges' exit and he would
be the last to enter and leave the court.

http://bdnews24.com/details.php?id=231083&cid=2


The judge had to climb two flights of steep stairs at the tribunal, housed in the Old
High Court building, which once served as the chambers of the Chief Justice.

A few minutes to lunch recess, Judge Zaheer, seated to the left of the tribunal
Chairman, was seen looking up and down across the courtroom, what later turned
out to be his parting look. He also appeared to be smiling to himself just before the
court rose.

He had the habit of greeting the court, not with a bow like his two colleagues, but
by raising his hand up to just about his nose in the typical gesture of a 'Salaam'.

On Tuesday, his 'Salaam' appeared to linger slightly more than usual before he
turned to leave behind the two other judges.

Speaking to bdnews24.com, Judge Zaheer said he was rather ill. "I have not been
keeping well at all."

When asked about his retirement, the judge replied that he had already retired in
2010 as a Sessions Judge. "But yes, I expect to be spending much leisure now."

When asked if he would be writing a book on his experience at the tribunal, he said,
"Well, I have only resigned today. And I have not really thought about it. But we will
see about that."

Judge Zaheer Ahmed was appointed to the tribunal on Mar 25, 2010 along with
Chairman Justice Mohammad Nizamul Huq and Justice A T M Fazle Kabir.

Almost two years later, Justice Kabir was appointed Chairman of the second tribunal
on Mar 22, 2010 which was set up to expedite war crimes trials.

The Interpreter

A former district judge of Satkhira and Comilla, Judge Zaheer Ahmed, of late, had
taken upon himself the responsibility of an 'interpreter of sorts'.

He would explain complicated questions of the defence counsels put to the
prosecution witnesses and dictate the answers for the benefit of the court
stenographer.

There have only been prosecution witnesses so far at the first war crimes tribunal.
The first defence witness is scheduled to be produced at the court in Jamaat-e-
Islami leader Delwar Hossain Sayedee's case on Wednesday.

The only judge to be appointed at the tribunal from the lower courts, Judge Zaheer
Ahmed would often come with, what he would call, 'minor queries' that turned out
to be rather daunting for some lawyers.

He would typically engage with the lawyers in serious discussions as well as small
talk, often making quips.

Naturally referring to Sayedee's case, which is the most advanced in both the
tribunals, defence lawyer Mizanul Islam noted that the judge had been there from
the beginning. His resignation at such a 'late stage' would somewhat encumber the
proceedings.

A senior defence counsel leading Sayedee's trial, as well as those of other Jamaat
leaders at the first tribunal, Islam said, "A new judge would have to become
conversant with the evidence."

He said, "I don't know why he resigned but I wish him well. Lawyers develop a kind



of relationship with the judges through long professional association and I had a
similar experience here too."

Ahsanul Huq, the chief counsel for BNP MP Salauddin Quader Chowdhury, said, he
would miss Judge Zaheer Ahmed "a lot". When asked why, he said, "Because he was
a good man and very judicious."

Jamaat's chief defence counsel Abdur Razzaq said he was "surprised" that the
Zaheer Ahmed had to leave "without any rhyme or reason".

He said this move would "not serve the course of justice" as the judge had been
"level-headed and impartial".

"It was he who put difficult questions to the prosecutors." Razzaq went on to refer
to one such instant in Jamaat acting Secretary General A T M Azharul Islam's bail
when the judge had picked up on the Jamaat counsel's point questioning how
Azharul Islam could destabilise the country while he was in jail, as the prosecution
had claimed.

"The prosecutor could not answer the question." Abdur Razzaq said, "It is
unfortunate that he had to go."

The counsel said that the tribunal had to earn the respect of everybody and
appointment to the tribunal should be on a professional basis.

Voice of Dissent

The outgoing judge had also been the only one to set an example of dissent when
the tribunal passed orders on a 2-1 majority. On Mar 13, the tribunal rejected a
number of petitions filed by the six-time MP from Chittagong, Salauddin Quader
Chowdhury.

These included a second discharge petition (with additional grounds) on behalf of
the BNP MP, which was rejected.

Judge Zaheer Ahmed added his dissent after the order stating that in his opinion the
order for discharge petition should have been given in the presence of the accused.
"The petitioner has the right to know why his petition is being rejected."

He said that he did not think a discharge petition was at all necessary and that the
order should have been put on hold while the other orders could well be given out.

Again, on Mar 12, when none of the defence counsels had shown up to place two
application or argue against the indictment of Jamaat guru Ghulam Azam, Justice
Huq and Justice Fazle Kabir agreed that the two applications stood rejected.
However, as regards the indictment hearing, the case was adjourned until the next
day.

Judge Zaheer had taken serious exception to all this. He was visibly annoyed with
the all-out absence of the defence counsels. The judge went on to add his dissent to
the order saying that the tribunal's order opened up a can of worms.

While he noted that the adjournment decision had been a result of majority
decision, the judge also stated that this opened the door for the prosecution to
resort to similar action if they are not prepared to argue a case and set a bad
precedent for future.

That day the defence had not shown up on account of the main opposition BNP's
grand rally, which coupled with the government clampdown brought Dhaka to a



virtual standstill.

Sajeda Asked to Explain Her Remarks
The Daily Star
August 28, 2012

The International Crimes Tribunal-2 yesterday asked Deputy Leader of
parliament Syeda Sajeda Chowdhury to explain her position by September
10 over a contempt of court petition filed by the defence of war crimes
accused Abdul Quader Mollah.

The court also rejected a petition of Jamaat leader Ali Ahsan Mohammad Mojaheed
seeking recusal of the tribunal's chairman and its two members for allegedly holding
a meeting with two prosecution witnesses.

The three-member Tribunal-2 headed by Justice ATM Fazle Kabir with members
Justice Obaidul Hassan and Judge Md Shahinur Islam also completed recording the
rest of statement of Amir Hossain Mollah, ninth prosecution witness in Quader
Mollah's case.

Moving a recusal [voluntary absence from trial proceedings] petition filed on
Sunday, Abdur Razzaq, chief of the defence, yesterday said Shahriar Kabir, first
prosecution witness in Mojaheed's case, met the tribunal chairman and its members
this month.

Besides Shahriar Kabir, Shaheen Reza Noor, another prosecution witness in the case,
and other members of Ekatturer Ghatak Dalal Nirmul Committee and Prajanma '71
met the tribunal chairman and its members, which raised "serious concerns of
appearance of bias of the Tribunal-2 against the applicant [Mojaheed]," said Razzaq.

Shahriar is a cousin of martyred intellectual Shahidullah Kaiser and eminent
filmmaker Zahir Raihan and the executive president of Ekatturer Ghatak Dalal
Nirmul Committee. Shaheen Reza is son of martyred journalist Serajuddin Hossain
and is president of Prajanma '71, an organisation formed by the children of martyrs
of the Liberation War.

The chairman and the members of the tribunal should refrain from conducting the
case against Mojaheed to "ensure an independent and fair trial", Razzaq said.

Prosecutor Syed Haider Ali said as members of martyred family Shahriar and
Shaheen met the tribunal chairman and the members to tell them about different
logistic constraints and security problems of the tribunal.

Besides, after taking permission they along with a delegation met the judges of the
tribunal in presence of the deputy registrar of the tribunal, said the prosecutor,
adding, such a meeting could not raise any question about the tribunal's
impartiality.

Afterwards, the tribunal chairman in its order said there is no provision of recusal
either in the act or in the rules of procedure of the tribunal.

He said Shahriar and others met the tribunal chairman and its members not to talk
about any case proceedings but about different logistic constraints and security
problems of the tribunals.

The petition was filed without knowing the purpose of the meeting, said the tribunal
chairman, adding that mere listening to the delegation "no way constitutes a conflict
of interest" and "appearance of bias" and thereby the petition is rejected.

http://www.thedailystar.net/newDesign/news-details.php?nid=247361


Contempt Petition Against Sajeda

Moving a contempt of court petition against Syeda Sajeda Chowdhury, Tajul Islam, a
defence counsel of Quader Mollah, yesterday appealed to the tribunal for drawing up
contempt proceedings against her for allegedly making statements disrespecting the
tribunals.

Tajul said Sajeda at a programme on July 27 said "a couple of alleged war criminals
should be hanged in order to prevent them from taking advantage of the legal
process".

Quoting a report published in Bangla daily Amar Desh on July 28, Tajul claimed
Sajeda had said Razakars did not follow any law while committing crimes against
humanity in 1971 and so laws are not needed to be followed in trying them.

Such statements at the time of his [Quader Mollah's] trial amount to a clear and
direct interference in the court proceedings, said Tajul.

Later, the tribunal asked Sajeda to give an explanation, if she has any, by
September 10 over the petition through her lawyers and it would hold further
hearing on the petition that day.

The tribunal, however, exempted Sajeda from her personal appearance. The petition
was filed on August 5.

Testimony Against Quader Mollah

Amir Hossain Mollah, a freedom fighter and ninth prosecution witness in Quader
Mollah's case, completed his testimony and is set to face cross-examination of the
defence on September 2.

Amir started his testimony on Sunday when he said the Jamaat leader had directly
taken part in the killing of around 400 people at Alubdi of Pallabi in Dhaka during
the Liberation War.

He said the Jamaat-e-Islami assistant secretary general along with the Pakistani
army opened fire on the people of Alubdi on April 24, 1971.

Amir yesterday said 21 of his relatives including his maternal uncles were killed that
day.

He said after Victory on December 16, 1971, under the leadership of Quader Mollah,
700-800 Al-Badr members and Punjabis took shelter at Mirpur with the Biharis and
tried to turn Bangladesh into Pakistan again.

Amir was even injured in a battle with the Pakistan army and Al-Badr members on
December 18, 1971, said the witness, adding that Mirpur was freed on January 31,
1972.

On May 28, the tribunal indicted Quader Mollah with six charges of crimes against
humanity, including murders and mass killings.

ICT-1 Adjourns Activities Until Sunday
Bangladesh News 24
August 29, 2012

The first war crimes tribunal of Bangladesh adjourned on Wednesday its
activities until Sunday, a day after Judge A K M Zaheer Ahmed put in his
papers citing illness.

http://www.bdnews24.com/details.php?id=231161&cid=2


The International Crimes Tribunal-1, formed to try crimes against humanity
committed during the nation's War of Independence in 1971, was scheduled to
conduct witness deposition against Jamaat-e-Islami leader Delwar Hossain Sayedee
and cross-examination of witnesses against BNP leader Salauddin Quader
Chowdhury on Wednesday.

Justice Nizamul Haq, heading the tribunal, took seat in the court. Another tribunal
member Justice Anwarul Haque was absent, too, along with outgoing judge Zaheer
Ahmed.

Sayedee's lawyers pleaded adjourning the hearing in the absence of two other of
judges. Justice Haq adjourned all hearings until Sunday.

One of the three judges of the first war crimes tribunal, AKM Zaheer Ahmed, had
resigned on Tuesday on health grounds. Supreme Court's Justice Jahangir Hossain
has replaced him.

Former district judge Zaheer Ahmed was appointed to the tribunal on Mar 25, 2010
along with Chairman Justice Huq and Justice A T M Fazle Kabir.

Justice Hossain is New ICT-1 Judge
Bangladesh News 24
August 29, 2012

Supreme Court's Justice Jahangir Hossain has replaced AKM Zaheer Ahmed
as one of the three judges of Bangladesh's first war crimes tribunal.

A law ministry order issued on Wednesday said.

International Crimes Tribunal-1 judge Zaheer Ahmed resigned on Tuesday citing
health grounds.

Within hours of tendering his resignation, the law ministry secured approval from
Chief Justice Muzammel Hossain for its proposal to appoint Justice Hossain to the
ICT-1, formed to try crimes against humanity committed during the nation's War of
Independence in 1971.

Law Minister Shafique Ahmed, immediately after the resignation, had told
bdnews24.com that a new judge would be appointed in a day or two.

Hossain, 53, who was appointed to the Supreme Court in 2010, began his career as
a lawyer in 1986. He worked at the High Court as a lawyer since 1991 until he was
appointed to adjudicate at the top court.

Maj Zia Wanted SQ Chy Dead: 2 Freedom Fighters Tell Int'l Crimes Tribunal 
The Daily Star
August 29, 2012

During the Liberation War, Maj Ziaur Rahman commissioned the killing of
22 "collaborators", including Salauddin Quader Chowdhury and his father,
said two freedom fighters at the International Crimes Tribunal-1 yesterday.

Maj Zia also designated a team to execute the killings, the two said.

Freedom fighters--SM Mahbub-Ul-Alam and Qazi Mohammad Nurul Absar--told this
before the tribunal while testifying against Salauddin in the case filed in connection
with his crimes against humanity.

Salauddin was in the dock during their depositions.
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The witnesses told the tribunal that they conducted the operation to kill Salauddin
together as he was "killing and torturing people" with the help of the Pakistani army,
and their collaborators, the Al-Badr, Al-Shams and the Razakars.

Alam, 63 and Absar, 61, said they along with two other freedom fighters launched
an attack on Salauddin in September, 1971, in Chittagong when Salauddin was
coming out of a house in his car.

The two witnesses said they later heard from different sources that Salauddin
sustained serious injuries while his driver was killed in the attack.

Major Zia was a sector commander and the chief of the Z-force during the Liberation
War.

He later became the president of Bangladesh and founded the Bangladesh
Nationalist Party in 1978.

Salauddin joined the BNP in the 90's and is now a standing committee member of
the party.

Both the prosecution witnesses yesterday gave detailed description of their
operation against Salauddin.

They also described how student leader Mahbubul Alam was tortured to death at
Salauddin's Good's Hill home in Chittagong during the Liberation War.

"After completion of my training Major Zia made me the commander of our 16-
member team and handed over a hit list. The first name on the list was Fazlul
Quader Chowdhury while the second one was his son Salauddin," said SM Mahbub-
Ul-Alam.

Alam was the 11th prosecution witness in the case.

Alam, a businessman, said as the Pakistani army began mass killings and had
occupied half the Chittagong town on March 25, 1971, he went to Ramgar and met
Major Zia.

"As per Major Zia's directive, I went to Tripura in India for training.

After completion of my training, he, then sector commander, directed us to make a
16-member team who knew Chittagong town well," he added.

The freedom fighter said the name of their group was Bravo Company and "its
number was eight".

"Major Zia handed over to us a hit list including the name of Fazlul, Salauddin, Didar
Mia, a Muslim League leader, and Sharafat Ullah. He also mentioned some places to
conduct operations and gave weapons and some money," he added.

Alam said after returning to Chittagong town they heard that the Pakistani army and
collaborator forces, Al-Badr, Al-Shams and the Razakars, led by Salauddin were
"massacring" people in Chittagong and in adjacent areas.

"A son of one Mozaffar told me that the Pakistani army led by Salauddin abducted
Mozaffar and his brother whose locations were not known since then," he added.

"We also heard that people were brought to Good's Hill to be tortured and made to
disappear under the leadership of Salauddin," he continued.

Quoting one of his comrades, he said one Mahbub Alam was also tortured to death



after "he was skinned alive" at Good's Hill.

The freedom fighter said those who were critically injured after torture were sent to
the home of doctor Chhami Uddin and those whose condition were even worse were
made to go missing.

He said the sector commander's headquarters was mounting pressure on them to
do something about Salauddin.

"We planned to conduct an operation at the doctor's home as we came to know that
Salauddin will join a family programme there.

As per our plan, we took position with fire arms in front of the house around
6:30pm on September 20," he added.

"When Salauddin came out of the house, after staying there for around one hour,
Aziz Uddin, son of Chhami, gave us the signal with a torch according to plan," he
added.

"Getting the signal we, the four-member team, attacked the car. Fazlul Haque
sprayed the car with bullets from his Sten gun while Sourendra Nath Sen charged
grenades and I opened fire with my revolver," he added.

He said, "We left the place after the operation and later heard that Salauddin was
crucially injured and his driver killed in the operation."

Earlier in the day, Nurul Absar, the 10th witness, gave his statement before the
tribunal.

Absar said Mahbub Alam, former Bangladesh Student Union president of Rangunia
College unit, was his friend and they had planned together to protest the
"massacres" being carried out by non-Bangalee people and their Pakistani
supporters in Chittagong.

He said Mahbub was living at Khatunganj in Chittagong but he was incommunicado
since June-July 1971.

"Later, I heard that a group of people including Salauddin, Yousuf Khan, Hamidul
Quader Chowdhury alias Khoka, Maksud and Ziauddin kidnapped Mahbub from
Khatunganj and tortured him at Good's Hill," he added.

"I heard that there was no skin left on Mahbub's body as they forced him to lie on a
wooden plank bristling with nails and put another plank on him and pressed it
down," he said.

Introducing himself as an organiser of the Liberation War, the now employee of a
private firm said they decided to kill Salauddin as they heard that he regularly
tortured freedom mongers at his Good's Hill home.

A group of freedom fighters also returned from India with the list then.

"We also came to know that Salauddin sent the critically injured people to Chhami
Uddin's home secretly to know whether they will survive. Aziz Uddin, son of Chhami
Uddin, was our friend.

As he heard that freedom fighters planned to kill his father he sought security for
his family from me," he added.

"I told him that if he informed us when Salauddin will join their family programme, I
will help him. At the end of September, he informed me that Salauddin will join their



family programme," he added.

"Getting the information I informed my commander, SM Mahbub-Ul-Alam, and we
designed our plan to conduct an operation with two others," he added.

"We took our position in front of Chhami Uddin's home after Magrib prayers.

As per our plan, I took position on the road and informed three others about the
arrival of Salauddin with a Pakistani army officer.

I heard the sound of the attack around 8:30pm and left the place immediately," he
added.

He said Aziz told them that Salauddin drove the car himself. That is why the firing
was aimed at the driver seat.

"We learnt from newspapers the next day that Salauddin received splinter grenade
injuries in his leg while his driver was killed in the operation.

We also heard that Salauddin went abroad after the operation," he added.

Defence counsels would cross-examine Nurul Absar today and SM Mahbub-Ul-Alam
tomorrow.

Salauddin was produced before the court yesterday.

He is facing 23 specific charges of crimes against humanity he allegedly committed
during the Liberation War.

He is among four Jamaat-e-Islami and BNP leaders facing similar charges at
Tribunal-1, the first of the two courts formed to deal with such crimes.

Meanwhile, the International Crimes Tribunal-2 yesterday recorded the cross
examination of Abdul Momen, the first prosecution witness in the war crimes case
against former BNP lawmaker Abdul Alim.

Defence counsels would resume the cross-examination today, as the court did not
go into session after lunch yesterday.

The court did not go into session as father of Justice Obaidul Hassan, a member of
the Tribunal-2, had died.

Witness Momen, a former student leader, testified before the tribunal on August 6.
He had said then that the former BNP lawmaker had ordered the killing of nine
Hindus of Khetlal upazila of Joypurhat during the Liberation War.

On June 11, the tribunal framed 17 charges of war crimes against Alim, which
include genocide, murder of Bangalee civilians, and burying people alive during the
war.

SQ Chy Case Hearing Put Off
Bangladesh News 24
August 30, 2012

The first war crimes tribunal of Bangladesh has adjourned a case against
BNP MP Salauddin Quader Chowdhury until Sunday responding to a defence
plea.

With the new judge, Justice Jahangir Hossain, attending the court for the first time
on Thursday, Salauddin Quader's counsel Ahsanul Huq appealed for time.

http://www.bdnews24.com/details.php?id=231235&cid=3


The second war crimes tribunal saw cross-examination of the first witness against
Jamaat-e-Islami leader Ali Ahsan Mohammad Mujaheed. It remains incomplete and
war crimes activist Shahriar Kabir, a former journalist, is set to take the stand again
on Sunday when he will face Mizanul Islam.

Mizanul Islam, who has been leading the trial of other Jamaat leaders - former chief
Ghulam Azam, current chief Motiur Rahman Nizami and executive council member
Delwar Hossain Sayedee - at the first tribunal appeared before the second tribunal
for the first time on Thursday.

The three-judge International Crimes Tribunal - 2 was set up in March this year to
expedite war crimes trial.

Currently Jamaat number two, Mujaheed had succeeded Nizami as head of Jamaat's
student wing Islami Chhatra Sangha.

As a Jamaat student leader, Mujaheed is said to have led the formation of vigilante
militia group Al Badr, which along with other groups, Al Shams and Razakars,
actively collaborated with the Pakistani Army to thwart the liberation efforts in 1971
and eliminate the liberation forces.

The Al Badr is alleged to have been responsible for widespread atrocities across
Bangladesh which amount to war crimes.

Witness Can't Say When Sangha Was Founded
Bangladesh News 24
September 3, 2012

A prosecution witness, a former member of Jamaat-e-Islami's student
wing, could not remember on Monday when it was first established in
Pakistan or in East Pakistan.

The first witness against Jamaat chief Motiur Rahman Nizami, Misbahur Rahman
Chowdhury also could not recollect who the founding President was of the Islami
Chhatra Sangha.

He took the witness stand for the second time at the three-judge International
Crimes Tribunal-1, set up to try crimes against humanity during the Liberation War
in 1971.

The witness said he had been recruited to Jamaat's children's organisation, Shaheen
Fauj and went on to become its Maulvibazar unit President in 1963.

He was later recruited to Jamaat student wing Sangha. However, when asked who
Sangha's President was in 1965, the witness said it was 'one Younus' and the
General Secretary was Motiur Rahman Nizami, the man he is testifying against.

When asked how long Nizami held post, the witness said he did not know.

Senior defence counsel Mizanul Islam asked the witness the names of the President
and General Secretary of Sangha's Dhaka University unit from 1969 and 1970.

Misbahur Rahman managed to remember that Abdul Malek was the Sangha's Dhaka
Unit President in 1969 but not the General Secretary or the names of those who
succeeded them in 1970.

Misbahur Rahman said he was President of the Maulvibazar Shaheen Fauj unit in
1968. To Mizanul Islam's questions, he attempted to explain that although he was
living in Dhaka in the late 60's, he was more linked with the Maulvibazar Sangha
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unit and thus did not know the names of the leaders there.

Referring to a monthly page dedicated to the Shaheen Fauj of Jamaat's mouthpiece,
the daily Sangram, the defence counsel asked if there were any such news clippings
mentioning him as the President.

Misbahur Rahman said there were two or three such stories from three instalments
of the special page covering meetings of the Shaheen Fauj Maulvibazar unit.

When asked if he could produce them, the witness thought for a while and said he
thought he had a couple.

"But your answer must be specific. You cannot speculate," said Mizanul Islam.

"Yes I am certain I have one of them preserved," said the witness.

Misbahur Rahman had told the court in his testimony about a letter from a Sangha
leader of Maulvibazar requesting him to join Al Badr.

This was after the war had broken out and the letter said that it would make Nizami
personally 'very happy' if Misbahur joined the anti-liberation vigilante militia group,
said to be peopled by mostly Sangha members.

In reply to a question about Jamaat constitution, the witness said Jamaat
maintained two versions. "One for public consumption and one for their members."

The Al Badr, along with Razakar and Al Shams vigilante groups, are said to be
responsible for widespread atrocities in their bid to thwart liberation efforts in 1971.

Nizami, as head of Sangha, is said to have led the Al Badr and allegedly
masterminded the abduction and murder of intellectuals of Bangladesh days before
the Pakistani Army surrendered.

The Jamaat chief was indicted on Mar 29 for 16 charges.

Witness Ties Alim to Young Men's Killing
Bangladesh News 24
September 4, 2012

A prosecution witness has given detailed descriptions of former BNP
minister Abdul Alim's involvement with the execution of young men during
the 1971 Liberation War.

Testifying as the second witness, a former Defence Ministry employee told the
second war crimes tribunal about several incidents where he put the former BNP
leader as a key player in his native Joypurhat.

The three-judge International Crimes Tribunal - 2, set up to expedite the war crimes
trials, indicted Abdul Alim for 17 war crimes charges on Jun 11.

The retired government employee, 67-year Syedur Rahman, said Alim was
instrumental in founding the Peace Committee of Joypurhat around mid-April. "He
then ordered formation of peace committees under all other upazilas of the district."

Subsequently, Abdul Alim also founded the local Razakar unit. "He used to recruit
members at the ground floor of his house."

The Razakars, a vigilante militia group, are alleged to have played a significant role
collaborating with the Pakistani Army and thwarting the liberation efforts. They are
also widely held responsible for many atrocities across Bangladesh during the war.

http://www.bdnews24.com/details.php?id=231590&cid=2


The witness said that Abdul Alim had also secured offices for the Razakars and
Peace Committee in Joypurhat. He had also arranged for accommodating an army
camp and living quarters for the local commander one Major Afzal Beg.

The witness hailing from Akkilpur, said when a group of about 13-14 people tried to
flee to India, they were lured by the local chairman, an ally of Alim.

"Syed Ali, the local union Chairman lured them to his house saying that it had
already become dark and they could stay the night at his house."

But once these men were inside, the Chairman locked them and sent for Alim. The
next day on May 8, 1971, Abdul Alim arrived with a group of Pakistani soldiers.

They handed over three to the Pak troops and another 10 were taken to the local
railway station and confined in the waiting room.

"I sneaked up from behind and spoke to one of those 10 through a back window,"
said the witness.

Abdus Salam, a childhood friend of the witness, described the events till that point
in much detail.

"The trio that had been handed over to the Pakistani Army were taken to
Khanjanpur's Kuthibari Ghat and shot at the behest of Abdul Alim," said Syedur
Rahman.

The remaining 10 were later also handed over to the Pakistani soldiers. They were
lined up and shot beside a nearby pond. "But one of them survived. He was
wounded though."

"And do you know who he is?" asked tribunal member Justice Obaidul Hassan.

The witness said, "Probably Mofazzal Hossain."

In another incident, 15 youths were ties with trees and beaten severely. They were
then made to dig their graves and shot dead, all of this at the insistence of Abdul
Alim, said the witness.

Syedur Rahman also saw 26 young men rounded up near the Joypurhat railway
station ticket counter when he went to the town towards end of June in 1971.

He said he had seen Abdul Alim and Major Afzal take a picture with their prisoners.
This photo had apparently been taken by owner of a local photo studio, one Mottasir
Billa.

It was at his point that the photograph, seized by the case investigator in his
presence, was made an exhibit.

Syedur Rahman described another incident of Oct 8 where three young men with
their faces blackened, for attempting to join the war, were taken on rounds around
the town at the order of Abdul Alim. This came with the caution that people
attempting to join the war would suffer the same fate.

The three were later executed. "One of them was Fazlul Karim, from Akkilpur."

When asked by the tribunal whether had seen these incidents, Syedur Rahman said,
"Some I have seen, some I heard."

This was followed by a brief cross-examination by Munshi Ahsan Kabir, with the
Alim's regular trial lawyer Abu Yousuf Mohammad Khalilur Rahman absent due to a



family crisis.

At the first war crimes tribunal, the first prosecution witness against Jamaat-e-
Islami chief Motiur Rahman Nizami faced the defence counsel for the third time, and
it is set to resume on Sep 16.

BNP MP Salauddin Quader Chowdhury's counsel completed cross-examination of
Nurul Absar, the tenth prosecution witness, who said his attempt to kill the BNP
leader during the war resulted in killing Chowdhury's car driver instead.

Witness Disputes Nephew's Statement
Bangladesh News 24
September 5, 2012

A defence witness for Jamaat-e-Islami leader Delwar Hossain Sayedee on
Wednesday countered his nephew's testimony who had appeared as a
prosecution witness and said collaborators never attacked his native village
of Nalbunia.

Appearing as the second witness for the Sayedee, 68-year-old Abdul Razzak Akhand
said his nephew Abdul Halim Babul's claim that Sayedee had led a band of
Razakars, collaborators of the Pakistani Army, to loot and arson at his village was
false.

Babul had testified at the tribunal in January this year and said he was 55 years old
although his uncle Akhand said he was barely eight years during the war, which
makes him 48 currently.

He told the first war crimes tribunal of Bangladesh, "Razakars never came to our
village, nor did Pakistani troops. Neither were there any such incidents of loot, arson
or pillage during the Liberation War."

The three-judge International Crimes Tribunal-1, set up to try crimes against
humanity during the 1971 War of Independence, indicted Sayedee on 20 counts of
war crimes on Oct 3, 2011.

On Wednesday, Akhand said, referring to his nephew, "Babul was only eight at that
time."

Babul's mother Shafia Khatun is Akhand's eldest sister who had married their
neighbour. Thus the witness claimed to know what had happened to his next-door
neighbour in the same village.

However, when asked, Akhand said his sister was over 85 years of age. When asked
if Babul was the eldest of his nephews, the witness replied, "Yes, among those
living."

Akhand explained that Shafia had four children before Babul. Replying to another
question the witness said Babul has two more younger brothers, Bahadur and
Modhu. When asked how old they were Akhand said Bahadur was not yet 40 and
Modhu was about 35.

The prosecutor then asked a few other questions and returned to the topic asking
the witness, "So where were Bahadur and Modhu during the war?"

"They were at home," the witness promptly replied.

There was a visible unease amid the defence counsels who attempted to say that
this could not be a right question and tribunal member Justice Anwarul Haque

http://bdnews24.com/details.php?id=231667&cid=2


looked inquisitively at the prosecutor who reassured him that he had indeed asked
the right question.

Justice Haque then indicated the defence that they better not speak up and let the
answer be as it was.

Through the cross-examination of the witness, prosecution repeatedly complained
that the defence counsels were prompting answers.

At one point the tribunal presided over by Justice Jahangir Hossain, with the
Chairman Justice Mohammad Nizamul Huq absent, told the witness to face away
from the defence counsels and face the judges.

Generally, the witnesses are seated in front of the judges to their right close enough
to the defence benches for the witness to hear hushed murmurs.

Although the witness had said there were no threats of Razakars in his native
Nalbunia, the defence witness admitted to Prosecutor Syed Haider Ali's question
that his brother-in-law, Babul's father, was a 'strong Awami Leaguer' and a 'local
leader' of the party.

"We often used to be on the run in other villages and also at our own village, hiding
in other houses."

'Defence prompting witness'

Through the cross-examination of the witness, prosecution repeatedly complained
that the defence counsels were prompting answers.

At one point the tribunal presided over by Justice Jahangir Hossain, with the
Chairman Justice Mohammad Nizamul Huq absent, told the witness to face away
from the defence counsels and face the judges.

He directed a court assistant to move the chair so that the witness had his back
partially turned towards the defence.

Generally, the witnesses are seated in front of the judges to their right close enough
to the defence benches for the witness to hear hushed murmurs.

Justice Huq joined the proceedings after the lunch recess, however.

A Brief Spat

The defence and prosecution had a brief spat over a question. Haider Ali had asked
the witness who had brought him to Dhaka, and the witness answered that it was
Sayedee's brother-in-law, one Nanna.

"Is he here?" asked the prosecutor.

M Tajul Islam, representing most of the Jamaat leaders at the war crimes tribunal,
was quick on his feet to protest, saying, "This can't go."

Haider Ali immediately agreed to the defence contention and withdrew his question.
Tajul Islam proceeded to address the court attempting to say something more, but
Haider Ali said, "I have agreed, what is the point of further lecture?"

This apparently angered Tajul Islam further and the lawyer's exchanges, one
challenging the other, became so heated that two other counsels, one each from the
defence and the prosecution, also got up and approached the podium.



At one point, Haider Ali said it was his witness and he was cross-examining. "If you
disturb me, I will disturb you too."

Without any sign of their quarrel letting up, Justice Jahangir Hossain spoke up. He
said, "I am presiding as a new member of this tribunal and I don't expect anything
undesirable.

Haider Ali inquired, "Are we to then just watch on while they do whatever they
want?"

Justice Hossain said, "No, no, of course not. But you won't fight it out either."

This lightened things up and the prosecutor proceeded with his cross-examination.

Earlier in the day, just after the deposition was complete, Haider Ali raised the point
that the defence had not mentioned the witness' name properly. "There is one Abdul
Razzak Khan and there is another Abdul Razzak. But no one called Akhand."

Justice Hossain asked, "Why didn't you raise this earlier, before the deposition?"

"We were checking the records, my lord," said the prosecutor.

"And there is no other details like father's name?" the judge asked. "None," said the
prosecutor.

Tajul Islam approached to explain the matter. He said the Abdul Razzak mentioned
here is indeed Akhand. It is in practice to give coded names here in order to ensure
the security of the witness.

"But you could have sought the tribunal's assistance in this regard," said Justice
Hossain.

Tajul Islam stayed on his point saying, "We may give names in a coded manner if
we consider it necessary and it is allowed in this court."

He reiterated his point that the witness was indeed the one mentioned in the
defence list of witnesses.The tribunal appeared to be satisfied with this and asked
the prosecutor to proceed with his cross-examination.

It remains incomplete and is expected to resume on Thursday afternoon.

First case to trial

Sayedee's is the first case to proceed to the trial stage at the war crimes tribunals.
The prosecution on Sep 4, 2011 proposed framing of charges against him on 31
counts of crimes against humanity and genocide.

The tribunal also sent Jamaat's former chief Ghulam Azam to jail on Jan 11. His
indictment hearing began on Feb 15 and the court charged him on May 13.

Jamaat chief Matiur Rahman Nizami, Secretary General Ali Ahsan Mohammad
Mujaheed and assistant secretaries general Mohammad Kamaruzzaman and Abdul
Quader Molla are also behind bars on war crimes charges. Jamaat financier Mir
Quasem Ali has been recently arrested for war crimes charges too as investigation
continues into allegations against him. ATM Azharul Islam, the acting secretary was
arrested on Wednesday and his bail application remains pending till Sunday.

BNP MP and standing committee member, Salauddin Quader Chowdhury, also
behind bars, was indicted for 23 charges on Apr 4.



Former BNP lawmaker and minister Abdul Alim is the only one out on bail. All cases
have already entered the trial phase.

ICT-2 Asks Matia for Explanation
Bangladesh News 24
September 6, 2012

The second war crimes tribunal has ordered Agricultural Minister Matia
Chowdhury to reply to an application pleading the court to hold her in
contempt for threatening defence witnesses.

Appearing for Jamaat-e-Islami Assistant Secretary General Mohammad
Kamaruzzaman, Ehsan Siddiq said Matia, also an Awami League policymaker, had
"prejudiced mankind" against Kamaruzzaman.

The three-judge International Crimes Tribunal-2, set up to expedite the trials of
crimes against humanity during the War of Independence in 1971, indicted the
Jamaat leader for seven war crimes charges on Jun 4 this year.

On Thursday, the tribunal said in its order that the minister needed only to send in
her reply or explanation by Sep 19 when the matter will be heard further, but she
need not come in person.

The young defence counsel referred to one report carried by the pro-Jamaat daily
Naya Diganta and another by barta24.net covering two events of Aug 7 and the
following day.

He quoted from the reports which cited the Agriculture Minister as saying on Aug 7
at Sherpur that whoever comes to the tribunal "as defence witnesses for the war
criminals are Razakars".

Razakars were an infamous band of vigilante militia who, along with the Al Badr and
Al Shams, are alleged to have perpetrated widespread crimes against humanity in
their bid to thwart the liberation efforts during the war in 1971.

Matia reportedly continued, "And we all know that these people were also involved
in loot, plunder and rape during the Liberation War."

Siddiq, the younger son of Abdur Razzaq who leads the Jamaat defence team at the
tribunals and himself an Assistant Secretary General of the party, quoted from the
report of Naya Diganta that the Agriculture Minister had also said there would be a
resistance campaign against those who testified on behalf of the war criminals.

The next day at another programme in Sherpur's Nalitabari, this time reported by
the pro-Jamaat online news portal, that she doubted whether the defence witnesses
would be even able to return to their homes. "The people will beat them up," she
said.

Siddiq said Matia had chosen to make such a statement nowhere else but in
Sherpur, where according to the indictment, Kamaruzzaman had committed five of
his seven crimes against humanity.

"This is a clear obstruction to the court of justice," said Siddiq. He said the minister,
also an influential and senior leader of the ruling party, was threatening the
potential witnesses.

As a result, the counsel said, it would be difficult for the defence to gather defence
witnesses. In fact, families of the potential defence witnesses had discouraged them
in fear of retribution, said the counsel.

http://www.bdnews24.com/details.php?id=231764&cid=2


Tribunal chairman Justice A T M Fazle Kabir asked the counsel whether Naya Diganta
was the only paper that carried the report.

The Naya Diganta is owned by Diganta Media, which in turn is headed by another
Jamaat stalwart and financier, Mir Quasem Ali.

Siddiq replied that the report had essentially been based on one by the Bangladesh
Sangbad Sangstha (BSS), the state-owned news agency which is generally heavily
controlled by the government of the day.

He also mentioned the other online news portal and said other papers had also
carried the news item, but not in such detail.

Justice Kabir then proceeded to give the order which said, "Considering the nature
of the application and the contentions there, we consider it appropriate to hear and
dispose it after an explanation from the end of the respondent (meaning the
minister)."

Tribunal Allows Nizami to Furnish Documents
Bangladesh News 24
September 6, 2012

The first war crimes tribunal allowed an application of Jamaat-e-Islami
chief Motiur Rahman Nizami for submitting additional document and
compact discs.

The three-judge International Crimes Tribunal - 1, set up to try crimes against
humanity during the 1971 War of Independence, indicted the Jamaat chief on May
28 on 16 charges of war crime.

The chairman of the tribunal, Jusitce Mohammad Nizamul Huq, pointed out that the
application did not explain why submission of the documents was delayed.

Defence counsel Tajul Islam stood up to say that he was ready to explain the matter
in person. "No need, the prayer is allowed," said Justice Huq adding, "but such
mistake should not be repeated".

The court disposed of a number of other applications including one for a privileged
communication with Jamaat executive council member Delwar Hossain Sayedee.

There was an application for stay on the proceedings and re-trial of Sayedee's war
crimes case as a judge of the tribunal had been changed. The tribunal chairman
addressed Tajul Islam and asked him to argue his case.

Tajul Islam stood up quickly and said, "I am not prepared today." He requested that
the application be heard on Sunday.

There were two other applications pleading that the court hold Channel i reporter
Mazharul Haque Manna for a report on Sayedee, another against Shahriar Kabir, a
long time campaigner for war crime trials.

Shahriar Kabir is currently testifying as the first prosecution witness against Jamaat
Secretary General Ali Ahsan Mohammad Mujaheed.

Both applications were kept aside to be heard later. Justice Huq told the defence
that he was giving an order and the applications would be heard at a convenient
time.

There was another application from BNP MP Salauddin Qauder Chowdhury pleading
the tribunal to allow him to join the ongoing parliament session.

http://bdnews24.com/details.php?id=231780&cid=2&aoth=1


Justice Huq asked Fakhrul Islam, SQ Chowdhury's defence lawyer, whether there
were any grounds in the application since the court had already rejected a similar
application previously.

The six-time MP's lawyer Fakhrul Islam, who was present at the court, was told to
begin his submission.

The counsel said that Salauddin Quader had instructed him to argue the case in his
presence.

Justice Huq said, "This is a minor application. His presence is not required."

Fakhrul Islam began placing the application but within minutes repeated his request
to bring the petitioner to the court. "He is downstairs my lord within the court
premises."

But Justice would not allow the BNP MP to be brought up. "We will have been done
with passing the order, by the time he is brought up."

But Fakhrul Islam did not proceed further and the application was left pending.

The tribunal ordered Sayedee's defence to submit its list of 16 defence witnesses
and produce two defence witnesses on Sunday for deposition and subsequent cross-
examination.

Sayedee's application for privileged communication with his counsels was allowed
for Monday.

[back to contents]
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Osama bin Laden Book by Navy SEAL Reveals al-Qaeda Leader Unarmed and Shot in
Doorway
The Telegraph
By Barney Henderson
August 29, 2012

Osama bin Laden was unarmed when he was shot in the head as he peeked
out of his bedroom, according to the first eyewitness account from a
member of the US Navy Seal team that killed him.

The account contradicts the official version of the raid on the former al-Qaeda
leader's compound in Abbottabad, Pakistan on May 2 last year, which suggested that
the terrorist was shot because he may have been reaching for a gun.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/al-qaeda/9505463/Osama-bin-Laden-book-by-Navy-SEAL-reveals-al-Qaeda-leader-unarmed-and-shot-in-doorway.html


The disclosure in "No Easy Day," a book written by a 36-year-old Seal under the
pseudonym Mark Owen, raised questions over whether bin Laden represented a
clear threat when he was first fired on.

In the book, which will be published on Sept 4, Owen described being directly
behind the "point man" as the Seals advanced up a narrow stairwell.

"We were less than five steps from getting to the top when I heard suppressed
shots," he said. "BOP. BOP. I couldn't tell from my position if the rounds hit the
target or not. The man disappeared into the dark room."

The Seals followed bin Laden into the bedroom where they found him crumpled on
the floor convulsing in a pool of blood with a hole visible on the right side of his
head, according to Owen. Two women were wailing over his body.

He said the point man pulled the two women away into a corner, and the still
twitching terrorist was then shot several times.

"We trained our lasers on his chest and fired several rounds. The bullets tore into
him, slamming his body into the floor until he was motionless,"

They then examined his face and confirmed the identity of the dead man, who was
wearing a white sleeveless T-shirt, loose tan trousers and a tunic.

Owen said he found two guns, an AK-47 and a Makarov pistol, in the room but they
were not loaded.

The author said: "He hadn't even prepared a defence. He had no intention of
fighting. He asked his followers for decades to wear suicide vests or fly planes into
buildings, but didn't even pick up his weapon."

In the official account related by the US government the Seals shot bin Laden only
after he ducked back into the bedroom, because they assumed he might be going
for a weapon. The White House declined to comment on the apparent contradiction.

Owen's version of events raises questions over whether the raid was intended to
capture or kill bin Laden.

The author himself said that, during a pre-raid briefing, a lawyer from "either" the
White House or Defence Department told the Seals they were not on an
assassination mission.

Further disclosures in the book included that one of the Seals sat on bin Laden's
chest in the cramped helicopter flight out of Abbottabad. There was little space as
one of their helicopters had crashed during the initial assault.

Owen also said that none of the Seals on the raid were "fans" of President Barack
Obama and felt he would take political credit for the raid. However, they respected
him for giving the operation the green light.

One of the Seals on the mission was said to have commented: "We'll get Obama re-
elected for sure. I can see him now, talking about how he killed bin Laden."

The book was not cleared by US defence officials in advance, raising the possibility
that the author could face an investigation and possible criminal prosecution.

Amid the controversy sparked by the book Owen, who denies compromising national
security, has had his own real identity revealed in the US media. He subsequently
faced death threats on al-Qaeda websites.



A White House spokesman said: "As President Obama said on the night that justice
was brought to Osama bin Laden, 'We give thanks for the men who carried out this
operation, for they exemplify the professionalism, patriotism and unparalleled
courage of those who serve our country.'"

Guantánamo Bay Terror Suspect Charged with Plotting to Attack Oil Tankers in Strait of
Hormuz 
The Telegraph
August 30, 2012

A terror suspect being held at Guantanamo Bay has been charged with
training for al-Qaeda and plotting to attack oil tankers in the Strait of
Hormuz and off Yemen's coast.

Ahmed Mohammed Ahmed Haza al-Darbi, 37, has spent the last decade at the US
naval base in southern Cuba where 168 "war on terror" prisoners remain. He faces
life in prison if convicted.

"Mr al-Darbi's alleged crimes are serious violations of the law of war that were
committed to terrorise and wreak havoc on the world economy," the chief war
crimes prosecutor at Guantánamo, Brigadier General Mark Martins, said in a
statement.

"We will be prepared to proceed toward his trial by reformed military commission if
the Convening Authority refers charges."

Before Darbi can be arraigned, the charges must first be reviewed and approved by
a legal official who is in charge of the military tribunals at Guantánamo.

The six charges before Darbi including aiding and abetting terrorism, attacks on
civilian targets and attacks on a vessel, as well as aiding the enemy.

According to US military prosecutors, Darbi joined al-Qaeda around 1997, attending
a training camp in Afghanistan and serving as a weapons instructor at a separate
camp in the country. He also met the group's late leader Osama bin Laden.

He allegedly participated in a plot to bomb civilian oil tankers in the Strait of
Hormuz, through which about a fifth of the world's traded oil passes, and off the
coast of Yemen from 2000 to 2002, by receiving large amounts of money from al-
Qaeda and training potential attack operatives.

Prosecutors accuse Darbi of namely participating in the 2002 attack against the MV
Limburg, a French oil tanker, that killed a Bulgarian sailor, severely injured multiple
civilians and caused a large oil spill in the Gulf of Aden.

Darbi is the eighth detainee to be sent before a special military tribunal since
President Barack Obama took office in 2009. He is married to a sister of Khalid al-
Mihdhar, one of the hijackers who crashed Flight 77 into the Pentagon on September
11, 2001.

If Darbi pleads guilty and co-operates with the US authorities, as Pakistani detainee
Majid Khan did in February, his testimony could be useful in the trial against fellow
Saudi prisoner Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri.

Nashiri faces the death penalty for accusations he masterminded the MV Limburg
attack and the 2000 attack against the USS Cole in Yemen that left 17 dead.

The five people accused of planning and executing the 9/11 attacks are being tried
at the special tribunal as well.
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Democratic Platform Again Seeks Guantanamo Closure
Politico
By Josh Gerstein
September 4, 2012

The 2012 Democratic Party platform released Monday night reaffirms
President Barack Obama's unfulfilled pledge to close the prison for terror
suspects at Guantanamo Bay but backs away from a 2008 plank suggesting
that terror suspects are entitled to a day in court.

"We are substantially reducing the population at Guantanamo Bay without adding to
it. And we remain committed to working with all branches of government to close
the prison altogether because it is inconsistent with our national security interests
and our values," the new platform says.

The 2008 platform contained an affirmative promise to close Gitmo, though it didn't
mention the one-year time frame Obama embraced early in his administration. "We
will close the detention camp in Guantanamo Bay, the location of so many of the
worst constitutional abuses in recent years," the old platform said.

The 2012 platform omits a promise in the 2008 platform about trials for terror
suspects as well as vows to respect prisoners' rights to challenge their detention in
court.

"We will not ship away prisoners in the dead of night to be tortured in far-off
countries or detain without trial or charge prisoners who can and should be brought
to justice for their crimes or maintain a network of secret prisons to jail people
beyond the reach of the law. We will respect the time-honored principle of habeas
corpus, the seven-century-old right of individuals to challenge the terms of their
own detention that was recently reaffirmed by our Supreme Court," the old platform
said.

In the eyes of civil liberties groups, the Obama administration has backtracked on
some of the 2008 pledges. The administration has decided that approximately 50
prisoners at Guantanamo should be detained indefinitely without trial or charge, a
policy acknowledged by the "substantially reducing" language in the new platform.
(When Obama took office, 242 men were imprisoned at Guantanamo. Today, there
are 168 detained there.)

In addition, while the administration has litigated habeas corpus cases brought by
Guantanamo prisoners, it has asked courts to reject such cases out of hand when
filed by prisoners in Afghanistan - even when they were filed by prisoners who say
they were picked up outside the theater of war.

With a Democrat in the presidency who has been aggressive about his use of some
of his commander in chief powers, the new platform is also vaguer about the limits
on such authority.

The 2008 platform railed against "illegal wiretapping of American citizens" and
denounced a series of other Bush-era actions Democrats decried. "We reject the use
of national security letters to spy on citizens who are not suspected of a crime. We
reject the tracking of citizens who do nothing more than protest a misguided war.
We reject torture. We reject sweeping claims of 'inherent' presidential power. We will
revisit the Patriot Act and overturn unconstitutional executive decisions issued
during the past eight years," the old platform said. It also promised "not [to] use
signing statements to nullify or undermine existing law."

The 2012 edition glosses over or omits some of those points and no longer paints
executive power as a looming threat.

http://www.politico.com/blogs/under-the-radar/2012/09/democratic-platform-again-seeks-guantanamo-closure-134261.html


"Advancing our interests may involve new actions and policies to confront threats
like terrorism, but the president and the Democratic Party believe these practices
must always be in line with our Constitution, preserve our people's privacy and civil
liberties and withstand the checks and balances that have served us so well. That is
why the president banned torture without exception in his first week in office," the
new platform says.

Unsurprising, there is a mention in the 2012 edition of the president's best-known
action as commander in chief: the raid he authorized to take out Osama bin Laden.
"We have struck major blows against Al Qaeda, bringing Osama bin Laden and other
senior Al Qaeda leaders to justice and putting the terrorist organization on the path
to defeat," the new platform declares.

However, aside from the nonspecific mention of "new actions and policies" related to
terrorism, there's no explicit reference in the new platform to Obama's dramatically
ramped-up use of drone strikes to kill suspected terrorists. And despite the new
platform's shout out for "checks and balances," the administration has asserted the
right to use deadly force against U.S. citizens like Anwar al-Awlaki without any
judicial review, even when the targets are outside any declared war zone.

Attorney General Eric Holder has argued that a robust but secret internal process
gives American targets like al-Awlaki all the due process they're entitled to.

U.S. Hands Over Omar Khadr Material; Toews Urged to Make Transfer Decision
The Canadian Press
By Colin Perkel
September 5, 2012

American military authorities have given the Canadian government the
videotapes and documents it wanted related to Guantanamo Bay detainee
Omar Khadr, Ottawa confirmed Wednesday.

Public Safety Minister Vic Toews said he needed them to decide on Khadr's
application to transfer to Canadian custody.

"Canada received the documents and tapes this afternoon," Toews' spokeswoman,
Julie Carmichael, said Wednesday.

"When the items are reviewed, the minister will give them the appropriate
consideration and render a decision in accordance with Canadian law."

One of Khadr's Canadian lawyers said there was now no reason for Toews to drag
out the decision-making process any longer given Canada's commitment almost two
years ago to take him back, and urged the minister to act.

"He should make a decision now," said Brydie Bethell. "There's absolutely no reason
for him not to decide."

Toews said he needed the videotapes and transcripts of the mental evaluations of
Khadr - which were done for the military commission prosecution before his trial in
October 2010 - to help him decide if Khadr would pose a threat to Canada.

Video of the assessments by a civilian psychiatrist, Dr. Michael Welner, and military
psychologist, Maj. Alan Hopewell, were sealed by the military commission that
convicted the Canadian citizen of war crimes.

Welner, the prosecution's star witness at Khadr's trial who relied in part on writings
by an anti-Islamic Danish psychologist, concluded the Toronto-born Khadr, 25, was
an unrepentant and dangerous jihadist.

http://www.vancouversun.com/news/hands+over+Omar+Khadr+material+Toews+urged+make+transfer+decision/7195418/story.html


Hopewell deemed Khadr to be defensive and manipulative, but also mentally stable,
upbeat, and an independent thinker who saw himself as a Canadian.

Although Toews already had Welner's lengthy report and a slightly redacted version
of Hopewell's assessment, he said he wanted the videotapes and full transcripts.

Because Khadr's judge had ordered the tapes sealed, it required a joint prosecution-
defence request to the head of the military commission and a security clearance to
have them turned over to the Canadian government.

The Pentagon said Tuesday night the materials had been turned over to Canada.

In exchange for pleading guilty before the widely condemned military commission to
five crimes that included murder in violation of the law of war, Khadr was sentenced
to a further eight years in prison, one of which was to be served in Guantanamo
Bay, the rest in Canada.

Khadr was 15 years old when he was captured badly wounded in Afghanistan in July
2002. He was transferred to Guantanamo Bay a few months later- almost a decade
ago.

Despite his years in detention, two mental-health reports done for the defence
portray Khadr as non-radicalized and a good candidate for reintegration.

Both of those reports - which Toews already had- say Khadr poses no security
threat.

Khadr's Canadian lawyers are asking Federal Court to force Toews to make a
decision.

29 Dead in 8 Days as U.S. Puts Yemen Drone War in Overdrive
Wired
By Noah Shachtman
September 5, 2012

29 dead in a little over a week. Nearly 200 gone this year. The White House
is stepping up its campaign of drone attacks in Yemen, with four strikes in
eight days. And not even the slaying of 10 civilians over the weekend
seems to have slowed the pace in the United States' secretive, undeclared
war.

At this week's Democratic National Convention in Charlotte, you'll hear lots of talk
about the Obama administration's pursuit of al-Qaida and its allies - including, of
course, the raid that ultimately took out Osama bin Laden. But the hottest
battlefield in this worldwide conflict isn't likely to receive much attention. It's a
shame, because the fight in Yemen is one that demands discussion. Not only does
the White House consider al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula to be the extremist
group most likely to strike in the United States. But the American response to that
threat was been widely questioned by regional experts, who wonder whether U.S.
drones and commandos aren't being duped into fighting on one side of a civil war.

The latest attack came in Hadramout province, where a barrage of eight missiles
slammed into a suspected militant safe house on Wednesday, killing six people. "The
exact target of today's strike has not been disclosed; no senior AQAP leaders have
been reported killed in the attack," the Long War Journal notes. Most of those killed
were fresh recruits; only one could be considered an extremist veteran, a security
official tells CNN. Several others were able to escape the hideout alive.

On Sunday, at least 10 civilians were not so fortunate. They were killed in a strike

http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2012/09/yemen-drone-war/


gone awry near the town of Rada'a in al-Baitha province. An aircraft - believed to be
an American drone - fired a pair of missiles at a vehicle supposedly carrying a local
AQAP leader. One of the missiles instead hit a nearby minibus. A 10-year-old girl
and her mother were among the dead. "Families attempted to carry the victims'
corpses to the capital, Sana'a, to lay them in front of the residence of newly elected
President Abdurabu Hadi, but were sent back by local security forces," according to
CNN.

"You want us to stay quiet while our wives and brothers are being killed for no
reason. This attack is the real terrorism," one Rada'a resident tells the network.
Members of parliament and Yemeni human rights groups were quick to condemn the
killings, as well.

The U.S. has two separate drone campaigns underway in Yemen - one run by the
CIA, the other by the military's Joint Special Operations Command. Together,
they've conducted 43 strikes since the start of 2011, according to a Long War
Journal tally, killing 274 people in the process. Exactly how many of the 274 were
militants is tough to tell; the U.S. "counts all military-age males in a strike zone as
combatants," the New York Times recently reported. As long as someone acts like a
terrorists - whatever that means - he could be taken out in a so-called "signature"
strike.

Either way, the drones are only one facet of a much American broader war effort in
Yemen. U.S. commandos stationed inside Yemen are helping government forces
target their militant adversaries. American warplanes, based in neighboring Djibouti,
are also flying missions over the country. The U.S. has acknowledged it will spend
$112 million on military assistance to the Yemeni military for gear like night vision
goggles and commando raiding boats. More than twice that amount will help fund
nation-building there, to include "food vouchers, safe drinking water and basic
health services," according to top White House counterterrorism adviser John
Brennan.

The rationale for this rather sizable campaign is simple, Brennan says: AQAP is al-
Qaida's "most active operational franchise." Its members have tried to launch
attacks on the U.S., including the infamous "underwear bomber" of 2009, and
inspire American-based extremists to do the same. Its allies even managed to take
over Yemen's Abyan province for a time. In a single attack this March, insurgents
surprised Yemen's 25th Mechanized Brigade, kidnapped 73 soldiers, and killed as
many as 200 more in their sleep.

But the results of U.S. intervention are harder to gauge. Brennan and his colleagues
say they're making progress in Yemen as a new government there gets trained up
to take on the counterterror fight. Yet AQAP's ranks appear to be swelling.
University of Virginia researcher Christopher Swift found on a recent trip to Yemen
that economic arguments were AQAP's biggest allies. "But the recent shift to
'signature' strikes in Yemen and the growing risk of civilian casualties is swiftly
undermining our credibility with many ordinary Yemenis," he writes. That matches
what one member of Yemen's coalition government disagrees told the Washington
Post in May: "There is a psychological acceptance of al-Qaida because of the U.S.
strikes,"

Nor is it always clear who is fighting whom. Yes, the government is battling AQAP.
But it's also trying to put down a rebellion - and the rebels are often hard to
separate from the terrorists. Meanwhile, forces supporting the former president
have battled with troops loyal to the new administration, and tribal militias have
struck both Islamists and soldiers. So this is a conflict with as many as five sides,
which would present a strategic challenge even if American policy makers were
intimately familiar with Yemen. They are not.



"This is not going to end well," Princeton University's Gregory Johnsen, an expert on
the region, recently wrote. "In an effort to destroy the threat coming out of Yemen,
the U.S. is getting sucked further into the quicksand of a conflict it doesn't
understand and one in which its very presence tilts the tables against the U.S."
Meanwhile, the strikes keep coming.

[back to contents]
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Chile

Families Outraged as Chilean Court Releases 'Cutthroat Case' Killers
The Santiago Times
By Miles Coleman
September 4, 2012

Two former policemen serving life sentences for a gruesome triple murder
in 1985 were released from prison Sunday, prompting outrage from the
victims' families. A Monday ruling granted the inmates regular Sunday
releases.

Manuel Guerrero, the son of one of the victims of the same name, expressed his
outrage at the ruling Tuesday, telling the press that the decision shows a "despicable
impunity" and accusing the government of "rewarding murderers."

"We think this is a slap in the face not only to our family but to the victims of
hundreds and hundreds of families who had a glimmer of hope that one could
achieve justice in Chile," Guerrero told reporters.

The two former policemen were sentenced to life in prison in 1992 for slitting the
throats of José Manuel Parada, Manuel Guerrero and Santiago Nattino, three
Communist activists, in what became known as the "cutthroat case."

Guillermo González Betancourt was a colonel and José Fuentes Castro was a
sergeant in the Pinochet-era Communications Division of the police force, notorious
for the murders, forced disappearances and kidnappings of opposition figures.

José Maldonado, the president of the National Association of Penal Officers,
defended the decision, saying that the pair fulfilled all the state-mandated
requirements to be eligible for Sunday releases.

"They have served the minimum time (20 years) to qualify for this benefit," he told
local radio. "They have a record of good behavior in prison; they comply with all the
formalities."

The defense lawyer for Betancourt and Castro, Héctor Salazar, also stood by the
ruling, saying that Sunday releases "aren't about the crimes that they committed
and were sentenced for, but rather about their behavior in jail and their capacity for
reintegration back into society."

http://santiagotimes.cl/chile/human-rights-a-law/25118-families-outraged-as-chilean-court-releases-cutthroat-case-killers


The "cutthroat case" killers join several other high profile Pinochet-era prisoners
who have all received similar rewards for good behavior in jail. Otto Trujillo Miranda,
convicted of aggravated kidnapping resulting in murder, ex-army major Emilio Neira,
jailed over his role in Operation Albania which killed 12 opposition activists, and
César Palma Ramírez, a former joint commander of the Chilean Air Force found
guilty of several counts of kidnapping, all enjoy similar Sunday leave benefits.

"Of course we are going to meet and stay active following this terrible news," victim
José Manuel Parada's son, Camilo, told the press. "We are not going to sit here with
our arms folded and we are not going to allow in any way, shape or form people
imprisoned for acts of terrorism to be eligible for prison benefits."

Manuel Guerrero wrote a heartfelt message on his personal blog after the decision
was announced, detailing his resolve to continue fighting in memory of his late
father.

"I will continue fighting for social justice and for the social mobilization of the
Chilean people so that they may regain the freedoms for which my father and many,
many others gave their lives," he wrote.

Colombia

'Parapolitics Judge' Resigns
Colombia Reports
By Joey O'Gorman
September 5, 2012

The Colombian magistrate widely considered the motor behind
investigations of ties between lawmakers and paramilitary groups handed
in his resignation Wednesday.

Magistrate Ivan Velasquez' letter of resignation comes just three weeks after the
judge was relieved of his position as head of the special investigation unit of the
parapolitics scandal in which over 3,000 Colombian politicians, public officials and
businessmen are suspected of being involved with paramilitary organizations.

During his time as investigator Velasquez was in charge of hundreds of cases which
led to the conviction of the cousin of former Colombian president Alvaro Uribe, along
with over 135 other members of Congress.

After the judge was relieved of his position of six years, popular columnist Cecilia
Orozco accused the court of removing him for political reasons.

The journalist had questioned the court's official explanation that Velasquez had just
completed his term and she suggested that he had been removed under pressure
from politicians who wanted to upset the investigations.

The Supreme Court was forced to drop the charges of defamation against Orozco
who writes for newspaper El Espectador, and said that the column fell under "the
fundamental right to opinion."

According to El Espectador, the consensus is that most judges agree they will not
accept the letter of resignation which comes less than three weeks after his removal
as head of investigations of parapolitics.

Ex-Paramilitary Leader Charged with 32 Crimes
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Colombia Reports
By Courtney Scott
September 5, 2012

Colombia prosecution has charged former paramilitary commander "Don
Berna" with 32 crimes, reported local media Wednesday.

Ex-leader of the AUC Paramilitary group Diego Fernando Murillo, alias Don Berna,
received the final seven charges in the name of the Justice and Peace Law during
trials against him.

Of the 32 charges realized against him, 12 corresponded to homicides resulting in
50 victims as documented by prosecution, among other crimes such as conspiracy,
forced disappearance, and kidnapping, reported Caracol Radio.

Prosecution made the first 25 charges against Don Berna during the first session of
the trial Tuesday, including charges for conspiracy, fabrication, trafficking and
possession of weapons of personal defense; fabrication, trafficking and possession
of weapons and ammunition of armed forces, and illegal use of uniforms and
insignia for private use of military forces.

According to newspaper El Colombiano, the ex-leader of the AUC was presented the
charges of the second trial session by video conference from a jail where he is being
held in Miami of the United States, in which he was deemed responsible for the
following crimes:

-The massacre of San Jose de Apartado which was committed February 21, 2005.
Eight people were assassinated and nine others displaced.

-The assassin of two investigators of the Program for Peace, Mario Calderon, Elsa
Alvarado and their father Carlos Alvarado Pantoja. These acts occurred May 19,
1997 in Bogota.

-The homicide of human rights defender Jesus Maria Valle Jaramillo on February 27,
1998 in his Medellin office. Prosecution said that Don Berna should also respond to
the kidnapping of two people that accompanied Valle, his sister Nelly Valle Jaramillo
and the merchant Carlos Jaramillo Correa. The perpetrators of the acts were
members of the criminal group "la Terraza."

-The kidnapping of four investigators of the Popular Training Institute (IPC) on
January 28, 1999 in the capital of the Antioquia department.

-The kidnapping of ex-senator Piedad Cordoba on May 21, 1999.

-The homicide of journalist and humorist, Jaime Garzon Forero, which occurred on
August 13, 1999 in Bogota, also realized by the group la Terraza.

-The Kidnapping of then congressman Carlos Alonso Lucio on July 17, 2000 in the
south of the Bolivar department.

Presentations of the trial occurred in part by representatives of the victims during
the judicial proceedings.

Don Berna was considered one of the most important paramilitary commanders and
ran Colombia's second largest city of Medellin. He was extradited to the United
States in May 2008, where he is currently serving a sentence of 31 years in prison
for drug trafficking.



Peru

Peruvian Prosecution Insists Former Guerrilla Leaders Must Pay Compensations
MercoPress
August 28, 2012

The Peruvian anti-terrorist Attorney General Office said that civil
compensation to the tune of 1.4 billion dollars with be collected from
members of the guerrilla groups Shinning Path and the leaders of Tupac
Amaru Revolutionary Movement, MRTA.

Attorney Julio Galindo said that his office had already identified several properties
belonging to the heads of MRTA and the historic leaders from Shinning Path, which
will be embargoed in coming months.

"One way or another we are going to collect that money; here there are no
differences the two groups are the same and they caused much damage and
suffering to the country" said Galindo.

The Attorney General statements were in reply to the defence of Abimael Guzman,
the founder of Shinning Path, solicitor Manuel Fajardo regarding the alleged
prescription of compensations imposed by the Peruvian state on his client.

Fajardo said that his client Guzmám is not prepared to pay compensations
amounting to 1.4 million dollars because they are "dead, extinguished debts".

Galindo speaking to the regional news agency Andina said that compensations
imposed on crimes of terrorism total the equivalent of 1.41 billion dollars in the case
of Shinning Path and 19 million dollars for MRTA.

Shinning Path has been signaled by the Peruvian Truth and Reconciliation
Committee as the main responsible for the killing of over 69.000 people in the two
decades period from 1980 to 2000, following the wave of violence, destruction and
death launched against the Peruvian state.

The same report indicates that the Peruvian Armed Forces and MRTA are also
responsible for killings but at a far lower percentage during that period.

[back to contents]
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Islamic Cleric Facing Terrorism Charges Killed in Kenya
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CNN
August 27, 2012

A radical Islamic cleric who faced charges relating to terrorism was killed
in a daylight ambush Monday morning in Kenya's main coastal city,
Mombasa, Kenya Police said.

Aboud Rogo Mohammed was accused supporting Al-Shabaab militants in Somalia
and was blacklisted by the United States and U.N. Security Council. He also faced
charges before a Kenyan court for planning terror attacks in Mombasa.

"We have received reports that Aboud Rogo Mohammed has died," said Eric
Kiraithe, the Kenya Police spokesman. "We are taking this matter very seriously. It
is disappointing to us, because we had a case in court and we had evidence to go to
its logical conclusion."

But Rogo's wife, Hania Said, claimed the shooters were Kenyan police.

Kiraithe dismissed that claim and asked for the public to give the police information.

"That can only be nonsense," he said. "For what conceivable reason would that
happen? What we need is for everyone to cooperate without any fear. We have a
witness protection program now."

Rogo's wife said the cleric was traveling with his family in a van on the Mombasa-
Malindi highway when they were ambushed by a group of men who shot her
husband more than a dozen times.

She said she was shot in the leg and Rogo's father was shot in the hand.

Their van, a 14-seat white Nissan, was riddled with bullets and splattered with
blood. Police tried to take away Rogo's body, but a group of supporters refused and
took it away to be buried in the Muslim public cemetery.

The shooting sparked protests by Mombasa's Muslim community. Anti-riot police
responded with tear gas. A government vehicle was burned near a mosque where
Rogo once preached.

A U.N. report in July said that Rogo "threatened the peace, security, or stability of
Somalia, by providing financial, material, logistical or technical support to Al-
Shabaab."

It went on to claim that he was a key recruiter of Kenyan Muslims to fight with Al-
Shabaab, the al Qaeda-linked militant group that is trying to overthrow the Somali
government.

Iraq Announces 21 People Executed in One Day
CNN
By Mohammed Tawfeeq
August 29, 2012

Iraqi authorities executed 21 people, including three women, after they
were convicted of terrorism and spent months on death row, the nation's
Ministry of Justice reported Tuesday.

The prisoners were put to death on Monday in what appears to be the latest of
several executions carried out by authorities in recent months, despite a United
Nations call for restraint.

Since November, nearly 90 people have been executed, according to the United
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Nations. Sixty-five of them were put to death in the first 40 days of 2012.

"Our main concern is what were these people actually convicted of?" said Joe Stork,
deputy Middle East director at Human Rights Watch. "Terrorism does not tell us very
much."

Stork also expressed concerns over the nation's judicial process.

Violence in Iraq escalates

"What kind of trial did these people receive?" he asked. "We have unfortunately lots
of experience to indicate that trials are very problematic, particularly security
related trials in terms of providing defendants with the legal counsel."

Earlier this year, U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights Navi Pillay said she was
shocked at reports of mass executions. "Even if the most scrupulous fair trial
standards were observed, this would be a terrifying number of executions to take
place in a single day," Pillay said then.

"Most disturbingly, we do not have a single report of anyone on death row being
pardoned, despite the fact there are well documented cases of confessions being
extracted under duress," Pillay said.

The ministry also announced that it released 625 inmates on Monday from detention
facilities across Iraq, indicating that the prisoners had completed their sentences.

Meanwhile on Tuesday, six Iraqi security force members were killed by gunmen in
two shootings that targeted checkpoints.

In the al-Wazirya neighborhood of northeastern Baghdad, gunmen shot dead two
Iraqi soldiers, authorities said.

Gunmen also attacked an army checkpoint in al-Mashahda, an area north of
Baghdad, with small arms fire. Four Iraqi soldiers were killed.

India Court Upholds Mumbai Attacker Qasab Death Penalty
BBC
August 29, 2012

India's Supreme Court has upheld the death sentence of Pakistani national
Mohammad Ajmal Amir Qasab, the sole surviving gunman of the 2008
attacks on Mumbai.

The judges also rejected his claim that he had been denied a fair trial.

Qasab, 24, was convicted of murder and other crimes in May 2010. His first appeal
was rejected by the Mumbai High Court in February 2011.

The November 2008 attacks claimed 166 lives. Nine gunmen were also killed.

"In view of the nature of the gravity of his crime and the fact that he participated in
waging war against the country, we have no option but to uphold his death penalty,"
Supreme Court Justices Aftab Alam and CK Prasad ruled.

Legal experts say it could still be months or even years before Qasab's sentence can
be carried out.

He has the right to appeal to the same two judges to review his case. If that fails he
can take his appeal to other Supreme Court judges. His last hope lies with a plea for
clemency to the president.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-south-asia-19406943


The BBC's Andrew North in Delhi says there will now be huge pressure for the death
sentence to be carried out soon.

A spokesman for India's main opposition Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), Mukhtar
Abbas Naqvi, said there should be "no delay" in executing Qasab.

"Those who wage war against the country and kill innocents deserve no mercy," he
said.

Prosecutor Gopal Subramaniam hailed the verdict as "a complete victory of the due
processes of law".

"It was a case argued in a completely professional and dispassionate manner," Mr
Subramaniam said.

Defence lawyer Raju Ramachandran told reporters outside the court that he had
made his arguments and "the court considered them".

"I bow to the verdict," he added.

The trial court in Mumbai had found Qasab guilty on 3 May 2010 of murder, terrorist
acts and waging war on India and sentenced him to death.

In his appeal to the Supreme Court, Qasab argued that the prosecution had "failed
to prove beyond reasonable doubt" the charges against him.

He said he "may be guilty of killing people and carrying out a terrorist act but I am
not guilty of waging war against the state".

The 60-hour siege of Mumbai began on 26 November 2008, targeting luxury hotels,
the main railway station and a Jewish cultural centre.

Qasab and an accomplice carried out the assault on the station, killing 52 people.

India blamed Pakistan-based militant group Lashkar-e-Taiba for the attacks.

After initial denials, Pakistan acknowledged that the assault had been partially
planned on its territory and that Qasab was a Pakistani citizen.

Justice Department Decides not to Bring Charges in CIA Interrogations of Terrorist
Suspects
Washington Post
August 30, 2012

The Justice Department announced Thursday it has ended its investigation
into CIA interrogations of terrorist detainees without bringing criminal
charges.

The decision in the probes of the deaths of two terrorist suspects marks the end of a
wide-ranging criminal investigation by federal prosecutor John Durham into
interrogation practices during the presidency of George W. Bush.

Durham has looked into the treatment of 101 detainees in U.S. custody since the
September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks.

Durham's probe into another episode involving the CIA began in January 2008 when
the Justice Department chose him to conduct a criminal investigation into the
agency's destruction of videotapes it had made of its interrogations of terrorist
suspects.
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In August 2009, Attorney General Eric Holder expanded Durham's mandate to
include a preliminary review of the CIA's interrogation of specific detainees
overseas. In June 2011, Holder approved Durham's request to move into a full
criminal investigation of the two deaths.

The 2009 expansion followed the public release of an internal CIA inspector
general's report that revealed agency interrogators once threatened to kill a
September 11 suspect's children and suggested another would be forced to watch
his mother be sexually assaulted. The report said some CIA interrogators went
beyond Bush administration restrictions that gave them wide latitude to use severe
tactics such as waterboarding, a simulated drowning technique.

In regard to the just-completed probe of the two detainees' deaths, Holder said that
"based on the fully developed factual record concerning the two deaths, the
department has declined prosecution because the admissible evidence would not be
sufficient to obtain and sustain a conviction beyond a reasonable doubt."

In a message to employees Thursday, CIA Director David Petraeus said that "as
intelligence officers, our inclination, of course, is to look ahead to the challenges of
the future rather than backwards at those of the past. Nonetheless, it was very
important that we supported fully the Justice Department in its efforts" and "I would
like to thank everyone who played a role" in doing so.

Former CIA Director Michael Hayden said he was "heartened that the investigation is
complete, and I'm heartened by the results. I had great confidence in Mr. Durham. I
just regret that many CIA officers had to go through yet another review of these
activities."

Jameel Jaffer, deputy legal director of the American Civil Liberties Union, called the
outcome of the investigation "nothing short of a scandal."

"Continuing impunity threatens to undermine the universally recognized prohibition
on torture and other abusive treatment," Jaffer said.

Durham's review examined whether CIA interrogators used any unauthorized
interrogation techniques, and if so, whether the techniques could constitute
violations of the torture statute or any other laws. The approach taken in the probe
was not to prosecute anyone who acted in good faith and within the scope of the
legal guidance given by the Justice Department's Office of Legal Counsel regarding
the interrogation of detainees.

Thursday's announcement came in the deaths of Gul Rahman and Manadel al-
Jamadi.

Rahman died in the early hours of Nov. 20, 2002, after being shackled to a cold
concrete wall in a secret CIA prison in northern Kabul, Afghanistan, known as the
Salt Pit. He was suspected of links to the terrorist group al-Qaida. Rahman is the
only detainee known to have died in a CIA-run prison.

Before Durham looked into Rahman's death, two other federal prosecutors
conducted separate reviews and could not prove the CIA officer running the Salt Pit
had intended to harm the detainee - a point made in a government document that
has been released publicly.

Al-Jamadi died in 2003 at the Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq. A military autopsy declared
al-Jamadi's death a homicide.

At Abu Ghraib prison, instead of turning al-Jamadi over to the Army, CIA officers
took him to a shower stall. They put a sandbag over his head, cuffed his hands



behind his back and chained his arms to a barred window. When he leaned forward,
his arms stretched painfully behind and above his back.

Within an hour, he was dead.

At least three CIA employees came under scrutiny, including a paramilitary officer
who ran what was known as the detainee exploitation cell at Abu Ghraib.

The officer was on the raid when a group of Navy SEALs captured al-Jamadi. He
processed al-Jamadi into the prison but he was not in the shower room when al-
Jamadi died.

The officer failed to have a doctor supervise al-Jamadi before he was processed into
the prison, violating agency procedures. The officer, who was reprimanded over the
incident, now works for a defense contractor.

Four Men Arrested in Newrtownabbey Over Dissident Republican Terror
BBC
August 30, 2012

Four men have been arrested in Newtownabbey, County Antrim on
suspicion of dissident republican terrorist activity.

The men, aged 30, 35, 41, and 46, were detained on Thursday evening.

They have been taken to Antrim PSNI station for questioning.

A police spokewoman said detectives were conducting a number of searches across
north Belfast in relation to the arrests.

Fair Trial Urged as Spy Boss Senussi Deported to Libya
BBC
September 5, 2012

The US and human rights groups have called on Libya to give a fair trial to
Col Gaddafi's ex-intelligence chief after he was deported by Mauritania.

The US said Abdullah al-Senussi must be tried "in full compliance with Libya's
international obligations".

Libya's PM insisted Mr Senussi would face trial "according to international standards
for human rights".

Mr Senussi, who is being held in Tripoli, fled Libya after last year's uprising against
Col Muammar Gaddafi.

Mr Senussi is accused of crimes allegedly committed during Col Gaddafi's rule and is
also wanted by France and the International Criminal Court.

Pictures on social media appeared to show Mr Senussi stepping down from a
helicopter in Tripoli on Wednesday after news broke that Mauritania had agreed to
deport him.

Mr Senussi was arrested on his arrival in Mauritania in March, sparking repeated
requests to the west African nation from the Libyan government for his return.

"Abdullah al-Senussi will have a fair trial according to international standards for
human rights, the rights from which Libyans were deprived," Prime Minister
Abdurrahim el-Keib told reporters in Tripoli.
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Acting US state department deputy spokesman Patrick Ventrell said: "The
international community has been very clear that he should be held accountable for
his actions.

"It will be critical that Libya take all necessary steps to ensure that he's held
securely, treated humanely and tried fairly in full compliance with Libya's
international obligations."

Geraldine Mattioli-Zeltner, of Human Rights Watch, said Mr Senussi must be treated
humanely.

"The government should also abide by its international obligations to cooperate with
the ICC. Such actions are crucial for Tripoli to demonstrate that Libya is in a new era
marked by the rule of law," Ms Mattioli-Zeltner said.

A spokesman for Libya's attorney general said Mr Senussi had undergone a routine
medical check-up and was in good health. He added that prosecutors would begin
questioning him as soon as possible.

BBC Middle East editor Jeremy Bowen says a key question is what he might reveal
about extraordinary rendition - the process under which jihadist enemies of Col
Gaddafi's Libya were sent back to Libya by the US and Britain.

Mr Senussi's extradition to Libya is being seen as a blow for the ICC.

Not only has the court been trying to win custody of Mr Senussi, it is also arguing
that Col Gaddafi's son Saif al-Islam should also be brought to justice at the court.

In June 2011, the ICC issued a warrant for Mr Senussi for crimes against humanity
alleged to have been carried out in Benghazi, the main base of the Libyan opposition
during the revolt last year.

France has already sentenced Mr Senussi to life imprisonment for his involvement in
the bombing of a French airliner over Niger in 1989 in which 170 people were killed.

He has been accused of various human rights abuses including his alleged role in
the 1996 massacre of more than 1,000 inmates at the Abu Salim prison in Tripoli.

He is alleged to have ordered guards standing on grated ceilings above the inmates
to fire down on them, after riots broke out over demands for better food and
conditions.

Mr Senussi is also believed to have information about Libyans kidnapped and
assassinated abroad during Gaddafi's rule, and the financing of terrorist
organisations, especially in Africa.

Investigators in the US and UK believe he may have further knowledge about the
1988 airliner bombing over Lockerbie in Scotland in which 270 people died.

Earlier this year, US House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, who led a delegation to the
region, said Washington had a "particular interest" in seeing Mr Senussi arrested
"because of his role with the Lockerbie bombing".

[back to contents]



Piracy

Inside Somaliland's Pirate Prison, the Jail that No Country Wants
The Guardian
By Mark Tran
August 23, 2012

A pair of dark eyes peers through a narrow slit in a high green metal gate,
watching people waiting to enter. Inside, a guard scans visitors with a
hand-held metal detector and bags are searched. Amid much shouting and
gesticulating, a man who tries to bring in qat - the ubiquitous chewing
narcotic - is bundled out.

This is the so-called pirates prison, a cream-colored fortress, officially opened in
November 2010 after a $1.5M in refurbishment funded by the UN, to contain the
pirates convicted of hijacking at sea off the Horn of Africa.

Although the number of pirate attacks has dropped to their lowest level since 2008,
experts say the problem has not gone away. More than 100 attempted hijackings off
the coast of east Africa have been foiled so far this year, and dozens of pirates
captured - raising the question of what to do with them. None of the countries in the
region have been prepared to take responsibility for bandits captured at sea.

Step up the breakaway enclave of Somaliland, which declared independence from
Somalia in 1991 but is not officially recognized, and volunteered its territory in an
attempt to enhance its international standing.

The prison holds 313 prisoners, including 17 pirates convicted in the Seychelles and
flown to Hargeisa in March. Finding countries willing to prosecute the pirates has
also been difficult. Seychelles changed its laws last year to allow pirates captured
anywhere beyond its territorial waters to be put on trial, although it has turned
down some requests.

The deal to transfer the 17 from Seychelles to Somaliland was signed in London
between the leaders of the two territories in February. President James Michel of the
Seychelles and President Ahmed Mohamed Silanyo of Somaliland said the
agreement was an important step towards combatting piracy.

Inside the Hargeisa prison the atmosphere is relaxed at several of the prisoners
complain they have been unjustly convicted.

"There were six of us in the boat, fishing," said Ahmed Khalif, 21, wearing a bright
orange T-shirt. "We could see the lights of Mogadishu in the distance. We were
arrested and taken to the Seychelles. At the trial, we didn't have lawyers and we
didn't know the language." Khalif was sentenced to 10 years in jail.

Abdi Gadir, who was jailed for 24 years for the same crime, complained about the
discrepancy in sentences.

Mawlid Ahmed, also jailed for 10 years, said the men did not have a chance to
appeal against the convictions.

The prison commander, Omer Said Ali, echoed their concerns. "I don't know the
particular points of the case or whether they are telling the truth," he said, "but
they do have a right to appeal and it is unfair that they have not had the chance to

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/aug/23/inside-somaliland-prison-pirates?newsfeed=true


do so."

A British barrister who observed a trial of pirates in the Seychelles last year has
raised questions about the legal process. Tim Moloney QC said: "Whilst every effort
was made by the parties and the trial judge to ensure that the proceedings were
fair, there was a marked inequality of resources between the prosecution and
defense which was capable of producing injustice. All five defendants were
represented by a single lawyer. He had no instructions from the alleged pirates as to
their defense to the charges and was simply testing the prosecution case."

Moloney pointed out that one of the five defendants claimed he was forced into
taking part in piracy after being held hostage following an earlier raid.

"With one lawyer representing all the defendants, such a defense simply could not
emerge," he said.

Even the military admits that the truth can be difficult to establish. Captain Jeremy
Hill, commander of the American frigate USS Taylor, part of the NATO counter-piracy
mission, said this year it was hard to distinguish between legitimate fishermen and
pirates.

But with the new Somali government intent on joining NATO and international
navies in cracking down on piracy, which is said to have cost the world economy
more than $6.6bn in 2011, little is likely to change for the convicted pirates in
Hargeisa.

The prisoners say they had requested to be transferred to Hargeisa mainly so they
could be closer to their families in Mogadishu. However, none of them have yet
received a family visit.

"We have not seen our families," said one prisoner. "The food here is not good. We
get rice, tomatoes and only a little bit of meat. In Seychelles the food was better."

[back to contents]

Universal Jurisdiction

French Lawsuit Accuses al-Assad of "Barbaric Acts" Against Children
Europe Online Magazine
By Clare Byrne
August 29, 2012

A Moroccan association has filed a formal complaint in France accusing
Syrian President Bashar al-Assad of "acts of torture and other barbaric
acts" against children, the group's lawyer said Wednesday.

The Moroccan Association for the Protection of Children and Awakening of Family
Conscience is taking the case in France under the universal jurisdiction principle,
which allows states to prosecute serious crimes such as genocide, war crimes and
crimes against humanity committed beyond their borders.

The association's French lawyer, Emmanuel Ludot, confirmed to dpa that he had
filed the complaint on Monday with the Paris prosecutor's office.

http://en.europeonline-magazine.eu/french-lawsuit-accuses-al-assad-of-barbaric-acts-against-children_234745.html


The complaint quotes a United Nations report that called Syria one of the worst
offenders when it comes to children's rights.

"Rarely, have I seen such brutality against children as in Syria, where girls and boys
are detained, tortured, executed, and used as human shields," the UN special envoy
on children and armed conflict, Radhika Coomaraswamy, said in the June report.

The Moroccan association, which is headed by lawyer Mohammed Belmahi, cites an
incident in March in which dozens of children were reportedly used as human shields
by al-Assad's forces and pro-regime militia during an operation in the north-western
village of Ayn l'Arouz.

Such methods violate the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, which Syria
ratified in 2003, according to Ludot.

After examining the complaint the prosecutors will decide whether there are
grounds for a formal investigation.

An estimated 25,000 people, including large numbers of women and children, have
been killed in the conflict, according to the London-based activist group, the Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights.

[back to contents]

Gender-Based Violence

Why Pentagon's Progress Against Sexual Assault is So Slow
The Christian Science Monitor
By Anna Mulrine
August 29, 2012

For Myla Haider, working as a criminal investigator prosecuting rape cases
for the US Army was difficult and often disheartening.

On one occasion, her unit's commander - skeptical of a reported rape victim's story
- told her to advise the victim of the penalties for making a false statement and
interrogate her "until I got the truth out of her."

On another occasion, a defendant who had failed a lie detector test was acquitted
due to botched investigation, Ms. Haider says. The military judge ordered his
belongings returned to him, including a bottle of liquor from the night of the alleged
attack.

The judge said, 'You can give this bottle back to the suspect so he can celebrate.' "

It points to a military legal system that, despite years of scrutiny and efforts to
improve, remains skeptical of victims of sexual assault and reluctant to bring
offenders to justice, critics say.

The most effective way to decrease rates of rape would be to increase rates of
prosecution for perpetrators, said troops in a 2011 Air Force survey, the Pentagon's
most comprehensive sexual-assault survey to date.

http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/Military/2012/0829/Why-Pentagon-s-progress-against-sexual-assault-is-so-slow


But data show that while 40 percent of civilian sexual-assault allegations are
prosecuted, "this number is a staggeringly low 8 percent in the military," according
to a statement from Reps. Niki Tsongas (D) of Massachusetts and Michael Turner (R)
of Ohio.

There are signs of progress, with the number of prosecutions inching upward and an
increasing awareness of the military's tendency to antagonize accusers while failing
to scrutinize the serial offenders. But many involved say there is a long way to go.

A Pentagon study released in April shows the nature of the challenge facing the
military. It found that nearly 3,200 people reported being sexually assaulted in
2011. Of these cases, some 2,400 could be prosecuted because they were
"unrestricted" - meaning the victims came forward and agreed to proceed with a
court case. These cases resulted in 191 convictions. Punishments for the convicts
included jail time (78 percent), a reduction in rank (82 percent), fines (68 percent),
and discharges or dismissal (64 percent).

It is a history of prosecution that has not improved considerably since the issue of
sexual assault came to public consciousness during the infamous Tailhook scandal in
1991, critics charge. At a Las Vegas convention of the Tailhook Association, which
supports naval aviation, hundreds of sailors, many of whom had been drinking
alcohol, lined hotel hallways and groped and assaulted women in what became
known as the "gauntlet."

In all, 87 women came forward saying that they had been assaulted.

Ultimately, efforts to prosecute offenders in the Tailhook scandal were deemed a
half-hearted failure by the Pentagon's inspector general at the time. According to an
internal report, Rear Adm. Duvall Williams Jr. - who spearheaded the investigation -
told the assistant secretary of the Navy that "a lot of the female Navy pilots are go-
go dancers, topless dancers, or hookers."

He also observed that a female officer who had come forward with a complaint had
used profanity in describing her assault. "Any women who would use the F-word on
a regular basis would welcome this type of activity," he reportedly said.

Today, failure to prosecute some prominent sexual-assault cases is a key reason
many victims never come forward to report the crime.

The Pentagon's annual report on sexual assault estimated that only 14 percent of
the 19,000 service members estimated to have experienced assault during the
course of one year actually came forward.

According to one survey, one quarter said they did not report the crime because
they "did not trust the reporting process."

Defense Secretary Leon Panetta has acknowledged the systemic problems. "The
most important thing we can do is prosecute the offenders," he said. "If we can do
that, then we can begin to deal with this issue."

Respondents to the 2011 Air Force survey agreed. "Air Force personnel are trained
ad nauseam on sexual assault, prevention, and response," read one response. "The
perpetrators of sexual assault, however, will continue their behavior unless they fear
significant consequences."

Noted another, "Harsh consequences for offenders is the best way to act as a
preventative measure."

Part of that includes increasing the penalties for sexual assault, which are beginning



to inch up. The number of courts-martial for sexual assault cases has also
increased, from 410 in 2009 to 489 in 2011.

Yet some within the military fear the pressure to increase prosecutions of sexual
assault could result in a witch hunt mentality.

"What is the 'right' prosecution rate? 20 percent? 40 percent?" says James Russell
III, associate director of the Air Force's Military Justice Division.

Chief of Naval Operations Adm. Jonathan Greenert also worried about pressure from
Congress that would "take the reconciliation - litigation if you will - necessary for
sexual assault out of our hands."

But he acknowledged that the low prosecution rates were the result of "some 'not
the best' investigations.'"

To that end, in April Mr. Panetta announced a new special victims unit that will help
better train military lawyers.

"We hope that it will help the process of prosecuting be stronger," says a
congressional staffer. "These are places where the Pentagon prosecution hasn't been
willing to go in the past."

Particularly problematic in both investigations and prosecutions has been the
military's tendency to emphasize the behavior of the victim, rather than the
behavior of the perpetrator, notes Russell Strand, chief of the family advocacy law
enforcement training division at the US military police school at Fort Leonard Wood,
Mo. "We don't look at a burglary victim or robbery and say, 'Well, they gave away
money before,' or 'They went to the ATM machine all dressed up.' "

Former investigator Haider found the same. "There were always people asking what
[the victim] was doing there, whether she had a boyfriend or not" - scrutiny, she
says, not given to the alleged perpetrators.

As prosecutors have begun to take the emphasis off the victims, they have found
that many of the sexual assaults in the US military are perpetrated by experienced
predators who may engage in as many as 300 sexual assaults during their lifetime,
Mr. Strand says.

The US military is an ideal place for sexual predators to prey on victims, with a strict
hierarchy that makes it what some have described as a "target rich" environment.

"Most sex offenders aren't the obnoxious people slapping people's behinds and
making sexist comments," Strand adds. Instead, they often systematically "groom"
their victims, gaining their confidence. They encourage them to take part in
activities that might get them in trouble as well if commanders learned of them -
such as underage drinking.

Well-meaning victim advocates would often advise the victim against reporting the
crime to avoid being prosecuted for such offenses.

Often, it was a valid concern, says Haider. Though many investigators ignored
alcohol violations in order to encourage the victims to discuss the crime or
witnesses to come forward, others do not. "If the victim had any level of regulatory
violation at the time the rape occurred, that's what they're focusing on," Haider
says.

The perpetrators are aware of this.



These are behaviors that US military prosecutors are learning to focus on during
trials. "Basically what we're doing is examining the crime, as opposed to the
victims," Strand says.

Key to this is a new understanding of how victims of sexual assault often respond.
In the past, when investigators would uncover inconsistencies in the victims'
testimonies, they would immediately discredit them. "We thought inconsistencies
equals a lie, which is really not true," Strand says.

"We'd ask questions of the victims like, 'What kind of socks was the perpetrator
wearing? What time was it? Which hand did he use to touch you?'" These were
questions, Strand adds, that in their traumatized state, victims were not always
prepared to answer.

"Now, if I have a report without some inconsistent statements I tend to get a little
concerned," he says.

At the same time, the US military is changing its mind-set. In the past, officers
might have asked if a victim had failed to use the "buddy system" when walking
back at night.

"The issue should not be 'Were you with your buddy?' ... The only person
responsible for the assault is the perpetrator."

A wide-ranging sexual-assault scandal at Lackland Air Force Base in Texas,
uncovered earlier this year, points to the problem of sexual predators within the
force and the challenges of prosecuting them.

Pentagon investigators say that more than three dozen female trainees may have
been victimized. To date, six instructors at the basic-training course for the Air Force
have been charged with offenses ranging from rape to adultery.

In the prosecutions, though, the Air Force has had some notable setbacks. Staff
Sgt. Peter Vega-Maldonado struck a plea deal in June after he admitted to having
sex with a female trainee. He received 90 days' confinement after agreeing to testify
against his fellow trainers, for which he received immunity.

It was only then that he admitted to having sex with a total of 10 trainees, a source
of grave embarrassment for Air Force officials.

In July, Staff Sgt. Luis Walker was sentenced to 20 years in prison after being
convicted of raping a female recruit and sexually assaulting several others.

In investigating the topic of military sexual assault for his documentary, "The
Invisible War," director Kirby Dick found repeated cases of victims afraid to report
the crime for fear of what might happen to them - the potential destruction of their
careers, the damage to their families.

When they did, he found that "it wasn't only the assault which was so devastating -
it was the second-stage betrayal when the military didn't investigate the crime
properly and was much more aggressive towards the victim than it was towards the
perpetrator."

Throughout his work, Mr. Dick says, he heard a "standard refrain" from defense
officials. "It was, 'The civilian world certainly has a problem with sexual assault, and
the military is only a reflection of society - so don't blame us, blame society.' "

But the military is also in a unique position to address the crime. "It has more
control over its population than the civilian world - it can educate and teach values



of respect for women."

He points to the military's integration of African-Americans, and the role that played
in decreasing racism in the country.

"I think the military deserves a fair amount of credit for that," Dick says. "I think
the military could do the same thing with sexual assault. Right now it's a very
severe problem in the military, but it has the opportunity to address this problem
that will not only benefit the military and make it a stronger fighting force, but over
time it can increase respect for women throughout society."

Egyptian Gynecologists Refuse Call for End to FGM Criminalization, Sparks Worries
BikyaMasr.com
By Joseph Mayton and Manar Ammar
September 6, 2012

Gynecologists representing members of The Egyptian Society of Gynecology
and Obstetrics, Professors of Gynecology and Obstetrics in Egyptian
Universities, Ministry of Health and Population Hospitals, Teaching
Hospitals, Military and Police Hospitals issued a declaration in the wake of
recent convocation to perform Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) and refused
calls to repeal the law prohibiting and criminalizing practitioners who
perform it, the United Nations said in a statement.

As a result, the UN office in Cairo is holding a press conference on September 10 to
address these recent events.

It is the latest battle between those who have called for an end to FGM in the
country and those who continue to push for its legality.

The ancient practice is forced upon millions of women around the world, most
notably in Africa, the Middle East and Southeast Asia.

FGM aims to keep girls "pure" and take away their ability to enjoy their own body,
all in the name of virtue.

The practice hits almost 86 percent of women in Egypt, yet great progress was
achieved through campaigning and education and many communities in rural and
conservative areas to put an end to the practice that was handed down generation
after another. Strong legislation followed and FGM was banned and considered a
criminal act.

Doctors or medical staff engaging in the practice would be banned from practicing
medicine and could serve time in jail if the surgery goes bad. It usually does.

In June 2007, the news of Bodour Shakour's death, a 12-year-old girl who died on
the operating table, woke the nation up. She was being circumcised and was given
an extra dose of anesthetic and never woke up again. We were faced with the fact
that no matter how strong our legal penalties are, it is down to families to grasp the
inhumanity of the practice. The young girl's death drove Egyptian activists to
campaign again.

Shakour's death galvanized women and children's rights groups to action, where
they pushed for more stringent penalties against those who carry out female genital
mutilation.

Yet the battle seems far from over.

In the new Egypt, the proud country whose women and men brought down the old
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regime to its knees, jailed its dictator and is continuing to campaign for rights, in
the midst of all that, Egyptian women are again anxious that statements and actions
by the country's Muslim Brotherhood, who dominated the now dissolved parliament,
and still have much political weight in the country, could see a return to the
legalization of female genital mutilation. In early May, women's advocates' fears
were increased further after reports of the Brotherhood employing mobile clinics in
the center of the country that advised women on the importance of FGM for their
daughters.

Human rights groups and women's organizations lashed out at the Islamic group,
submitting legal cases against the organization to the Attorney General's office over
the "mobile FGM" clinics. They called on the prosecutor to investigate the complaints
from people in the Minya governorate, some 200 miles south of Cairo.

Despite the request from the newly re-established National Council for Women
(NCW), the prosecutor's office has not moved, activists say, and as Egypt's future
remaining uncertain, women's rights are again under threat.

The "mobile convoys" were first reported and circulated on local news websites and
social networking websites, including Facebook and Twitter about a convoy
organized by the FJP to promote circumcision among girls in Minya.

In Egypt's legal code, Female Genital Mutilation is criminalized, as well as the
inciting by doctors to convince families of the young girls of the need to agree to
circumcise their daughters, "as a matter of preserving chastity."

Mervat Tallawy, the head of the NCW, held a meeting shortly after the reports went
public with the governor of Minya to discuss the mechanisms of organizing
awareness campaigns and seminars for women in the governorate, on how to
address and fight against female genital mutilation, "which is being carried out by
the FJP in the governorate."

Tallawy called on the governor to combat such operations, and to "coordinate with
the council in any issue related to women."

The Council said it would not stand silent and will "combat these calls, which is an
affront to Egyptian women, especially since the law criminalizes this act," pointing
out that the attempts by some to ignore this law and the abolition of the law that
bans FGM.

The council added that "the call for female circumcision is totally unacceptable."

Tension over FGM in Egypt began in February, when then Freedom and Justice Party
(FJP) - the political arm of the Muslim Brotherhood, saw member of Parliament Azza
al-Garf call for the legalization of FGM.

On her personal Twitter account, the MP called for lifting the laws that criminalize
FGM. She added that it was the "Islamic" thing to do to protect one's daughters
"honor." The statements stirred criticism, and struck more worry into women's
rights advocates in the country.

Her statement brought a flurry of action from local rights groups, including the New
Women Foundation. "We are on our way to sue Garf to preserve our rights and the
gains of Egyptian women," said the open letter to the speaker.

"We are suing her for going against Egyptian laws that criminalize sexual
harassment and FGM, practices that goes against women rights and human rights.

"We completely refuse Garf's statements and announce that she does not represent



us."

"It is not uncommon to find women campaigning for FGM, going against the
wellbeing of other women," added the open letter.

"It is the mothers who make the arraignments for the surgery and she has to be the
one that explains why to her young girl."

Rights surveys in the country put the number of women who go through FGM to be
around 86 percent. Current Egyptian law bans the practice and gives prison
sentences to any medical staff who performs the surgery. However, many families
go to underground clinics to get their daughters the procedure, risking permanent
scares or even death.

[back to contents]
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Non-Governmental Organization Reports

Balkans: The Right to Know: Families Still Left in the Dark in the Balkans
Amnesty International
August 30, 2012

It is estimated that 40,000 persons went missing as a consequence of the
armed conflicts in the former Yugoslavia, of which around 30,000 are from
Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH). Some 14,000 people remain unaccounted
for. Of these, more than 10,500 are linked to the conflict in BiH, 2,400 to
the conflict in Croatia and some 1,800 to the conflict in Kosovo. The ICRC
estimates that these missing people affect the lives of another 200,000
people who still search for their family members.

Enforced disappearances and abductions constitute a crime under international law,
and in certain circumstances can amount to a crime against humanity or a war
crime. The governments of Croatia, BiH, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
(Macedonia), Montenegro, Serbia and Kosovo have failed to abide by their
obligations, as set out in international law, to investigate and prosecute enforced
disappearances and abductions, and to bring those responsible to justice.

Lack of investigations and prosecutions into war crimes related to enforced
disappearances and abductions remains a serious concern throughout the Balkans.
There are continuing obstacles to the investigation and prosecution of war crimes,
crimes against humanity and genocide. This occurs especially where members of the
government, ruling political parties and their allies, and members of the military and
police forces are suspects. The governments have also failed to provide adequate,
effective and prompt reparation to the victims and their families.
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Although some perpetrators have been brought to justice, many more are still at
large. The International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) is
nearing the end of its mandate, but domestic courts in the region have been slow to
abide by their responsibility to seek out, identify and prosecute the remaining
perpetrators.

This document brings together examples of cases of enforced disappearances and
abductions from five countries in the former Yugoslavia. Many cases of enforced
disappearances and abductions are far from resolved and victims are still waiting for
justice. The governments in the region must commit to addressing these crimes.

Time for Justice: Ending the Impunity for Killing and Disappearances of 1990s Turkey
Human Rights Watch
September 3, 2012

Turkey's modern history has been marked by impunity for serious human
rights abuses highlighted by the state's systematic failure to hold to
account members of the security forces and other public officials for
serious violations in the decades following the September 1980 military
coup.

In the 1990s, during the armed conflict between the Turkish military and the
Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK), government military and security forces compelled
hundreds of thousands of people to abandon their villages, and carried out enforced
disappearances and killings of thousands of civilians. Affected were mainly Kurds in
Turkey's southeastern and eastern provinces. The PKK also committed grave human
rights abuses in the course of the conflict. According to official estimates, by 2008
the armed struggle between the military and the PKK had resulted in an estimated
44,000 deaths of military personnel, PKK members, and civilians.

Despite two parliamentary inquiries in the 1990s into the state's collusion in political
assassinations and involvement in lawless activities, no-one in the Turkish state was
held accountable during this period for the pattern of gross human rights violations
committed by the military and security services. A handful of prosecutions in the
domestic courts resulted in the conviction of low level members of the security
forces and police, who received nominal, low sentences. But there was no attempt
to probe higher level involvement of state officials or to examine whether the
violations were a matter of state policy.

There were positive indications of change in 2009, however, when a remarkable trial
began in the southeastern city of Diyarbakir of a gendarmerie officer, retired colonel
Cemal Temizöz, three former PKK members turned informers, and three members of
the "village guard" (local paramilitary forces armed and directed by the
gendarmerie). The prosecution accused the defendants of working as a criminal
gang involved in the killing and disappearance of twenty people in and around the
Cizre district of Sirnak province between 1993 and 1995.

These twenty killings were just a tiny fraction of thousands of unresolved killings
and enforced disappearances that took place in the area in this period, as well as
many more in other provinces of the region and in some of Turkey's largest cities.
Nonetheless after years of impunity, the investigation and prosecution of these
cases marked a significant milestone. Temizöz is the most senior member of the
Turkish military ever to stand trial specifically for gross violations of human rights
committed in the course of the conflict between the Turkish armed forces and the
PKK.

The trial, which started in September 2009, offers an opportunity to examine the
obstacles to securing accountability in Turkey's domestic courts for state-
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perpetrated killings and disappearances in the mainly Kurdish-populated southeast
of the country in the first half of the 1990s. In January 2012, the Commissioner for
Human Rights of the Council of Europe described the trial as "a unique opportunity
to shed light on a period of systematic human rights abuses in south-east Turkey,
which feature prominently in the case-law of the ECtHR [European Court of Human
Rights]."

This report examines some of the lessons the Temizöz trial provides about the
current obstacles to effective investigation and prosecution of past abuses and
highlights some of the reforms required to allow the effective criminal investigation
of the hundreds and possibly thousands of similar cases. The report recommends
further steps the Turkish government needs to take to combat impunity in Turkey.

Delivered Into Enemy Hands: US-Led Abuse and Rendition of Opponents to Gaddafi's
Libya
Human Rights Watch
September 6, 2012

When rebel forces overtook Tripoli in August 2011, prison doors were
opened and office files exposed, revealing startling new information about
Libya's relations with other countries. One such revelation, documented in
this report, is the degree of involvement of the United States government
under the Bush administration in the arrest of opponents of the former
Libyan Leader, Muammar Gaddafi, living abroad, the subsequent torture
and other ill-treatment of many of them in US custody, and their forced
transfer to back to Libya.

The United States played the most extensive role in the abuses, but other countries,
notably the United Kingdom, were also involved.

This is an important chapter in the larger story of the secret and abusive US
detention program established under the government of George W. Bush after the
September 11, 2001 attacks, and the rendition of individuals to countries with
known records of torture.

This report is based mostly on Human Rights Watch interviews with 14 former
detainees now residing freely in post-Gaddafi Libya and information contained in
Libyan government files discovered abandoned immediately after Gaddafi's fall (the
Tripoli Documents). It provides detailed evidence of torture and other ill-treatment
of detainees in US custody, including a credible account of waterboarding, and a
similar account of water abuse that brings the victim close to suffocation. Both
types of abuse amount to torture. The allegations cast serious doubts on prior
assertions from US government officials that only three people were waterboarded
in US custody. They also reflect just how little the public still knows about what went
on in the US secret detention program.

The report also sheds light on the failure of the George W. Bush administration, in
the pursuit of suspects behind the September 11, 2001 attacks, to distinguish
between Islamists who were in fact targeting the United States and those who may
simply have been engaged in armed opposition against their own repressive
regimes. This failure risked aligning the United States with brutal dictators and
aided their efforts to dismiss all political opponents as terrorists.

The report examines the roles of other governments in the abuse of detainees in
custody and in unlawful renditions to Libya despite demonstrable evidence the
detainees would be seriously mistreated upon return. Countries linked to these
accounts include: Afghanistan, Chad, China and Hong Kong, Malaysia, Mali,
Mauritania, Morocco, the Netherlands, Pakistan, Sudan, Thailand, and the United
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Kingdom.

Finally, the report shows that individuals rendered to Libya were tortured or
otherwise ill-treated in Libyan prisons, including in two cases where the Tripoli
Documents make clear the United States sought assurances that their basic rights
would be respected. All were held in incommunicado detention many in solitary
confinement for prolonged periods without trial. When finally tried, they found that
the proceedings fell far short of international fair trial standards.

Most of the former detainees interviewed for this report said they had been
members of the Libyan Islamist Fighting Group (LIFG) a group opposed to Gaddafi's
rule that began to organize in Libya in the late 1980s and took more formal shape in
Afghanistan in the early 1990s. At that time, Islamist opposition groups were
springing up across the Middle East, North Africa, and Asia in response to
governments they deemed corrupt, oppressive, and not sufficiently Islamic.

Libya was no exception. In 1977, several years after Gaddafi took power, he
imposed his unique political system, the Jamahiriya, or state of the masses, on the
country. The government confiscated property, and began regulating every aspect of
life, from religion to economics to education, in entirely new and often
incomprehensible ways. Many Libyans, including traditional Muslims who were
particularly outraged by the changes Gaddafi made to the practice of Islam and
considered them blasphemous, expressed their opposition. Gaddafi put down
dissent brutally, focusing in particular on Islamist opposition groups who, due to
their alignment with Islamist groups abroad and the deep devotion of many
members, he treated as a dangerous threat. Those suspected of even the slightest
connection with the movement were rounded up, imprisoned, and sometimes
executed, including in public and broadcast on television. It is in the context of this
crackdown that the LIFG began to organize and set out, from bases both within and
outside Libya, to overthrow Gaddafi.

Virtually all the former Libyan detainees interviewed by Human Rights Watch said
that they fled the country in the late 1980s because of Gaddafi's repressive policies
against organized Islamic opposition groups and against persons perceived to be
associated with such groups, due to their religious practices. Some joined the LIFG
while in Libya and others once outside the country. All but one said they participated
in the fighting in Afghanistan that eventually defeated the Soviet-installed
government of Mohammed Najibullah in 1992 and used the training they gained
there for LIFG-led anti-Gaddafi efforts.

After the September 11 attacks on the United States, being Libyan without
documentation in Afghanistan, and being part of an armed Islamic opposition group,
placed these Libyan expatriates at high risk of arrest. That was true even if as all
those interviewed for this report claim their group was not at war with the West.
And so many of them fled, along with their families, moving from country to
country, including to destinations such as Malaysia and Hong Kong as well as Mali
and Mauritania. It was in these countries that they were taken into custody before
being sent elsewhere.

For many of the individuals profiled here, this will be the first time their stories are
told because until last year they were locked up in Libyan prisons.

These stories provide new details about serious human rights violations in US
detention sites, US and UK collaboration with the Gaddafi government, and the roles
of several other countries that assisted in renditions. This information includes:

- New accounts of abuse in secret Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) black sites: Five
former LIFG members told Human Rights Watch that they were detained in US run-



prisons in Afghanistan for between eight months and two years. The abuse allegedly
included: being chained to walls naked sometimes while diapered in pitch dark,
windowless cells, for weeks or months at a time; being restrained in painful stress
positions for long periods of time, being forced into cramped spaces; being beaten
and slammed into walls; being kept inside for nearly five months without the ability
to bathe; being denied food and being denied sleep by continuous, deafeningly loud
Western music, before being rendered back to Libya. The United States never
charged them with crimes. Their captors allegedly held them incommunicado, cut
off from the outside world, and typically in solitary confinement throughout their
Afghan detention. The accounts of these five men provide extensive new evidence
that corroborates the few other personal accounts that exist about the same US-run
facilities. One of those five, before being transferred to Afghanistan, as well as
another former LIFG member interviewed for this report, were also held in a
detention facility in Morocco.

- New evidence of waterboarding torture and a similar practice during
interrogations: One former detainee, Mohammed Shoroeiya, provided detailed and
credible testimony that he was waterboarded on repeated occasions during US
interrogations in Afghanistan. While never using the phrase waterboarding, he said
that after his captors put a hood over his head and strapped him onto a wooden
board, then they start with the water pouring. They start to pour water to the point
where you feel like you are suffocating. He added that, they wouldn't stop until they
got some kind of answer from me. He said a doctor was present during the
waterboarding and that this happened numerous times, so many times he could not
count. A second detainee in Afghanistan described being subjected to a water
suffocation practice similar to waterboarding, and said that he was threatened with
use of the board. A doctor was present during his suffocation-inducing abuse as
well. The allegations of waterboarding contradict statements about the practice from
senior US officials, such as former CIA Director Michael Hayden, who testified to the
Senate that the CIA waterboarded only three individuals Khalid Sheikh Mohammed,
Abu Zubaydah, and Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri. Former President Bush similarly
declared in his memoirs that only three detainees in CIA custody were
waterboarded. Former Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld has also denied the use
of waterboarding by the US military.

- Unlawful rendition: All interviewees said their captors forcibly returned them to
Libya at a time when Libya's record on torture made clear they would face a serious
risk of abuse upon return. All had expressed deep fears to their captors about going
back to Libya and five of them said that they specifically asked for asylum. One of
them, Muhammed Abu Farsan, sought asylum in the Netherlands while in transit
between China and Morocco. He said his asylum application was ultimately denied
and he was sent to Sudan, where he held a passport. But Sudanese authorities kept
him in detention and, shortly after his arrival, individuals representing themselves
as CIA officers interrogated him on three different days. Within two weeks he was
sent back to Libya. Though the Netherlands is the only government that actually
had provided any of the Libyans we interviewed with an opportunity to challenge
their transfer, the Tripoli Documents contain information suggesting Dutch officials
might have been aware that Abu Farsan would ultimately be sent to Libya from
Sudan. To the extent they knew that there was a genuine risk he would be returned
to Libya, they violated his rights against unlawful return.

- More information about Western collusion with the Gaddafi government: The
Human Rights Watch interviews and the Tripoli Documents present new details
showing a close degree of cooperation among the US, the UK, and other Western
governments with regard to the forcible return and subsequent interrogation of
Gaddafi opponents in Libya. Ten of the fourteen Libyans interviewed for this report
were rendered back to Libya within about year of the date when Libya, the United



States and the United Kingdom had formally mended their relations, seven within
the five months. The mending of relations was very publically marked by a visit
from British Prime Minister at the time, Tony Blair, to Libya on March 25, 2004. The
collusion is ironic, given that years later these same governments would end up
assisting Gaddafi's opponents in their efforts to overthrow the Libyan leader. Several
of those opponents are now in leadership positions and are important political actors
in Libya.

- Ibn al-Sheikh al-Libi: Al-Libi's case is significant, among other reasons, because
the United States relied on statements obtained through his interrogation while in
CIA custody to justify the 2003 invasion of Iraq: Al-Libi died in a Libyan prison in
2009 - a suicide, according to Libyan authorities at the time - so it is difficult to
obtain information about him today. But by talking to family members and others
detained with him in Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Libya, Human Rights Watch has
pieced together some new details about al-Libi's time in CIA custody and
circumstances surrounding his death. Human Rights Watch also observed photos of
al-Libi that Libyan prison officials appear to have taken on the morning of his death
which allegedly depict him in the manner he was found in his cell. The photos show
bruising on parts of his body.

The United States, Libya, and most of the other countries discussed in this report
are party to important international human rights treaties, including the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Convention against
Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. Persons
apprehended in armed conflict situations would also have been protected by the
Geneva Conventions of 1949. These treaties prohibit not only torture, but all cruel,
inhuman and degrading treatment. Importantly, they also prohibit sending an
individual to a country where that person would face a genuine risk of torture or ill-
treatment.

In discussing rendition policies, former Bush administration officials have tried to
justify the forced returns that took place during the administration by saying they
always got "promises" from the receiving countries or "diplomatic assurances" the
transferees would be treated humanely. As evidenced by US State Department
country reports on human rights in the mid-2000s, however, the US government
was well aware of the torture and ill-treatment taking place in Libyan prisons. The
Gaddafi government's many executions of its opponents after summary trials would
have made it obvious to anyone involved in the rendition of LIFG members to Libya
that they would be at grave risk. The US government's perfunctory resort to
diplomatic assurances unenforceable agreements between governments to not harm
a person being transferred, shown in the Tripoli Documents to have been used in
two transfers reflect a callous disregard for the lives and wellbeing of people who
the United States never should have returned to Libya.

Several individuals interviewed for this report said they endured physical abuse and
mistreatment in Libya, some of which amounted to torture. This included being
beaten with wooden sticks and steel pipes; whipped, including with ropes and
electric cables; slapped, kicked and punched; and administered electric shocks.

At the same time, other interviewees said they were not subjected to physical abuse
in Libyan custody. Some speculated this may have been due to prison reforms
initiated by Muammar Gaddafi's son, Saif Gaddafi, or agreements they had heard
were made between the United States and Libya (perhaps diplomatic assurances)
that transferees would not be mistreated. But, neither Saif Gaddafi's reforms nor US
diplomatic assurances, if obtained, appear to have protected those detainees who
were subjected to torture and ill-treatment. Nor did they protect detainees from
being placed in solitary confinement which can amount to torture ensure their
access to family members and legal counsel, or make sure they were promptly



charged and fairly tried. Typically detainees had no lawyers and were denied family
visits, sometimes for as long as two years. All of those interviewed said they were
held for years before finally being charged with any offense. Once charged, they
were appointed a lawyer to whom they either never spoke or who did not assist in
their defense. They faced summary trials, and all detainees interviewed for this
report were convicted, receiving sentences of lengthy prison terms up to life
imprisonment, or the death penalty. At least three said they were subsequently
interrogated in Libyan prisons by US, UK, or other foreign agents.

Summary of the Cases

Detentions in Afghanistan and Morocco: Of the men interviewed for this report, the
five who experienced the worst abuses and spent the longest period in secret US
detention are Khalid al-Sharif (Sharif); Mohammed Ahmed Mohammed al-Shoroeiya
(Shoroeiya); Majid Mokhtar Sasy al-Maghrebi (Maghrebi); Saleh Hadiyah Abu
Abdullah Di'iki (Di'iki); and Mustafa Jawda al-Mehdi (Mehdi). All but Mehdi appear to
have been held in the same locations for their first period of detention which they all
said was in a US-run detention facility in Afghanistan. The four were then moved to
a second location, apparently also in Afghanistan, to which Mehdi was later brought.
In total, Sharif was in both locations for two years, Shoroeiya for about 16 months,
Maghrebi for about eight months, and Di'iki also for about eight months. Mehdi was
only in the second location and he appears to have been detained there for about
fourteen months. Prior to his detention in Afghanistan, Di'iki said he was also held in
a facility in Morocco for about a month where he said he was interrogated by US
personnel though it is not clear if they were running the facility. In addition to these
five, Human Rights Watch also interviewed Mustafa Salim Ali el-Madaghi (Madaghi),
who was described in the Tripoli Documents as Di'iki's deputy. He was arrested in
Mauritania, sent to Morocco, held there for about five weeks, and then rendered to
Libya. All six were senior members of the LIFG. Khalid al-Sharif, deputy to Head of
the LIFG, Abdul Hakim Belhadj (see below), being the most senior member.

Transfers to Libya That Began in Asia: For three interviewees, their returns to
Gaddafi's Libya began in Asia. Two of these three cases those of Abdul Hakim
Belhadj and Sami Mostafa al-Saadi, are already well documented. Information about
US and UK involvement in their renditions was revealed when the Tripoli Documents
were discovered last year and a number of the documents made public. Belhadj is
the former head of the LIFG and a longtime opponent of Gaddafi. He and his wife
were taken into custody in Malaysia with the help of the United Kingdom's Secret
Intelligence Service (commonly known as MI6) and detained for several days by the
CIA in Thailand. The United States then sent him to Libya around March 9, 2004.
Libyan intelligence Chief Musa Kusa had Belhadj brought directly to him. "I've been
waiting for you", he reportedly told Belhadj. Belhadj's transfer occurred just weeks
before UK Prime Minister Tony Blair flew to Tripoli on March 25 for a very public
rapprochement with Gaddafi. The same day, Anglo-Dutch oil giant Shell announced
it had signed a deal worth up to £550 million (approximately $1 billion US) for gas
exploration rights off the Libyan coast.

Saadi had been a senior LIFG leader and was the group's religious leader and
religious law expert. The Tripoli Documents contain communications from the CIA
offering to help the Libyan government secure Saadi's return to Libya and
confirming MI6 involvement as well. Saadi was rendered to Libya from Hong Kong
just days after Blair's visit to Libya. Five other former LIFG members interviewed for
this report were also rendered to Libya that year, and two more the following April.
Communications contained in the Tripoli Documents, relating to Belhadj and Saadi,
are a key part of a lawsuit against the UK government. They have also formed the
basis of an investigation by the UK police into the government's role in their
rendition.



In addition to these eight, Human Rights Watch interviewed another senior LIFG
member, Muhammed Abu Farsan, who had been with Belhadj and Saadi in Asia
before they were detained. As described above, Abu Farsan sought but failed to
obtain asylum in the Netherlands, which sent him to Sudan. In Sudan he was
interviewed by individuals representing themselves as being from the CIA on three
different occasions. Within two weeks, Sudan returned him to Libya.

Transfer from Guantanamo Bay: We also interviewed Abdusalam Abdulhadi Omar
as-Safrani, who as of this report's writing was one of two former Guantanamo
detainees sent back to Libya by the US. He said he was not a member of the LIFG.
He was detained with Ibn-al-Sheikh al-Libi (see below) by US and Pakistani forces
before being sent to Guantanamo.

Ibn al-Sheikh al-Libi (Sheikh al-Libi):Sheikh al-Libi, also reportedly not a member of
the LIFG, was held in US custody for years, allegedly tortured, and then rendered to
Libya. We could not interview him for this report because he died in Libyan custody,
allegedly by suicide. His rendition and torture is of particular importance because it
produced intelligence that the CIA itself has recognized was unreliable but that
nevertheless played a significant role in justifying the US invasion of Iraq in 2003.

Detainees Rendered from African Countries to Libya: We interviewed four other
Libyans picked up in different places in Africa and then transferred to Libya: one
from Sudan, Ismail Omar Gebril al-Lwatty (Lwatty); one from Chad, Mafud al-Sadiq
Embaya Abdullah (Embaya); and two from Mali, Abdullah Mohammed Omar al-
Tawaty (Tawaty) and Othman Salah (Salah). These interviews contained less
evidence than the others of foreign or Western government involvement in the
actual transfer, though there are indications that Western governments were
involved in the initial apprehensions and subsequent interrogations. The African
countries themselves, however, were equally obliged not to render these individuals
to Libya, without process and against their will.

Most of the Libyans profiled in this report were imprisoned until February 16, 2011,
when the uprisings against Gaddafi began. LIFG leader Abdul Hakim Belhadj, his
deputy, Khalid Sharif, and LIFG religious leader Sami al-Saadi were released a year
earlier, on March 23, 2010, as part of a negotiated release of hundreds of prisoners.
Belhadj, Saadi and Sharif had to publically renounce their aim of overthrowing the
government by force as part of the deal.

Many of those interviewed were also involved in the uprisings against Gaddafi.
Sharif, Saadi, and Di'iki were all rearrested during this time for anti-Gaddafi
activities and held until August 2011, when Tripoli fell to rebel forces. Belhadj
commanded a brigade that played a key role in the uprisings and the taking of
Tripoli. Shoroeiya, Sharif, and others interviewed for this report said that many
former LIFG members who managed to escape arrest after the uprisings began, but
are not profiled here, participated politically in the uprisings and militarily in
organizing and training rebel forces. Belhadj and Saadi both ran as candidates for
their respective political parties during the July 7, 2012 elections. US diplomats
have engaged with Belhadj and his party since they emerged as important players
in Libya's new democratic landscape, and several US Senators, including John
McCain, have met with him. Sharif is now head of the Libyan National Guard. One of
his responsibilities is providing security for facilities holding high value detainees
(mostly officials of the former Gaddafi government) now in government custody.
Di'iki also works at the Libyan National Guard and has similar responsibilities. Mehdi
and Shoroieya are prominent members of the same political parties to which Belhadj
and Saadi belong, respectively.

[back to contents]



TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION COMMISSIONS

Nigeria

Eminent Group Canvasses Dialogue
The Guardian Nigeria
September 1, 2012

A call has been made for the establishment of a National Truth And
Reconciliation Commission to dialogue with all insurgent and aggrieved
groups in the country. The call came on Thursday after a week of intense
deliberations by participants in the Eminent Persons and Expert Group
Meeting organised by the National Institute for Policy and Strategic Studies
(NIPSS), Kuru, Jos.

A statement released after the meeting and signed by its Rapporteur-General who is
also the Director of Research at NIPSS, Prof. Olu Obafemi, listed the causes of
insurgencies in Nigeria as injustice, marginalisation, poverty, electoral fraud, abuse
of power, corruption, poor leadership, unemployment, religious manipulation and
ethnicity, among others.

With the theme "Eminent Persons and Expert Group Meeting on Complex
Insurgencies in Nigeria," the meeting canvassed the establishment of "a National
Truth and Reconciliation Commission with the mandate to dialogue with all identified
insurgent and aggrieved groups."

It argued that without dialogue with insurgent groups, a cessation of violence is
unlikely to hold, adding that the large number of unemployed young men and
women whose aspirations have been dashed are susceptible to recruitment by
insurgent groups.

While insisting that extrajudicial killing of arrested insurgents should be avoided, it
urged "the Attorney-General of the Federation to prosecute without delay all
suspected insurgency members that are in detention."

"The increasing rate of impunity in the country is not unconnected with the failure of
government to effectively enforce laws, protect human rights and promote public
safety. Long detention without trial as well as extra-judicial killings of insurgents,
have a potential of generating sympathy from the populace," the statement added.

The meeting also stressed that good governance and massive creation of jobs will
go a long way in reducing widespread restiveness in the country.

It, however, urged government to draft a National Counter -Insurgency Strategy as
part of ways to cut off any foreign collaboration with internal insurgents.

In a related development the Peoples Democratic Party (PDP) has challenged
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governors of the party and President Goodluck Jonathan to brace in delivering the
dividends of democracy to Nigerians.

Addressing a press conference to mark the 14th anniversary of the party at the
national secretariat of the party in Abuja yesterday, PDP's national publicity
secretary, Olisa Metuh said the party had faired well, adding that certain things were
being done to reposition it.

"We want Nigerians to exercise patience. By next year, there will be a lot of
improvement. Like I said, the party is not an excellent party. There is room for
improvement,'' he said.

The party lamented the way some projects had been abandoned in the country and
announced that the governors on its platform had been given a marching order to
complete them. Metuh also said all PDP elected officials had been directed to step
up performance levels or face denial of party tickets in the next election.

"The party would want a situation where there is continuity of trust or policy by
successive administrations. In some states, it is sad, whether it is PDP or not, it is
sad that some governors abandon projects that they inherited. This is a sad
development for democracy," he said.

"It is not good and they cannot be encouraged by any responsible nation...The
national chairman has taken up the discussion with the leadership at the various
levels-local government, the state and at the national level for them to understand
that governance is a continuum; that there is no way you take over the asset of any
organization without the liability."

The party blamed its under-performance in the past 14 years on economic
meltdown. "We will not lose sight of two factors. One is that within these 14 years,
seven years witnessed monumental financial meltdown globally. In the history of the
world, it had never happened. At a stage, money was threatened as a means of
exchange. There was a financial crisis that brought down institutions all over the
world. A lot of governments in the last seven years lost elections to the opposition
because of the effect of this financial meltdown. PDP has led this nation to survive
this crisis," he noted.

South Africa

Bombers Must Come Clean - De Kock
The New Age
By De Wet Potgieter
September 6, 2012

The jailed members of slain AWB leader Eugene Terre'Blanche's handpicked
hit squad, the "Ystergarde" (Iron Guard), should not be freed until they
confessed to other murders they knew about or were involved in, former
police hit-squad commander Eugene de Kock told The New Age yesterday.

De Kock was speaking by telephone from his cell in Pretoria's high-security C-Max
prison.

"I went to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and confessed all my crimes so
that the loved ones of my victims could find closure, but they refused to do so and
now want to be pardoned," he said.
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"For instance, the parents of a young black boy who bled to death in Johannesburg
some years ago have the right to know the truth."

De Kock yesterday contacted The New Age after AWB bomber Koper Myburgh was
sentenced to a further 10 years in jail in the Port Elizabeth Regional Court last week
for the 1996 murder of a fellow right winger's wife, Sanet de Wet. Myburgh decided
to confess to the authorities about the woman's murder.

This came after De Kock made a statement three years ago claiming that a group of
AWB members lied in their application for presidential pardon.

Their bid for freedom result from a wide-ranging pardon announced by the president
last year.

De Kock said yesterday he went out of his way to open up at the TRC hearings and
he believes that the Worcester Bombers, as they are known, should do the same
and show real remorse for their deeds before they can be considered for pardon.

Myburgh, Jan "Voetbol" van der Westhuizen, Cliffie Barnard and Stefphnus Coetsee,
are serving life sentences for a series of bombings that took place after the 1994
elections. One of these incidents was the Christmas Eve bombing of a packed
supermarket in Worcester, Western Cape, in 1996. Three children and two adults
died.

Myburgh, after making a plea bargain with the state, will now testify in the same
murder trial against his fellow AWB member and inmate, Cliffie Barnard. Myburgh
was responsible for the deaths of 24 people in a series of bomb attacks.

Myburgh and his wife Irene were hiding with Barnard and his family on the farm
Erasmuskloof near Hankey in the Eastern Cape in 1996 when the woman was
suffocated with a pillow. Her husband was Jan de Wet, who was later also jailed for
25 years for the 1994 bombings.

Myburgh last week told the Port Elizabeth court that when he arrived back at the
hideout Myburgh and Barnard told him his wife had had a heart attack. But Myburgh
last week told the court the situation had become unbearable on the farm because
Sanet had "constantly complained about everything".

De Kock yesterday said Myburgh should reveal the details of the murder of the black
boy, as told to him in jail. "He told me that three other AWB members held the
victim down while Myburgh slit his throat.

Farlam Commission: Finding Truths in the Marikana Labyrinth
Daily Maverick
By Ranjeni Munusamy
September 6, 2012

The terms of reference of the Farlam Commission of Inquiry, appointed by
President Jacob Zuma two weeks ago to investigate the deaths of 44
people at Marikana, was meant to be gazetted last Friday but was not done
so due to a "minor glitch". It will now be gazetted this Friday, according to
Justice Department Spokesman Mthunzi Mhaga. The department has a 14-
day deadline to appoint an evidence leader and investigators and also
decide where the commission will be located.

Mhaga said the hearings would in all probability be a public process, as has been the
case with previous judicial commissions, such as the Hefer, Khampepe and
Nicholson inquiries. When he announced the members of the commission, Ian
Farlam, Bantubonke Tokota and Pingla Hemraj, and their terms of reference, Zuma
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said the inquiry should be completed within four months and must submit its final
report within a month of concluding its work.

But considering the scope of the work of the commission, as well as added
dimensions such as the protracted detention and torture of the mineworkers and
tampering with the crime scene, the inquiry looks set to be swamped with
submissions from all the parties under investigation as well as a range of interest
groups.

According to the terms of reference, the conduct of the Lonmin mine, the National
Union of Mineworkers (NUM), the Association of Mineworkers and Construction
Union (Amcu), the police and the Department of Mineral Resources would all be
under scrutiny by the commission to establish their roles in the events that led to
the 44 deaths. On the conduct of the police alone, the commission would have to
probe:

- The nature, extent and application of any standing orders, policy considerations,
legislation or other instructions in dealing with the situation which gave rise to this
incidents;

- The facts and circumstances which gave rise to the use of force and whether this
was reasonable and justifiable in the particular circumstances;

- The role played by SAPS through its respective units, individually and collectively
in dealing with the incidents; and

- Whether by act or omission, it directly or indirectly caused loss of life or harm to
persons or property.

"The Commission will also look into the conduct of individuals and loose groupings in
fomenting and/or promoting a situation of conflict and confrontation which may
have given rise to the tragic incidents, whether directly or indirectly," Zuma said.

While the terms of reference do not cover incidents in the aftermath of the
massacre, some legal experts said they were broad enough for the commission to
examine police treatment of the crime scene as well as the alleged assault of
workers held in custody.

However, a joint statement by civil society organisations said they were concerned
that the terms of reference "do not adequately allow for an investigation into the
complexity of the incident", particularly in light of new evidence emerging. This
includes an investigation by Daily Maverick showing that some of the mineworkers
may have been executed by the police.

Janet Love, national director of the Legal Resources Centre, one of the signatories to
the civil society statement, said the commission has a huge task having to pull
together evidence, submissions, independent investigations and testimonies of
people's knowledge to draw a composite picture of what transpired in Marikana on
16 August, as well as before and after the day of the massacre.

"The commission will have to provide the nation with answers and a very sound
basis to take matters forward. Beyond the parties clearly identified in the terms of
reference, there are individuals and family members intent on getting the full
picture. Beyond having closure, they may want to take the matter further," Love
said.

She said how the process unfolded was critical. The first step would be for the
commission to engage with all the parties and then encourage people to come
forward to make representations and submissions.



The civil society statement said the commission would need to "maximise
transparency and seek ways to engage with extremely distressed, angry and
skeptical community members to ensure that all voices are heard and trust is
restored". But Love said although public hearings would ensure greater credibility of
the inquiry, the commissioners would have to decide how much of the proceedings
would be televised, as some witnesses may be daunted by this prospect.

Love said a number of civil society organisations are preparing themselves to make
submissions to the commission and, increasingly, members of the community would
want to come forward. "There is still so much happening in the area and it is very
tense there so they would not have had the opportunity to focus on the commission
yet because they are caught up in events," Love said.

Concerns are also arising that the commission's hearings would be used to further
political agendas and that witnesses may be manipulated into giving loaded
evidence. On Wednesday, the inter-ministerial committee appointed by Zuma to
assist the Marikana community after the massacre issued a statement denouncing
"irresponsible and inflammatory statements made by some in our society".

"The committee wish(es) to condemn, in the strongest possible terms, statements
that incite violence and causes unwarranted instability in our country. Those who
issue irresponsible and provocative statements must realise the gravity of their
actions and must take responsibility. These statements provoke emotions of people
and do not assist the country in the process of healing after a national tragedy," the
ministers said.

While the committee did not name him, they were clearly referring to statements by
expelled ANC Youth League President Julius Malema, who since the massacre has
been addressing groups of mineworkers in what appears to be leading towards a
mass mobilisation campaign in the sector.

Love said lawyers would be irresponsible to suggest to their clients that they should
distort information they provide to the commission. "It would be really ill advised for
people to think the commission could provide a political platform. Political agendas
will carry on parallel to the work of the commission but should not impact on it," she
said.

One of the biggest challenges for the commission would be how to receive evidence
from the mineworkers and the Marikana community. One of the legal
representatives of the 270 people who were kept in detention said they would
continue to represent the men in the commission.

"Our initial brief was the criminal case but that matter has now been linked to the
commission of inquiry. So we are likely to represent the charged members as well
as the broader community. We obviously cannot call each and every person we
represent to testify so we would probably chose a representative sample of all the
people affected," the representative said.

This would include Lonmin employees, those who were not employed by the mine
but were on the scene, those injured in the shooting, people assaulted by the police
and family members, he said.

Practically therefore, the witness testimonies could take weeks to complete. Lonmin
mine management, the police, the Department of Mineral Resources and the trade
unions would probably have high-powered senior counsel representing them. It is
not yet known whether the commission would subpoena individuals, such as
members of the police tactical response unit and their commanders to testify.



Like the TRC, the Farlam Commission looks likely to evoke pain and anger but it will
also lift the lid on matters South Africans are rarely exposed to. This includes a
mining industry fraught with inequality and exploitation, the secret world of police
operations and how the wheels of government turn. It would take nothing short of a
miracle to be able to conclude all this in four months.

But however long it takes, the Farlam Commission is likely to expose some
uncomfortable truths about post-Apartheid South Africa and what went wrong with
the ANC government's goal for "A better life for all".

Nepal

Nepal's President Urged to Reject War-Era Amnesty
Inter Press Service News Agency
By Carey L. Biron
August 31, 2012

The Nepali government is receiving significant national and international
blowback for a draft ordinance that rights groups, including ones in the
United States, say would allow for a widespread amnesty for some accused
of human rights and other abuses perpetrated during Nepal's decade-long
civil war.

On Wednesday, Bishal Khanal, head of Nepal's National Human Rights Commission,
publicly complained that the body had not been consulted on the executive
ordinance, endorsed by the Maoist-led cabinet and which would finally create a truth
and reconciliation commission (TRC). Nepali activists said that government officials
had acted unilaterally and failed to engage in public consultations on the issue.

Such a commission has been a longstanding demand following the end in 2005 of
the civil war that led to roughly 13,000 deaths and more than a thousand
disappearances. But observers are outraged because the proposal would empower
the TRC to grant individual or collective amnesties during investigations into
wartime atrocities. Those powers would not be contingent upon public input.

On Friday, four international rights and legal groups called on President Ram Baran
Yadav to reject the ordinance on the basis that the plan would allow "political
expediency to prevent accountability, entrench impunity and deny the right of the
Nepali people to justice". Their letter warns that the plan would violate both national
legal decisions and Nepal's international agreements.

Similar warnings came in a joint statement from the United Kingdom, United States,
European Union, and nine other foreign missions in Nepal, pushing the Kathmandu
government to listen to both the NHRC and victims groups in crafting the TRC and
related decrees. For his part, President Yadav has expressed reluctance to accept
the ordinance.

The proposal would set up a single Commission of Inquiry on Disappeared Persons,
Truth and Reconciliation, despite the call for two separate bodies. Observers warn a
single commission would result in a weakened process.

Furthermore, all of the proposed commission's members, including the attorney-
general, would be "political appointees", the watchdog letter notes, "and are thus
very much vulnerable to the kind of political pressure that international standards
explicitly seek to avoid".
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"This is a crucial point on the long and contentious road toward reconciliation with
regards to Nepal's civil war - there is almost a body that can investigate and bring
light to a very dark chapter in the country's history," says Phelim Kine, a South Asia
researcher with Human Rights Watch.

Human Rights Watch, along with Amnesty International, the International
Commission of Jurists and TRIAL, the Swiss Association against Impunity, sent the
letter to President Yadav.

"This ordinance is completely against the spirit of the move towards reconciliation,"
Kine told IPS, and an amnesty "would undo much of the credibility that the Nepali
government has in moving towards creating a body to examine this dark period".

Impunity and shaky due process have long been grinding problems for Nepal, but
they are being highlighted as the country negotiates a post-conflict transition while
simultaneously attempting to write a new constitution. The body vested with
overseeing the latter, which doubled as the national parliament, was disbanded in
May.

New elections are slated for November, but the presence of the former Maoist rebels
at the head of government has created widespread mistrust throughout Kathmandu
politics and broader society.

The Maoist leadership has never hid its distaste for a truth and reconciliation
process that didn't include some amnesty component - particularly over worries that
the top leaders could end up in the International Criminal Court, an option that
international observers have repeatedly said would not happen.

Further, any reconciliation process in Nepal would almost certainly implicate
prominent members of nearly all of Nepal's political parties and security forces.
Even the Nepal Army has long sided with the Maoists in pushing for a blanket
amnesty for war-era wrongdoings.

For this reason, coupled with the infighting and power jockeying that has
increasingly characterised Nepali politics during the transition period, those at the
centre of power in Kathmandu are some of the least interested in ensuring a robust
truth and reconciliation process.

"At this particular juncture in Nepali politics, the opposition will seek to use all
issues it can find to build opinion against the government," Prashant Jha, a political
analyst, told IPS from Kathmandu.

"But in fact, even sections of the democratic parties are not averse to amnesty for
war-time crimes. The greater opposition, then, will come from the international
community, civil society, lawyers and sections of the media."

Others have gone so far as to suggest that a truth and reconciliation process is
being foisted on the country from outside.

"There is generally consensus on the need for a blanket amnesty, while many see
the international community as 'creating problems' by demanding a powerful TRC,
which would be a headache for the parties and the army," one Kathmandu journalist
told IPS on condition of anonymity due to the sensitivity of the subject.

"Most politicians see the TRC as an alien concept that is being imposed on Nepal by
foreigners. It is not and has never been a major issue in Nepali politics."

While each post-conflict situation is different, Human Rights Watch's Kine says that
the evidence from similar experiences around the world is unusually compelling.



"If you look at the record of post-conflict countries that have been wracked by
internal conflict, what is unanimous is that there must be some type of
reconciliation mechanism," he says.

"We recognise that internationally there have been other mechanisms that have
been put forward to address the issue. But the Nepali government has already
embarked on the road of setting up a TRC, and any mechanism that allows for
amnesty would only widen divisions rather than heal them."

Most importantly, the push for such a process has become part of Nepal's society-
wide investment in a post-conflict transition. Throughout this week, public events
took place across Nepal, bringing together victims of war, lawyers, activists and
politicians to express anger at the ordinance and to try to decide on a future course
of civic action.

At an event on Wednesday in Kathmandu, according to a report by a leading human
rights group, former Maoist leader Ekraj Bhandari accused political leaders of failing
to engage on the issue because they were "focused on gaining power", adding that
the proposed commission "cannot address the problems of conflict victims".

[back to contents]

COMMENTARY AND PERSPECTIVES
No Way to Fund a War Crimes Tribunal
New York Times
By David Scheffer
August 28, 2012

After months of riveting testimony, a war crimes tribunal in Cambodia is
struggling to continue its own Nuremberg-style trial of former senior
Khmer Rouge leaders Khieu Samphan, Nuon Chea and Ieng Sary.

It is inconceivable that the international community would imperil this historic trial
midstream and undermine justice for the estimated 1.7 million Cambodians who
perished under Pol Pot's rule from 1975 to 1979.

The survivors have not forgotten what they endured. An astounding 150,000
Cambodians have visited the trials of the tribunal in Phnom Penh - a number that
exceeds the public spectators of all of the other war-crimes tribunals combined.

The tribunal, known as the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia, is an
internationalized Cambodian court partly staffed with foreign jurists, investigators
and administrators, guided by principles of international law and managed through a
treaty with the United Nations.

The governments that traditionally supported the Cambodia tribunal since it started
operations in 2006 have been constrained by recession, the euro crisis and, in the
case of the largest donor, Japan, the priority of recovering from the 2011 tsunami.

However, a decade ago the U.N. General Assembly insisted on voluntary
contributions as the funding source for the Cambodia tribunal. Many key
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governments backed this plan with the clear expectation that they would generate
sufficient financial support.

The tribunal could do its job much better, with strengthened independence for its
mission of international justice, if it were not dangling on the financial precipice.
Judges, prosecutors, investigators and defense counsel should be liberated to
undertake their important work without the pressures of "donors' fatigue." The
international standards of due process required in the work of the tribunal can only
be met when sufficient funding enables all parts of the court to function efficiently.

The hiring freeze that the United Nations had to impose in July due to the paucity of
funding slows down the investigative and trial work as vacancies in key positions
mount. This only compounds criticism by court observers who demand higher
standards of performance and speedy trials.

After speaking with many governments, I sense that donors' fatigue arises not only
from their financial troubles at home but also the difficulty of keeping finance
ministries and parliaments focused on and enthused about slow-motion trials, year
after year, in a far-off country like Cambodia.

It also does not help that there are perceptions of Cambodian government
interference in the work of the tribunal - an issue that merits constant vigilance. Yet
with sufficient long-term funding the Cambodia tribunal is in a far better position to
shield itself from outside influences.

Several nations have pledged sufficient funds to finance the tribunal for two more
months, and that is good news. But at least $4 million must be raised to cover
November and December expenses. (The Cambodian Government's smaller portion
of the budget has been covered with the help of foreign aid.) And then there is 2013
to worry about - immediately.

This is no way to fund a major war-crimes tribunal with a historic mandate to
achieve accountability, finally, for one of the 20th century's worst slaughters of
innocent civilians. Voluntary government assistance for war crimes tribunals is a
speculative venture at best, and depends on so many unpredictable variables as
years roll by that the original objective is sometimes forgotten.

Once a tribunal is given a mandate and launched by the United Nations, it has a life
of its own. There arise political and moral imperatives for nations to do everything
within their power to enable it to continue to function as an independent and
impartial judicial body.

That includes meeting international standards that member states have established
under U.N. authority to see the job done. To allow such a court to falter for lack of
funds would fly in the face of the "no impunity" message that has developed
progressively through nearly two decades of international criminal tribunals.

Such an outcome would send entirely the wrong message to would-be perpetrators
of international crimes.

The major war crimes tribunals - covering atrocities in the Balkans, Rwanda, Sierra
Leone, Cambodia and seven nations being investigated by the International Criminal
Court - have been criticized as being too expensive for the seemingly small number
of defendants prosecuted for genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes and
egregious domestic crimes.

Yet given the magnitude of the crimes involved and the fact that annual budgets
cover the entire cost of the judicial enterprise (massive investigations, judges,
prosecutors, defense counsel, court facilities and staffers, witness expenses, victim



rights and educational outreach), the tribunals' costs are remarkably small
compared with nations' investigative and judicial budgets for common crimes.

The most acute challenge today is to sustain governments' support for the
Cambodia tribunal. A modern-day Andrew Carnegie also could help fund it. In 1903
Carnegie contributed $1.5 million (equal to about $35 million today) to construct the
Peace Palace in The Hague where the Permanent Court of Arbitration and the
International Court of Justice still resolve and adjudicate legal disputes. That is a
legacy worth investing in, even more so today.

How the US and Israeli Justice Systems Whitewash State Crimes
The Guardian
By Glenn Greenwald
August 28, 2012

The US military announced on Monday that no criminal charges would be
brought against the US marines in Afghanistan who videotaped themselves
urinating on the corpses of Taliban fighters. Nor, the military announced,
would any criminal charges be filed against the US troops who "tried to
burn about 500 copies of the Qur'an as part of a badly bungled security
sweep at an Afghan prison in February, despite repeated warnings from
Afghan soldiers that they were making a colossal mistake".

In doing so, the US military, as usual, brushed aside demands of Afghan officials for
legal accountability for the destructive acts of foreign soldiers in their country. The
US instead imposed "disciplinary measures" in both cases, ones that "could include
letters of reprimand, a reduction in rank, forfeit of some pay, physical restriction to
a military base, extra duties or some combination of those measures". Both
incidents triggered intense protests and rioting that left dozens dead, back in
February this year.

Parallel to that, an Israeli judge Tuesday dismissed a lawsuit against the Israeli
government brought by the family of Rachel Corrie, the 23-year-old American
student and pro-Palestinian activist who was killed by a military bulldozer in 2003 as
she protested the demolition of a house in Gaza whose family she had come to
befriend. Upon learning of the suit's dismissal, Corrie's mother, Cindy, said:

"I believe this was a bad day, not only for our family, but for human rights,
humanity, the rule of law and also for the country of Israel."

Despite Corrie's wearing a bright orange vest, Judge Oded Gershon, in a 62-page
decision, ruled that the bulldozer driver did not see her and her death was thus an
accident. He went on to heap blame on Corrie for her own killing, arguing that,
contrary to what "any reasonable person would have done", she "chose to put
herself in danger" by trying to impede "a military activity meant to prevent terrorist
activity".

The commonality in all three of these episodes is self-evident: the perversion of the
justice system and rule of law as nothing more than a weapon to legitimize even the
most destructive state actions, while severely punishing those who oppose them.
The US and its loyal thinktank scholars have long demanded that other states
maintain an "independent judiciary" as one of the key ingredients for living under
the rule of law. But these latest episodes demonstrate, yet again, that the judiciary
in the US, along with the one in its prime Middle East client state, is anything but
"independent": its primary function is to shield government actors from
accountability.

The US military has continuously imposed pitifully light "punishments" on its soldiers
even for the most heinous atrocities. The wanton slaughter of two dozen civilians in
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Haditha, Iraq and the severe and even lethal torture of Afghan detainees generated,
at worst, shockingly short jail time for the killers and, usually, little more than
letters of reprimand.

Contrast this tepid, reluctant wrist-slapping for the brutal crimes of occupying
soldiers with what a UN investigation found was the US government's "cruel and
inhuman treatment" of Bradley Manning before he was convicted of anything.
Manning has been imprisoned for more than two years now without having been
found guilty of any crimes - already longer than any of the perpetrators of these
fatal abuses in Iraq and Afghanistan. He faces life in prison at the age of 23 for the
alleged "crime" of disclosing to the world overwhelming evidence of corruption,
deceit and illegality on the part of the world's most powerful factions: disclosures
that helped thwart the Obama administration's efforts to keep US troops in Iraq,
and which, as even WikiLeaks' harshest critics acknowledge, played some
substantial role in helping to spark the Arab spring.

Notably, the first disclosure for which Manning was allegedly responsible - the
videotape of an Apache helicopter gunning down unarmed Reuters journalists and
then the rescuers who came to help the wounded, including two young children -
resulted in zero accountability: the US military exonerated everyone involved.
Instead, it is Manning, the person accused of exposing these crimes, who is
punished as the real criminal.

And herein lies the real function of the American justice system, clearly revealed
time and again. It is to protect high-level actors from accountability even for the
most egregious of crimes, while severely punishing those who reveal or take a stand
against those crimes, thus deterring and intimidating any future opposition.

That is the mentality that has led the Obama department of justice to aggressively
shield all Bush officials from any and all accountability for their torture and
surveillance crimes, while launching an unprecedented persecution campaign
against whistleblowers. As always in US justice, the "real" criminals are those who
alert the world to high-level crimes, not those who commit them. That is why the
only person to suffer any repercussions from the Bush NSA eavesdropping scandal
was Thomas Tamm: the mid-level DOJ lawyer who learned of the illegal program
and alerted the New York Times about it. Those who authorized those crimes have
been fully shielded from any form of punishment.

It is this same mentality that has led the US federal judiciary to produce the most
disgraceful political fact of the last decade. Not a single victim of America's "war on
terror" abuses - even those now acknowledged by the US government to have been
completely innocent - have been allowed even to have their cases heard in an
American court on the merits. They've all had the courthouse doors slammed shut
in the faces by courts that have accepted the US government's claims that its own
secrecy powers and immunity rights bar any such justice. Crimes committed by the
state or in advancement of its agenda are simply immune from the rule of law in the
US.

The same exploitation of the justice system is glaringly evident in the Rachel Corrie
travesty. As the Guardian's former Israel (and now Washington) correspondent Chris
McGreal writes, the dismissal of this suit is simply a by-product of the "virtual
impunity for Israeli troops no matter who they killed or in what circumstances".
That's because Israeli courts, like American courts, have submissively accepted the
supreme fiction of both governments: anyone impeding government actions is a
terrorist or terrorist-enabler who gets what they deserve, while the actions of the
state, no matter how savage, can never be anything other than legitimate.

Cindy Corrie, Rachel's mother, said after the verdict that Israel "employed a 'well-



heeled system' to protect its soldiers and provide them with immunity". Indeed, the
Israeli "investigation" into Corrie's death has been such a laughable whitewash that
even the US ambassador to Israel last week told the Corrie family that he "did not
believe the Israeli military investigation had been 'thorough, credible and
transparent', as had been promised by Israel." All of this, writes McGreal, shows
how "covering up the truth about the killings of innocents, including Corrie, became
an important part of the survival strategy because of the damage the truth could do
to the military's standing, not only in the rest of the world but also among Israelis."

As I noted on Sunday, it is expected, inevitable, that those who wield political power
will abuse it for corrupt and self-serving ends. That is why there are institutions
designed to check and combat that abuse. The rule of law, and an independent
judiciary applying it, is ostensibly one of those institutions. But - like establishment
media outlets and most academics - this justice system now does the opposite: it is
merely another weapon used to legitimize crimes by the powerful and crush those
who oppose them.

All three of this week's travesties, in the US and in Israel, are hardly surprising. To
the contrary, they are the inevitable by-products of societies that recruit every
institution in service of defending even the most wanton abuses by the state.

The US and the ICC: Why a Closer Relationship Isn't Necessarily a Good Thing
Justice in Conflict
By Mark Kersten
August 28, 2012

Few issues have captured as much attention in the politics of international
criminal justice as the relationship between the International Criminal
Court (ICC) and the United States. Indeed, it is ironic that as much, if not
more, time has been spent on examining the relationship between a non-
state party (the US) and the ICC than on the Court's relationship with any
of its member-states. Regardless, the debate generally breaks down as
follows: critics suggest that the ICC is little more than a paper tiger without
"the most powerful state on the planet", while proponents respond that,
despite the fact that the US is not a member-state of the ICC, it has been
increasingly engaged and cooperative with the Court. It is impossible to
deny that the relationship has grown closer over the lifespan of the ICC.
But is that necessarily a good thing?

The history of the ICC-US relationship is beyond the scope of this post but, in brief,
has been defined by a mixture of open hostility, reluctant acceptance and, now, an
apparently genuine effort to engage with the Court. The general view has been that
the rapprochement between the two in recent years marks a positive shift towards
the US taking international criminal justice seriously. In a recent op-ed outlining this
trend, David Scheffer argued that

"The US has become a de facto member of the International Criminal Court...In
recent years the Obama administration has engaged the International Criminal
Court on so many levels that the days of Washington seeking to undermine the ICC
are over...America's de facto membership in the ICC may not be the best possible
means to achieve international justice, but it nonetheless should be recognized as a
win-win for everyone other than tyrannical regimes and indicted war criminals."

Scheffer's argument is common place - indeed, I have argued precisely the same
thing on this blog. The problem, however, is that this argument relies on a narrative
which translates any progression in the relationship between the US and the ICC
into good progression. The danger is obvious: that the selectivity of the US's
political interests becomes entrenched in the functioning of the ICC itself. Consider
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three cases in which the US has engaged with the ICC.

In northern Uganda, the US declared Joseph Kony and his Lord's Resistance Army a
terrorist group and has subsequently spent millions of dollars to provide non-lethal
training to Uganda's military in order to capture or kill Kony. Most recently, the
Obama administration has fervently declared its support for the capture of Kony and
sent 100 troops to achieve it.

In the case of Darfur, the polar opposite has occurred, despite many ICC advocates
suggesting that Darfur is a "good case" in the US-ICC relationship. After abstaining
and thus allowing a UN Security Council referral of Sudan to the ICC to pass in
2005, the US has not only done virtually nothing to support the ICC's investigations
and indictments against President Omar al-Bashir and his coterie, it has actively
explored avenues which would undermine the mandate of Court. In its attempts to
secure a peaceful break-up of North and South Sudan, the US incentivized
Khartoum's "good behaviour" by offering to push for a deferral the ICC's arrest
warrant against Bashir for a year under Article 16 of the Rome Statute. Moreover,
when President Bashir travelled internationally in recent years, the US has generally
remained silent. When Bashir visited China, for example, the US government
refused to voice its support for the ICC's warrant against him, paying deference to
China's sovereign decision-making instead.

Then there is the situation in Libya. The US initially voiced strong and committed
support for the ICC's mandate in Libya, voting in favour (rather than abstaining, as
in the case of Sudan) of the Security Council's referral of Libya to the Court.
However, when it became clear that Muammar Gaddafi had zero interest in exile and
that regime change was the ultimate end of NATO's intervention in Libya, the utility
of the ICC in pressuring, undermining and isolating the Libyan leadership was
evaporated. As a response, the US (as well as most NATO states) have simply
abandoned the Court. Incredibly, even when ICC staff members were illegally
arrested and detained in Libya, the US remained silent.

The common thread running through these cases is the political interests of the US
determining its level of support and cooperation with the Court. Where the ICC is
useful to the US's political aims, it is used. When it becomes an obstacle or exhausts
its utility, the US administration has not hesitated to not only reduce its engagement
but undermine the mandate of the Court.

The danger is that this political selectivity could become a structural element of the
ICC's functioning. The Court could become not only reliant on America's selective
cooperation but justify this selectivity because of the palpable and popular belief
that the Court simply must continue on the progressive path of bettering its
relationship with the US. Attention from the "most powerful state in the world" could
easily become an unhealthy addiction.

There is, of course, a solution to this dilemma, namely the US signing and ratifying
the Rome Statute. After all, as Scheffer hints at in the above quote, the current de
facto rather than actual membership of the US "may not be the best possible means
to achieve international justice". Still, ratification seems unlikely to happen. Stephen
Rapp, US Ambassador-at-Large for War Crimes Issues, recently suggested that the
prospect of America becoming a state party to the Rome Statute remains remote.
No one is holding their breath.

The reality, then, may be that the ICC has no other option than to continue its
current engagement with the US. But it would be wise to tread carefully. Being at
the whim of the political interests of the US, especially as a non-state party, could
be a recipe for disaster.



The African Union, the ICC and Universal Jurisdiction: Some Recent Developments
EJIL: Talk
By Dapo Akande
August 29, 2012

Over the last few years, the African Union (AU) Assembly, (composed of
Heads of States and Governments), has concerned itself with a number of
issues relating to international criminal law (see previous posts by me
here, here, and here; and by Max Du Plessis and Chris Gevers here and
here). Last month, the AU Assembly held its 19th Summit and continued
the trend of making decisions with regard to international criminal justice
(see here for the full text of the Assembly decisions). Earlier this week,
Max Du Plessis wrote about the decision of the AU Assembly at this summit
to postpone consideration of a draft protocol that would amend the Statute
of the African Court of Human Rights and Justice to give it jurisdiction to
try international crimes. As has now become usual, the AU Assembly, at
this latest summit, also adopted decisions on the International Criminal
Court and on the Abuse of the Principle of Universal Jurisdiction. Both of
these decisions contain new developments from previous decisions which
are analysed below. There is a call for African States to conclude bilateral
immunity agreements and the AU has adopted a Model Law on Universal
Jurisdiction.

The Impact of the ICC on the Venue of the Summit

The question of where the AU summit would be held was dominated by the fallout of
the strained relationship between the AU and the International Criminal Court. The
venue of the Summit was changed from Malawi to Addis Ababa, the seat of the AU,
just one month before the meeting as the AU refused Malawi's request for Sudanese
President Omar Al Bashir not to be invited to the meeting. Malawi, a party to the
Statute of the International Criminal Court, stated that it had an obligation to arrest
Bashir, who is wanted by the ICC, were he to visit Malawi. Malawi had allowed
Bashir to attend a meeting in Malawi in Oct 2011 and the ICC Pre-Trial Chamber
held in December 2011 that Malawi had acted contrary to its obligations under the
ICC Statute (see earlier posts on this issue here, here, and here). Earlier this year,
there was a change of policy by the newly elected Malawian President Joyce Banda
and the Malawi government stated that there was risk of damaging relations with its
donors were it not to comply with the decision of the ICC to arrest Bashir. As a
consequence of Malawi's insistence that Bashir was not welcome, the AU decided to
move the meeting to Addis Ababa.

The AU, the ICC and the Immunity of State Officials

As has been the case in the past, the AU has not objected to all ICC proceedings.
The AU does not oppose ICC proceedings in cases where the country in question
does not oppose ICC proceedings. So the AU says nothing about those proceedings
arising from the Democratic Republic of Congo, the Central African Republic, Uganda
or Cote d'Ivoire. The focus of opposition to ICC proceedings has always been, and
continues to be, those ICC proceedings directed against current African State
leaders. The latest AU Assembly Decision on the ICC [Assembly/AU/Dec.419(XIX) at
pp.9-10 of this link] reiterates the usual AU request for the United Nations Security
Council to defer ICC proceedings against Sudanese President Bashir. Unlike the
decision at the last summit there is also an express reiteration of the request for the
ICC proceedings arising out of the Kenyan situation to be deferred. Also, unlike the
decision from the summit of July 2011 (when Gaddafi was still in power), there is no
call this time for a deferral of the ICC's Libyan proceedings though there is an
endorsement of Libya's decision to hold its own national prosecutions, a point which
goes to the admissibility of the ICC proceedings in the Saif Gaddafi case (on which
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see previous post).

One might say that the AU Assembly's focus on ICC proceedings involving current
leaders is self-serving and intended to protect African leaders from prosecutions by
the ICC. Or it may be that African leaders are arguing to preserve points of
principle: (i) the immunity of senior state officials, which enables the efficient
conduct of diplomacy; and (ii) preserving the ability of national and international
institutions to work towards peaceful transitions from situations of conflict and
violence. It may be that both considerations are at play.

The AU is particularly exercised by the immunity issue. It is not satisfied by the
decision of the ICC Pre-Trial chamber on the issue of Bashir's immunity (a decision
that many, including me, are critical of). At this latest summit, the AU Assembly has
endorsed a recommendation by African Ministers of Justice/Attorney Generals for
the UN General Assembly to request an advisory opinion from the International
Court of Justice on the question of immunities of Heads of States and other senior
officials of States that are not parties to the ICC. It remains to be seen whether
African States would follow through on this proposal. Were the request to be made
by the General Assembly, the ICJ would have jurisdiction to deal with the matter
Statute ( a matter I touch on in this previous post). However, there might be
questions as to whether the ICJ should exercise the discretion it poses not to render
an opinion. The request would, in effect, be asking the ICJ to give a decision that is
different from that reached by the ICC. This would not be a reason in and of itself
for the ICJ to refuse the request, though I am sure it would give some pause. It
would not be the first time, nor I guess the last, in which the ICJ would be asked to
reach a decision contrary to that of another international tribunal. The Genocide
Convention case (Bosnia v. Serbia) is the most famous case of the ICJ considering
the same issue by another international tribunal (the ICTY). The recent Habre Case
(Belgium v. Senegal) is another one (as there had been previous proceedings in the
ECOWAS Court of Justice and the UN Committee Against Torture).

A new feature of the AU Assembly decisions on the ICC is a call which states that:

"for effective reliance on Article 98 of the Rome Statute, African State Parties to the
Rome Statute of ICC and African non-State Parties to consider concluding bilateral
agreements on the immunities of their Senior State officials."

It is not clear precisely what is being called for here. In particular, it is not clear
whether these proposed agreements are intended to take advantage of Art. 98(1) of
the ICC Statute regarding "obligations under international law with respect to the
State or diplomatic immunity", or rather of Art. 98(2) which deals with "obligations
under international agreements pursuant to which the consent of a sending State is
required to surrender a person of that State to the Court". If the focus is on the
latter, the call could be regarded as encouragement for African States to embark on
a programme of agreements similar to those concluded by the United States under
the Bush Administration with the intention of taking advantage of Article 98(2) of
the ICC Statute.

However, it must be noted that Art. 98(2) deals with consent of a sending State, so
agreements would only be effective under that provision where the person being
sought has been sent by one State to another. That provision does not cover
persons on private visit or who are not sent. However, once the sending
requirement is met I do not think there is any reason why such agreements would
not fall under Art. 98(2).

Since the ICC Pre-Trial Chamber has held that customary international law does not
provide immunity for Heads of States before international tribunals, the recent call
by the AU might be regarded as call to clarify by treaty that such immunity is



available. Such a treaty would circumvent the reasoning of Pre-Trial Chamber. It
seems to me that there is no reason why such a treaty provision would not fall
within Art. 98(1). After all, one would assume that the treaty provisions like the
Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations and treaties providing immunity to State
representatives to international organizations (eg the UN General Convention on
Privileges and Immunities) fall within Art. 98(1). One could argue that Art. 98(1)
only applies to such States and diplomatic immunity as existed at the time when the
Rome Statute came into force. A similar argument has been made with regard to
Art. 98(2) agreements but the argument is unpersuasive.

AU Model Law on Universal Jurisdiction

At this latest Summit, the AU Assembly once again adopted a decision on the Abuse
of the Principle of Universal Jurisdiction [Assembly/AU/Dec.419[XIX)], in which it
called for member States to use the UN General Assembly debate on universal
jurisdiction to express their concerns. They also reiterated a previous decision that
"warrants of arrest issued on the basis of the abuse of principle of universal
jurisdiction shall not be executed in any Member State." Despite the AU's repeated
concern with the application of universal jurisdiction, mainly by European States
against African leaders, the AU has not rejected the principle of universal
jurisdiction. In fact, it previously endorsed the view that universal jurisdiction is a
principle of international law (see Assembly/AU/ Dec.199(XI)).

In May, African Ministers of Justice and Attorney Generals recommended the
adoption of an African Model National Law on Universal Jurisdiction over
International Crimes. At its latest summit, the AU Assembly

"ENCOURAGES Member States to fully take advantage of this Model National Law in
order to expeditiously enact or strengthen their National Laws in this area".

Oddly, this statement is not to be found in the decision on the Abuse of Universal
Jurisdiction but rather in the decision on the ICC.

Since African States have been complaining about the abuse of universal
jurisdiction, it is a bit strange to see them pushing, through this Model Law, the
boundaries of the crimes covered by that principle. The Model Law provides for
universal jurisdiction over not only genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes
and piracy, but also trafficking in narcotics and terrorism. Although, the Model Law
utilizes the definition of crimes against humanity and war crimes found in the ICC
Statute, Art. 9(f) of the Model Law expands the definition of genocide by including
"Acts of rape that are intended to change the identity of a particular group." Also
though the UN anti-terrorism conventions include aut dedere aut judicare principle,
which allows a form of universal jurisdiction, the Model Law does not simplify codify
the crimes provided for in those treaties but uses a general, broader, definition of
terrorism.

Furthermore, the Model Law provides for universal jurisdiction not only over
principal offenders but (under Art. 15) also over aiders and abetters, accesories
before and after the fact as well as those who participate in conspiracies to commit
the offences listed. Thus, under the Model Law, universal jurisdiction would be
permitted with respect to the recent US case of US v. Ali dealing with US jurisdiction
over those on dry land who facilitates piracy. Readers will recall that Douglas
Guilfoyle discussed this case in a recent post which led to a terrific discussion about
the scope of universal jurisdiction for those facilitate piracy.

Under, Art. 4(1) of the Model Law national courts will have universal jurisdiction
over the offences in the law provided that the accused person "shall be within the
territory of the State at the time of the commencement of the trial." This means



that there is no requirement for the person to be within the jurisdiction at the time
when investigation is commenced. A State can commence an investigation and
either wait for the person to come within its territory or seek extradition of an
accused person. All that is excluded is an in abstentia trial. There is a requirement
in Art. 4(2) for courts to "accord priority to the court of the State in whose territory
the crime is alleged to have been committed, provided that the State is willing and
able to prosecute." This is an endorsement of the view that universal jurisdiction is
subsidiary to the principle of territoriality. However, universal jurisdiction is not
made subsidiary to the principle of nationality. So if officials of State A were accused
of war crimes in State B and it was sought to prosecute them in State C, State B
would get the first chance to prosecute. State C would not be required to defer to
the national State of the officials - State A.

One of the objectives of the Model Law, according to Art. 3(f), is to "Give effect to
immunities enjoyed by foreign State officials under international law". Therefore,
Art. 16(1) provides that:

"Foreign state officials entitled to jurisdictional immunity under international law
shall not be charged or prosecuted under this law, except in situations where these
crimes are covered by a treaty to which the State and the State of nationality of
such officials are parties and which prohibits immunity"

This provision is recognition that immunity does apply to State officials even when
there are allegations of international crimes (as the ICJ recognised in the Arrest
Warrant case). However, the provision does not specify precisely when those
international law immunities are to be accorded. The provision is drafted in such a
way that reference must be made to general international law and any applicable
treaties.

The Model Law and its endorsement by AU leaders contributes to the State practice
regarding the principle of universal jurisdiction. Even if the Model Law is not used by
States, acceptance of the Model Law by the AU Assembly is also evidence of the
opinio juris of African States regarding the application of the principle. Thus, it will
be difficult for African States to continue to insist that there is a requirement that
investigations and arrest warrants based on universal jurisdictions can only
commence or be issued when the person is physically present when they have
endorsed a Model Law that does not support that principle. By contrast, they will
also be able to point to their statements that immunity may remain applicable even
when persons are accused of an international crime.

Go For It: Assad Supporters Ask ICC to Investigate Syria
Justice in Conflict
By Mark Kersten
August 30, 2012

Few doubt the need for justice in Syria. After a year and a half of unrest,
escalating violence, forced displacement and thousands of deaths, the case
for a judicial intervention, by the International Criminal Court (ICC) or
some other international tribunal, isn't particularly hard to make. Indeed,
the fact that Syria has not been referred to the ICC by the UN Security
Council is a rather obvious reminder of the deep-seated politics and
selectivity of international criminal justice. After all, the violence in Syria is
at least comparable to, if not more devastating than situations where the
ICC has recently intervened, including Libya, Côte d'Ivoire and Mali.

Still, the current global political climate and the stalemate in the Security Council
suggest that no such intervention into Syria is forthcoming. After being utterly used
by intervening powers and then quietly abandoned in Libya, this may be a good
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thing for the ICC. But calls for an ICC intervention into Syria will only grow louder as
the conflict bloodily drags on with no peaceful end in sight.

Of course, we would expect that the voices demanding that the ICC investigates
atrocities in Syria would emanate from supporters of the forces fighting the regime
of President Bashar al-Assad. After the Libyan experience, where the Security
Council tapped the ICC to investigate ongoing atrocities in Libya just days before
approving the no-fly zone that opened the floodgates for NATO's intervention, it
seems that many - both for and against international intervention - view the
invocation of the ICC as a first, and perhaps necessary, step to concrete
international action in Syria. For this reason it was remarkable, and certainly a
surprise, to see Assad supporters declare that they would like to see the ICC
investigate Syria.

The call to have Syria referred to the ICC came in the form of a hacked message
plastered on Amnesty International's blog. In another reminder that the internet
and social media aren't always the warm and fuzzy liberal forces that many assume
(see here), Assad supporters posted articles which blamed the ongoing violence in
Syria on rebels fighting the regime. The false information was then propagated via
Twitter and other social media, even after it had been taken down. According to the
Washington Post, it was widely promulgated that the posts came from Amnesty
International investigators "who no longer can handle the lies and outright
propaganda of media outlets."

Here is the relevant passage, calling on Syria to be investigated by the ICC:

"Russia must immediately use its influence to end this violence and support the UN
Security Council to end NATO's reign of terror upon Syria and refer the situation in
Syria to the International Criminal Court. Amnesty supporters have not forgotten
the people of Syria and will continue to demand accountability for these horrific
crimes against humanity."

The statement is notable for a number of reasons. First, it looks to Russia, Syria's
stalwart patron and protector, to do its bidding in pushing for a Security Council
referral to the ICC. Russia, however, is more than a little ambivalent in its position
to ICC referrals, viewing the ICC as the possible beginning of a slippery slope
towards military intervention.

Second, and in contradiction to Russia's general position, the authors of the
message appear to be disinterested in the relationship between an ICC intervention
and a military intervention, à la Libya. It rejects a NATO intervention while
welcoming an ICC referral, thus refusing to see the link between potential NATO
action and an ICC investigation.

Third, while the message does not necessarily mean that the Assad regime itself
would like the ICC to investigate its conduct, it seems unlikely that there is no
connection between the pro-regime hackers and the government. For those groups
advocating judicial intervention in Syria, the statement by Assad's supporters would
appear to be low hanging fruit - they can now claim both sides have requested the
ICC to intervene.

So, will Syria be referred to the ICC? Probably not any time soon. But, somewhat
ironically, many in the international community will agree with the pro-Assad rebels.
The UN Security Council should go for it.

Obama's Justice Department Grants Final Immunity to Bush's CIA Torturers
The Guardian
By Glenn Greenwald
August 31, 2012
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The Obama administration's aggressive, full-scale whitewashing of the
"war on terror" crimes committed by Bush officials is now complete.
Thursday, Attorney General Eric Holder announced the closing without
charges of the only two cases under investigation relating to the US torture
program: one that resulted in the 2002 death of an Afghan detainee at a
secret CIA prison near Kabul, and the other the 2003 death of an Iraqi
citizen while in CIA custody at Abu Ghraib. This decision, says the New
York Times Friday, "eliminat[es] the last possibility that any criminal
charges will be brought as a result of the brutal interrogations carried out
by the CIA".

To see what a farce this is, it is worthwhile briefly to review the timeline of how
Obama officials acted to shield Bush torturers from all accountability. During his
2008 campaign for president, Obama repeatedly vowed that, while he opposed
"partisan witch-hunts", he would instruct his attorney general to "immediately
review" the evidence of criminality in these torture programs because "nobody is
above the law." Yet, almost immediately after winning the 2008 election, Obama,
before he was even inaugurated, made clear that he was opposed to any such
investigations, citing what he called "a belief that we need to look forward as
opposed to looking backwards".

Throughout the first several months of his presidency, his top political aides, such as
the chief of staff, Rahm Emanuel, and his press secretary, Robert Gibbs, publicly -
and inappropriately - pressured the justice department to refrain from any criminal
investigations. Over and over, they repeated the Orwellian mantra that such
investigations were objectionable because "we must look forward, not backward".
As Gibbs put it in April 2009, when asked to explain Obama's opposition, "the
president is focused on looking forward. That's why."

On 16 April 2009, Obama himself took the first step in formalizing the full-scale
immunity he intended to bestow on all government officials involved even in the
most heinous and lethal torture. On that date, he decreed absolute immunity for
any official involved in torture provided that it comported with the permission slips
produced by Bush department of justice (DOJ) lawyers which authorized certain
techniques. "This is a time for reflection, not retribution," the new president so
movingly observed in his statement announcing this immunity. Obama added:

"[N]othing will be gained by spending our time and energy laying blame for the past
... we must resist the forces that divide us, and instead come together on behalf of
our common future."

Note how, in Obama's new formulation, those who believed that Bush officials
should be held criminally accountable for their torture crimes - should be subjected
to the rule of law on equal terms with ordinary citizens - were now scorned as "the
forces that divide us". On the same day, Holder issued his own statement arguing
that "it would be unfair to prosecute dedicated men and women working to protect
America for conduct that was sanctioned in advance by the justice department."

But at least this limited immunity left open the possibility of prosecuting those
agents who went beyond the limits of the DOJ memos in how they tortured: in other
words, those "rogue" torturers who used brutality and savagery beyond even what
was permitted by Bush lawyers. On several occasions, Holder had flamboyantly
leaked that he was horrified by what he read in certain case files about detainees
who were severely injured by torture or even killed by it - there were more than
100 detainees who died while in US custody - and that he could not, in good
conscience, simply sweep all of that under the rug.

As a result, in August 2009, Holder announced a formal investigation to determine



whether criminal charges should be brought in over 100 cases of severe detainee
abuse involving "off-the-books methods" such as "mock execution and threatening a
prisoner with a gun and a power drill", as well as threats that "prisoners [would be]
made to witness the sexual abuse of their relatives." But less than two years later,
on 30 June 2011, Holder announced that of the more than 100 cases the justice
department had reviewed, there would be no charges brought in any of them -
except two.

The only exceptions were two particularly brutal cases, both of which resulted in the
death of the detainee. One involved the 2002 abuse of Gul Rahman, who froze to
death in a secret CIA prison in Afghanistan known as the "Salt Pit", after he was
beaten, stripped, and then shackled to a cement wall in freezing temperatures.

The other was the 2003 death of Manadel al-Jamadi at Abu Ghraib, who died in CIA
custody after he was beaten, stripped, had cold water poured on him, and then
shackled to the wall. It was al-Jamadi's ice-packed body which was infamously
photographed with a smiling US Army Sgt Charles Granier standing over it giving
the thumbs-up sign.

A US military autopsy declared al-Jamadi's death a homicide due to "blunt force
trauma to the torso complicated by compromised respiration". Autopsy photos
showed "lacerations and multiple bruises on Jamadi's feet, thighs and arms", though
"his most significant injuries - five broken ribs - are not visible in the photos." A
physician told NPR back in 2005:

"'How Jamadi was shackled 'makes it very difficult to breathe because you are
suspended in a very awkward position. When you combine it with having the hood
over your head and having broken ribs, it's fairly clear that this death was caused
by asphyxia because he couldn't breathe properly.'"

So, those are the two cases which the DOJ this week announced it was closing
without any charges of any kind being brought. Because the Obama administration
has systematically blocked all other cases besides these two from any possibility of
criminal charges, yesterday's decision means that nobody in the US government will
pay any price for the systematic worldwide torture regime which that nation
implemented and maintained for close to a decade.

This is so despite the findings of General Antonio Taguba, who investigated the
torture regime and said that "there is no longer any doubt as to whether the current
administration has committed war crimes" and "the only question that remains to be
answered is whether those who ordered the use of torture will be held to account."
And it is done even in the face of General Barry McCaffrey's extraordinary
observation that:

"We tortured people unmercifully. We probably murdered dozens of them during the
course of that, both the armed forces and the CIA."

The ACLU's Jameel Jaffer yesterday said:

"That the justice department will hold no one accountable for the killing of prisoners
in CIA custody is nothing short of a scandal ... the decision not to file charges
against individuals who tortured prisoners to death is yet another entry in what is
already a shameful record."

Beyond the disgust that these events, on their own, should invoke in any decent
person, there are two points worth making about all of this which really highlight
just how odious all of it is.

First, Obama has shielded Bush torture crimes not only from criminal prosecution,



but any and all forms of accountability. Obama himself vigorously opposed and
succeeded in killing even a congressional investigation into the torture regime at a
time when his party controlled both houses of Congress.

Moreover, Obama's top officials, as WikiLeaks cables revealed, secretly worked with
GOP operatives to coerce other countries, such as Spain and Germany, to quash
their investigations into the US torture of their citizens, and issued extraordinary
threats to prevent British courts from disclosing any of what was done. And
probably worst of all, the Obama administration aggressively shielded Bush officials
even from being held accountable in civil cases brought by torture victims, by
invoking radical secrecy powers and immunity doctrines to prevent courts even from
hearing those claims.

In sum, the Obama administration has been desperate to ensure that there will be
no accountability or even that meaningful investigations ever take place. That is
almost certainly due to the fact that numerous high-level members of Obama's own
party were so complicit in these crimes. But at least equally important is this
remarkable - and, it turns out, prescient - observation from a New York Times
article by Charlie Savage in December 2008, on the prospect of torture
investigations aimed at Bush officials:

"Because every president eventually leaves office, incoming chief executives have
an incentive to quash investigations into their predecessor's tenure."

In other words, Obama is motivated to shield Bush officials from accountability for
their crimes in the hope that once Obama leaves office, he, too, will be gifted
identical immunity from the rule of law.

Second, although government torturers have now been fully protected by Obama
from any accountability, those who blow the whistle on such crimes continue to be
pursued by the same administration with unprecedented aggression. As Friday's
Times article on Holder's announcement pointedly notes:

"While no one has been prosecuted for the harsh interrogations, a former CIA officer
who helped hunt members of al-Qaida in Pakistan and later spoke publicly about
waterboarding, John C Kiriakou, is awaiting trial on criminal charges that he
disclosed to journalists the identity of other CIA officers who participated in the
interrogations."

Here, again, we see one of the prime precepts of American justice: high-level official
who commit even the most egregious crimes are shielded from all accountability;
the only real "criminals" are those who speak publicly about those crimes.

When Obama first announced his intent to run for president, he vowed that "the era
of Scooter Libby justice ... will be over" - meaning high-level officials will no longer
be able to break the law with impunity. In mid 2008, Holder denounced Bush's
illegal torture and surveillance programs as showing "disrespect for the rule of law",
and he vowed:

"We owe the American people a reckoning."

To say those pledges have been radically violated is to understate the case. Far
worse, though, is that Obama officials have bolstered the warped precept at the root
of so many of America's disasters: that crimes committed by and at the behest of
the powerful reside above and beyond the rule of law. In so doing, they have
ensured that Bush officials who authorized torture continue to command
mainstream respectability, while future leaders tempted to torture again have no
reason whatsoever to refrain from doing so.



This final act in the sorry spectacle has long been predictable, even inevitable. But
that does not make it any less repellent.

We're One Crucial Step Closer to Seeing Tony Blair at The Hague
The Guardian
By George Monbiot
September 3, 2012

For years it seems impregnable, then suddenly the citadel collapses. An
ideology, a fact, a regime appears fixed, unshakeable, almost geological.
Then an inch of mortar falls, and the stonework begins to slide. Something
of this kind happened over the weekend.

When Desmond Tutu wrote that Tony Blair should be treading the path to The
Hague, he de-normalised what Blair has done. Tutu broke the protocol of power -
the implicit accord between those who flit from one grand meeting to another - and
named his crime. I expect that Blair will never recover from it.

The offence is known by two names in international law: the crime of aggression
and a crime against peace. It is defined by the Nuremberg principles as the
"planning, preparation, initiation or waging of a war of aggression". This means a
war fought for a purpose other than self-defence: in other words outwith articles 33
and 51 of the UN Charter.

That the invasion of Iraq falls into this category looks indisputable. Blair's cabinet
ministers knew it, and told him so. His attorney general warned that there were just
three ways in which it could be legally justified: "self-defence, humanitarian
intervention, or UN security council authorisation. The first and second could not be
the base in this case." Blair tried and failed to obtain the third.

His foreign secretary, Jack Straw, told Blair that for the war to be legal, "i) there
must be an armed attack upon a state or such an attack must be imminent; ii) the
use of force must be necessary and other means to reverse/avert the attack must
be unavailable; iii) the acts in self-defence must be proportionate and strictly
confined to the object of stopping the attack." None of these conditions were met.
The Cabinet Office told him: "A legal justification for invasion would be needed.
Subject to law officers' advice, none currently exists."

Without legal justification, the attack on Iraq was an act of mass murder. It caused
the deaths of between 100,000 and a million people, and ranks among the greatest
crimes the world has ever seen. That Blair and his ministers still saunter among us,
gathering money wherever they go, is a withering indictment of a one-sided system
of international justice: a system whose hypocrisies Tutu has exposed.

Blair's diminishing band of apologists cling to two desperate justifications. The first
is that the war was automatically authorised by a prior UN resolution, 1441. But
when it was discussed in the security council, both the American and British
ambassadors insisted that 1441 did not authorise the use of force. The UK
representative stated that "there is no 'automaticity' in this resolution. If there is a
further Iraqi breach of its disarmament obligations, the matter will return to the
council for discussion as required in paragraph 12." Two months later, in January
2003, the attorney general reminded Blair that "resolution 1441 does not authorise
the use of military force without a further determination by the security council".

Yet when Blair ran out of options, he and his lieutenants began arguing that 1441
authorised their war. They are still at it: on Sunday, Lord Falconer tried it out on
Radio 4. Perhaps he had forgotten that it has been thoroughly discredited.

The second justification, attempted again by Blair this weekend, is that there was a
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moral case for invading Iraq. Yes, there was one. There was also a moral case for
not invading Iraq, and this case was stronger.

But a moral case (and who has launched an aggressive war in modern times without
claiming to possess one?) does not provide a legal basis. Nor was it the motivation
for the attack. In September 2000, before they took office, a project run by future
members of the Bush administration - including Dick Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld and
Paul Wolfowitz - produced a report which said the following: "While the unresolved
conflict with Iraq provides the immediate justification, the need for a substantial
American force presence in the Gulf transcends the issue of the regime of Saddam
Hussein." Their purpose, they revealed, was "maintaining American military pre-
eminence". The motivation for deposing Saddam Hussein was no more moral than
the motivation for arming and funding him, two decades before.

But while the case against Blair is strong, the means are weak. Twenty-nine people
have been indicted in the international criminal court, and all of them are African.
(Suspects in the Balkans have been indicted by a different tribunal). There's a
reason for this. Until 2018 at the earliest, the court can prosecute crimes committed
during the course of an illegal war, but not the crime of launching that war.

Should we be surprised? Though the Nuremberg tribunal described aggression as
"the supreme international crime", several powerful states guiltily resisted its
adoption. At length, in 2010, they agreed that the court would have jurisdiction over
aggression, but not until 2018 or thereafter. Though the offence has been
recognised in international law for 67 years, the international criminal court (unlike
the Rwanda and Yugoslavia tribunals, which hear cases from before they were
established) will be able to try only crimes of aggression committed beyond that
date.

The other possibility is a prosecution in one of the states (there are at least 25)
which have incorporated the crime of aggression into their own laws. Perhaps Blair's
lawyers are now working through the list and cancelling a few speaking gigs.

That the prospect of prosecution currently looks remote makes it all the more
important that the crime is not forgotten. To this end, in 2010 I set up a bounty
fund - www.arrestblair.org - to promote peaceful citizens' arrests of the former
prime minister. People contribute to the fund, a quarter of which is paid out to
anyone who makes an attempt which meets the rules. With our fourth payment last
week, we've now disbursed more than £10,000. Our aim is the same as Tutu's: to
de-normalise an act of mass murder, to keep it in the public mind and to maintain
the pressure for a prosecution.

That looked, until this weekend, like an almost impossible prospect. But when the
masonry begins to crack, impossible hopes can become first plausible, then
inexorable. Blair will now find himself shut out of places where he was once
welcome. One day he may find himself shut in.

A Little Less Isolated and a Lot More Troubling: Ban Ki-moon Meets Bashir
Justice in Conflict
By Mark Kersten
September 5, 2012

Attempts to isolate and marginalize Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir
have been mixed at best. The man many people believe is ultimately
responsible for the violence and misery of Darfur - and who has been
indicted by the International Criminal Court (ICC) for it - has worked
tirelessly to show that, as a head of state, he can still galavant across the
globe to international conferences and state meetings.
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Of course, Bashir hasn't always been able to go wherever he wants. He hasn't
visited a 'Western' state since he was indicted by the ICC in 2008. While he has
visited ICC member-states, notably Chad and Kenya in 2010, he is still severely
constrained in his movements and Malawi, a member-state which originally let him
visit in 2011, has since declared that he is unable to do so again.

As many readers will know, the marginalization of perpetrators of atrocities is a
central argument for proponents of international criminal justice. In brief, the
argument suggests that investigations and the issuance of arrest warrants against
international criminals will isolate them, both within their networks of power such as
a government or a rebel group as well as within the international context. In the
long-run, it is hoped that this marginalization can ultimately fill the docks of
international criminal tribunals and deter the commission of crimes.

With Bashir's travels across the globe, critics have been quick to point out that
international criminal justice is impotent. They often hold up a handful of examples
of places Bashir has visited which, they maintain, run counter to any marginalization
effect. Thus, they say: 'there you have it: the marginalization effect of international
criminal justice doesn't work.' On the other hand, proponents often seek alternative
examples where marginalization appears to have been successful. The best - and
most popular - example of this are the cases of Ratko Mladic and Radovan Karadzic,
who were indicted by the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia
(ICTY) and effectively marginalized from the Dayton peace process. Despite fears
that they would spoil the peace process, both Mladic and Karadzic were eventually
arrested and are now facing trial at the ICTY in The Hague.

The problem is this: like the other effects of international criminal justice, the
marginalization/isolation function is bound to have mixed results. This is because
the ICC, or any other tribunal, cannot create effects within a vacuum. Other factors,
especially political factors, calibrate the effects of international investigations and
arrest warrants.

In Bashir's case, he is able to travel to some states and not to others. Indeed,
traveling outside of Sudan is likely more important to him now than before the ICC
arrest warrants against him were issued as he can claim that his international visits
illustrate his standing as a sovereign head of state and marginalizes the Court
rather than himself or his regime. That being said, Bashir's travel plans are
undoubtedly curtailed by the ICC. But his marginalization is also affected by
international politics. Not all states care equally about the ICC's warrants against
Bashir or about alleged crimes in Darfur, for that matter. China certainly had no
qualms about inviting Bashir to visit and in investing huge sums into Sudan's
economy. The US has been willing to work with Bashir's regime, in part to ensure
the peaceful separation of South Sudan from the North. After receiving considerable
support from Khartoum during the Revolution, Libya's National Transitional Council
was quick to welcome Bashir after the fall of Gaddafi while the rest of the world
remained virtually silent. Of course, if we consider the self-interests of states who
welcome Bashir, the Sudanese President's visits are unsurprising. But the same
can't be said if a UN Secretary General were to meet Bashir.

The UN has typically ensured that envoys and diplomats met with Bashir and other
members of his regime in order to discuss issues of concern to the international
community. Since the ICC issued its initial arrest warrant against Bashir in 2008, UN
Secretary General Ban Ki-moon has avoided any direct meetings or confrontation
with Bashir. Yet last week, the Sudan Tribune reported that Ban Ki-moon did what
many believed was unthinkable: he met, face-to-face with Bashir in Tehran, in what
a UN spokesperson subsequently described as "a brief greeting and handshake."

As Eric Reeves points out, this development is even more odd because Ban Ki-moon



met Bashir in the context of Sudan preparing to take its place on the UN's Human
Rights Council (yes, you read that correctly). Of course, it also comes in the context
of increasing evidence that Sudan is harbouring Joseph Kony, perhaps the world's
most notorious international criminal, in Darfur.

Ban Ki-moon's meeting with an allegedly genocidal leader is different from Bashir's
visit in China or his visit to Chad. After all, UN Secretary Generals are normative
actors who we expect to extol the virtues of international justice and peace from
their secular pulpit. To many, the UN Secretary General represents efforts to achieve
a more just international society of states. While critics and opponents of the UN will
no doubt and vehemently disagree, for millions, the UN Secretary General is a
representative of humanity or, at least, an employee of humanity. His "interests" are
to promote an international system based on international justice, human rights,
peace and security. "Peacebuilding" and "transitional justice" are part of his global
mandate and mantra, impunity for the international crimes his enemy. It is for these
reasons that Ban Ki-moon's decision to visit, face-to-face, with Bashir is so
troubling.

It is not clear whether the meeting marks "the UN's moral rehabilitation of the
Khartoum regime". But if nothing else, the meeting between Ban Ki-Moon and Omar
al-Bashir illustrates just how little interest there remains within the international
community to arrest or truly isolate Bashir. Darfur seems to be on the international
community's back-burner. And that's a significant victory for one person in
particular: Omar al-Bashir himself.

The Tragedy of Universal Jurisdiction
Communis Hostis Omnium
By Jon Bellish
September 7, 2012

Picture a medieval town, 110 acres in size and populated entirely by 10
cattle ranchers. Each rancher lives on a 1 acre parcel of land that together
surround a 100 acre open space used for grazing cattle.

If the 100 acre open space is shared by all 10 ranchers in common, each herder has
a strong and continuing incentive to increase the size of his herd. For each
additional cow sent to pasture, the individual herder receives the full benefit of one
additional cow's milk or meat. Yet because the grazing land is shared by all 10
ranchers in common, each herder suffers only 10% of the harm caused by that
additional cow, which comes in the form of deterioration of the common grazing
land.

Over time, however, as the ranchers realize this economic advantage and add
additional heads of cattle to the pasture, the common land's overall grazing capacity
will diminish to the point that the land is no longer usable for any of our 10
medieval ranchers, leaving them all with less milk and meat than they would have
had otherwise.

This parable, known as the "Tragedy of the Commons," is well known to anyone who
has sat through a college level economics class. It is often cited as a key rationale
for the private ownership of property, illustrated in this case through the
privatization of the grazing pasture that forced each herder to account for the full
cost and benefit of each additional cow sent to pasture.

Other commons problems include population growth, fisheries, and pollution. In
each scenario, the idea is that allocating costs and benefits in individuals - rather
than in communities - is the surest way to ensure that resources are accurately
valued and efficiently employed.

http://piracy-law.com/2012/09/07/the-tragedy-of-universal-jurisdiction/


In its own way, the modern prosecution of pirates presents something of a
commons problem, with prosecution under a theory of universal jurisdiction
standing in for common grazing space and prosecution using a more direct theory of
jurisdiction representing the enclosure of that common space.

Where a state prosecutes a pirate under the theory of universal jurisdiction, that
state bears the vast majority - if not all - of the cost of the extradition, trial, and
imprisonment of the suspect. While those costs are both real and substantial, the
benefits are much less so. A prosecuting state asserting universal jurisdiction is
fulfilling its international obligation to combat piracy as well as making the high seas
marginally safer for international shipping traffic, but these benefits flow to the
international community as a whole, in equal measure. No benefits fall discretely to
the prosecuting state.

On the other hand, if a state prosecutes under territorial, nationality, passive
personality, or protective jurisdiction, the costs of prosecution remain the same, but
the benefits become both more sizable and more concrete. In addition to the
undifferentiated benefits of a universal jurisdiction prosecution, the prosecuting
state is either protecting its territorial integrity, punishing a national for committing
piracy, vindicating violence committed against a citizen, or protecting its own
political and economic interests, depending on the chosen theory of jurisdiction.

This brings us back to the classic commons parable involving the cattle ranchers.

In that example, the common grazing of land led to internalized benefits and
externalized costs, which in turn led to an increase in economic activity even if such
activity was imprudent in the long run. When the commons was enclosed, both
costs and benefits were internalized within the individual rancher, who then tended
to have the "right" amount of cattle on his pasture thereby improving every
rancher's individual prospects along with the prospects of the group.

Universal jurisdiction piracy prosecutions lead to a similar (though converse)
situation where costs are internalized and benefits externalized such that under-
prosecuting - as opposed to over-grazing - is the norm. If the benefits of
prosecution are internalized within a given state through a more substantial basis
for jurisdiction, the chances of a prosecution should actually increase.

Indeed, the facts on the ground suggest that piracy prosecutions can be viewed as a
commons problem. In a 2010 empirical study, Eugene Kontorovich found that
between 1998 and 2009, only fourteen out of the 1,063 reported piracies in
international waters resulted in a universal jurisdiction prosecution, a rate of 1.31%.

Put another way, a state is over 75 times more likely to prosecute a pirate when the
costs and benefits of prosecution - rather than just the costs - fall to that state. This
is exactly what one would expect under the commons formulation.

In a simpler world, one in which more jurisdictional avenues are better than fewer,
the idea that a pirate negotiator who neither enters into an ex ante agreement with
the pirates nor is physically present on the high seas has not committed a crime of
universal jurisdiction may appear to be a hindrance to the international community
seeking to put an end to maritime piracy.

Yet both facts and theory tell a different story. States are much more likely to assert
jurisdiction based on the territorial, national, passive personality, or protective
theories of jurisdiction than universality, and if prosecuting pirates is fashioned as a
commons issue, this is exactly what economic theory would predict.

When considering jurisdictional avenues to prosecute pirate negotiators at least,



less can be more.
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WORTH READING
The ICC's Intervention in Uganda: Which Rule of Law Does it Promote?
University of Cambridge Faculty of Law Research Paper 
By Sarah Nouwen
September 05, 2012

It is often assumed that the International Criminal Court promotes the rule
of law: the ICC is a court and courts enhance the rule of law. It is usually
left unspecified how the ICC promotes the rule of law, and which rule of
law it promotes: the rule of law at the international level, the domestic
level or something in between? And what is that rule of law that it
promotes? Is it the rule of law as understood in international development
programmes, in which courts, acts and the adoption of international legal
jargon are 'benchmarks' of the rule of law? Or does the ICC also promote
the rule of law in its legal-philosophical meaning as a latticework of ideals?

This chapter uses the ICC intervention in Uganda as a case study to focus on the
relationship between the ICC and the promotion of the rule of law at the domestic
level. It argues that, seen through the first lens of 'rule of law promotion', the
evaluation of the ICC's impact on the rule of law in Uganda can be positive: the
ICC's intervention has spurred the creation of laws and courts and has led to an
increase in references to international standards. The legal-philosophical lens,
however, reveals that these developments have not necessarily enhanced the aims
of the rule of law. Moreover, the ICC's intervention has unleashed other dynamics
that are in synergy with some aims of the rule of law (supremacy of law and
accountability) but in tension with others (equality before the law, separation of
powers, fairness and legal certainty).

Formulating a New Atrocity Speech Offense: Incitement to Commit War Crimes
Loyola University Chicago Law Journal
By Gregory S. Gordon
August 14, 2012

This article proposes formulation of a new crime: 'incitement to commit
war crimes.'

The article shows that there are many instances of commanders not "ordering" their
troops to commit war crimes but suggesting it through dehumanization of the
enemy. This is not captured by the various modes of 'commission liability' - i.e.,
ordering, instigating, aiding and abetting. It is also not covered by 'omission liability'
- i.e., command responsibility for failing to prevent or punish war crimes committed
by subordinates, which the commander knew about or reasonably should have
known about. Instead, the proposed new crime would cover 'inchoate liability' - i.e.,
it would punish speech uttered with the requisite intent in an environment wherein
imminent commission of war crimes is reasonably likely. Moreover, in more recent
times, civilians (especially civilian media) can incite military and paramilitary units
to commit atrocities, a common phenomenon during the 1994 Rwandan genocide,
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for example. However, existing humanitarian law does not cover this either. This
article suggests a way this gap could be filled through inclusion of incitement to
commit war crimes in international law. It begins by providing examples through
history of military incitement that has gone unpunished. It then formulates the
elements of the new crime and explains how existing humanitarian law and
international criminal law would need to be amended to prohibit such speech and
criminalize instances of it. Additionally, the piece examines potential issues that
could be raised such as the chilling of free speech in the military and operational
impediments such as stifling legitimate troop education and motivation. The article
also considers other areas where experts have called for expansion of incitement
law, including proposals for incitement to commit terrorism and incitement to
commit crimes against humanity. It concludes that now is an ideal time to make the
change - the gap is becoming increasingly problematic and the nature of modern
warfare, including the use of civilian media figures to incite troops, calls for
normative progress sooner rather than later.

The Duty to Capture 
SSRN
By Jens David Ohlin 
August 23, 2012

The duty to capture stands at the fault line between competing legal
regimes that might govern targeted killings.

If human rights law and domestic law enforcement procedures govern these killings,
the duty to attempt capture prior to lethal force represents a cardinal rule that is
systematically violated by these operations. On the other hand, if the Law of War
applies then the duty to capture is fundamentally inconsistent with the summary
killing already sanctioned by jus in bello. The following article examines the duty to
capture and the divergent approaches that each legal regime takes to this
normative requirement, and evaluates internal debates within these regimes over
when a duty to capture might apply. At issue in these debates, regardless of the
body of law that applies, is the scope and content of the concept of necessity, i.e.
when is it truly necessary to target an individual with lethal force. The key question
is whether a unified and trans-regime understanding of the concept could promote
doctrinal unity across legal regimes. However, this article concludes that the concept
of necessity stubbornly defies such attempts; necessity is a term of art with a
distinct history and meaning in each body of law, and unification of these meanings
can only come at the cost of betraying the fundamental precepts of one legal regime
over the other. Part I begins by examining the scope of international humanitarian
law and concludes that the current literature often unduly constrains its application;
a new analysis is offered of the classification of armed conflicts, the level of
organization required before a non-state actor can be a party to an armed conflict,
and the legal geography of armed conflict. Part II examines the concept of necessity
and concludes that military necessity (destruction of "life and limb" related to the
war aim) is fundamentally incompatible with human rights law and its
understanding of necessity as the least-restrictive means. Finally, Part III concludes
that the IHL regime, and its permissive notion of military necessity, should apply
when the state is acting as a belligerent against other co-equal belligerents, but that
human rights law, and its more restrictive notion of necessity, should apply when
the state acts as a sovereign over its own subjects. However, being a U.S. citizen
does not automatically make an individual a "subject" under a sovereign, as
opposed to a belligerent. Rather, this article concludes that belligerency is always a
relationship between collectives, and that the relevant question is whether the
United States stands in a relationship of belligerency to a non-state organization of
which the individual is a member.

http://ssrn.com/abstract=2131720
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